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(iv) 

SUMMARY 

A study has been made of the properties of the electron 

deficient ~ -systems in the compounds 3,5,6,8-tetranitro

acenaphthene (T.N.A.), 2,5-dinitro-l,8-naphthalic anhydride 

(2,5-D.N.N.A.), 3,6-dinitro-l,8-naphthalic anhydride (3,6-

D.N.N.A.), 4,5-dinitro-l,8-naphthalic anPydride (4,5-D.N.N.A.), 

2,4,5-trinitro-l,8-naphthalic anhydride (Tri.N-l,8-N.A.), 

1,6,8-trini~ro-2,3-naphtha1ic anhydride (Tri.N-2,3-N•A.) 

and 2,4,5,1-tqtranitro-l,8-naphtha1ic anhydride (T.N.N.A.). 

Measurements on the visible absorption spectra of the 

donor-acceptor (ch~ge-transfer) complexes formed between 

aromatic hydrocarbcns and the above compounds have shown that 

the electron acceptor ability increases in the order T.N • .A. < 
2,5-D.N.N.A."" 3,6-D.N.N.A. ,." 4,5-D.N.N.A. ( Tri.N-2,3-N.A.

Tri.N-l,S-N.A. The electron acceptor ability of T.N.N.A. oould 

not be determined by this method. The extent of electron 

transfer in the oomplexes formed with N,N,N',N'-tetramethyl-p

phenylene diam1ne has been investigated by eleotron spin resonance 

spectroscopy and the results have confirmed that T.N.A. is the 

we~est acoeptor. 

The association constants for the formation of oomplexes 

between T.N.A. and various methyl benzenes have been determined 

by nuolear magnetio resonance speotrosoopy and the assooiation 

oonstant and the heat of formation of the 3,6-D.N.N.A.-pyrene 

oomplex has been determined by visible speotrosoopy. The 

values are comparable with those fo~ other electron donor

acoeptor systems. 



(v) 

The electron spin resonance spectra of the radical anions 

of all the compounds, except 3,6-D.N.N.A. and Tr1.N-2,3,-N.A., 

have been anaJ.ysed and the experimentally detemined spin 

densi ties have been found to be in good agreemen"l. with the 

values calculated by the HUckel and MCLachlan molecular orbital 

methods. The rela ti ve spin densi ties at t!le proton sites in 

3,6-D.N.N.A. have been rstimated by a nuclear magnetic 

resonance method and found to agree qualitatively with the 

calculated values. 

The reactions o! the compounds with the bases - methoxide 

ion, sulphite ion, amines - have been investigated, and the 

products have been characterised ~ oorrelated with the strength 

of the base used in the reaction. A possible mechanism for the 

reaction of 3,6-D.N.N.A. with the methoxide ion has been proposed. 

The preparation of the compounds under study ha.ve been 

desoribed and the nuclear magnetic resonance, infrared and mass 

spectra have been recorded. The infrared and mass spectra have 

been discussed in terms of the struoture of the compounds. The 

infrared spectra of the comple:ores fomed with aromatic hydrocarl)ons 

have also been recorded and shown to be basically composi tea of .. ..he 

spectra of the individual components. 

A number of computer programs relevant to the present 

work and of gene~ chemical applioation have been written and 

are presented as an appendix to the thesis. 

\ 
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1. Introduction 

2. Charge -'l'ransf' er Interaction 

,. Radioal Anion Formation 

4. Sipa-Complex Formation 
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1. Introduction 

The object of the present work is to investiAte the properties 

of electron defioient aromatio systems based on the naphthalene 

skeleton in an attempt to oompare the results with the much studied 

benzenoid systems. In order to set the present study in context a 

review of some of the prinoiple features of the properties and 

reactions of electron deficient molecules will be presented. 

Electron defioient molecules are often capable of interacting 

with electron rich molecules t and the type or class cf interaction is 

dependent upon the extent of electron transfer from the electron rioh 

donor tc the electron defioient acoeptor. In view of this, the 

followinB introduotor,r survey on the reactions of electron defioient 

systems is divided into seotions based on the degree of electron 

tr8D8fer betwea1 the interactin8 species. 

The first section is concerned primarily with charge-transfer 

complexes formed as a result of partial transfer of eleotronio charge 

froll the donor to the acoeptor 

°2H (r-H02 ID 
~ 

Charge-Transfer Interaotigp 

N0
2 

The seoond section deals with reactions involving a further 

degree of interaction, namely the complete transfer of an eleotron 

trom the donor to the acceptor leading to the formation of radical 

lIZliona. 

Radioal Anion Fcmation 
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The final section deals with sigma-complex formation in which 

donation of a lone pair of electrons from the donor to the acoeptor 

results in the formation of a oovalent bond betwea."! the two species. 

The product of this type of interaction is a species in which the 

benzenoid resonance is no longer intact. 

R R 
Sigma-ao~~ormatlon 
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2. Charge-Transfer Interac~ 

A oharge-transfer complex is formed by the weak interaction 

of molecules whioh are oapable of acting as electron donors with 

molecules which function as electron acceptors. These complexes 

consist of integral molar ratios of the components. 

There are two main olasses of electron donors, the first 

inoludes al.kenes, al.kynes and aromatic hydrocarbons. These are 

termed l't -donors sinoe the eleotrons available for donation are 

delooalised in the 11 -orbitals of the donor. The seoond class of 

donors are the n-donors. These are molecules containing non-bonding 

electrons whioh a~e available for ooordination. Examples of suoh 

donors are alcohols, iodides, sulphides and nitrogen bases. 

A wide variety of molecules show acoeptor properties but this 

particular study is cODtined to organio aoceptors. H,ydroxyl1o o!'ganio 

compounds interact with ID8ZlY n.-donors with the formation of h1drogen 

bonds. Sinoe this type of interaction usually results in al terationa 

of the o-H stretching frequanoy, infrared speotroscopy is a sui to.ble 

method for studying this type of complex. 

KanJ compounds whioh react as d1enophiles in the Diels-Alder 

reaction also form complexes with 1.msaturated aliphatio and aromatio 

substanoes. An example of this is the produotion of highly coloured 

1 
adduots from the fusion of maleio anbydride with pol.ymethylbenzenes • 

JIaz1y of the oOlllpOunds termed 1'( -acceptors are ethylenes which are 

substituted with bishly electronegative groups. The aooeptor strength 

of these OOJIpOund. is related to the eleotron withdrawing power of the 

2 nbetituents. Tetr801A11Oethylene, one of the strongest n -acoeptors 

known, fall. :lDto this ol88s of compound. 
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The nitro group is strongly eleotron withdrawing and due to 

this effect polynitroaliphatio and polyni troaromatio oompounds sbow 

acoeptor properties. A large number of coloured solid adduots of 

polynitroaromatio acceptors have been formed. The oomplexes formed 

with piorio acid and ~trini trobenzene have been known for many 

years and have been well atudied3• Rather less work, however, has 

been done on nitro substituted polyoyolio aromatio compounds and 

probably 2,4,7-trinitrofluorenone ha.s been the most extensively studied 

in this 01U8 of OOIIpOund4• Other examples of aooeptors in this olass 

are the din! tronaphthalenes studied by Emslie and Foste~ and 

3-nitro-l,8-naphtMlio BZ1hydride studied by Ilmet and Berger6• 

(i) '!'be Bond1Dc in Cha1'p-'rransfer Complexes 

JI8l\f changes in the theories of 'bonding in oomplexes have 

oooured during the last fifty years. In 1927 Pfeiffer7 postulat£.d the 

existanoe of secondary valenoe foroes wi thin the aromatio nucleus 

whioh were susoeptible to saturation through interaction with qUinones 

and various other moleoules. This theory triggered off much disoussion 

and several new ideas have followed on the theory of bonding in 

molecular oomplexes. 

(a) The covalent bond tbeorz 

In 1929 Bennett and Willis8 rejected the ideas of Pfeiffer in 

favour ot a theory ot oovalent bonding between the oomponents. The 

ooval8l'lt bond was presumed to link the nitrogen atom of a n1 tro group:. 

to the oarbon ot the aromatic ring of the donor. The faot that oomplexes 

were tormed in 8imple molar ratios seemed to support the oovalent bonding 

theo17 but it lIOon bec8.!18 unreasonable when it was discovered that the 

separation between the components was much larger than that actually 

observed in oov&lmt bonding. 
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(b) The polarization aggregate theory 

Briegleb9 in 19,2 postulated that complex formation was due 

to interactions resulting from the electrostatic attraction between polar 

Dolecules with permanent dipoles and non-polar molecules which are 

subject to polarization through induction. This theory is consistent 

with observed changes in the heats of formation of trinitrobenzene 

oomplexes with various aromatic h;ydrocarbonslO• However it oannot 

10 explain the formation of oomplexes with iodine as the acceptor • 

(c) Collision theory 

1i 12 
In 1940, Gibson and LoeffHo and Ha.mmiok and Yule 

suggested that oolour producing collisions between components of 

a oomplex in solution are comparable to normal impacts between 

liquid molecules exoept for added restrictions in the orientations 

of the oolliding molecules. It is presumed that the colour phenomena 

are assooiated with the drift o~ electrons from one component to the 

other when the reactive centres are appropriately located. This 

interaction theory is supported by the fact that when solutions of 

aromatio &mines in nitroaromatics are subjected to increased pressure 

11 
at constant temperature an intensification of the oolour is observed • 

Cd) The ionic oomplex theory 

In 1942 leissl , suggested an aromatio donor-aooeptor complex 

to be the product of a single electron transfer 

D. + A ~ l-n) + {:AJ-

He explained the characteristic complex oolours on the basis that the 

+ -ions D • and A • are odd electron molecules which, in genera.l, ha.ve 

low exaitation energies. Complexes between dienes and dienophiles, which 

rJJB:¥ serve as Diels-Alder reaction intermediates, have also been 

formulated as ion pairs resulting from the transfer of a single eleotron. 
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The term "intermolecular semi-polar bond" has been usedl4 to 

describe the bonds between the components of the complex. 

(e) The ooncept of complex resonance 

Weiss's arguments have received much critioisml5 and in 

16 
1949 Braokman put forward his conoept of resonanoe whioh requires 

only partial ionio character and which seems to be in more acoord 

with the known properties of most aromatio donor-acceptor interaction 

products. According to this theory the donor oompound oan share an 

electron pair with the acceptor by a prooess comparable to Lewis 

aoid-base interaotion. The complex structure is regarded as a 

resonance hybrid 
+ 

Ds A D , A 

The orystal structure of the j-iodoaniline-,!;I!!-trini tro

benzene complex17 serves as indication that the contribution of the 

dative form 1s of small but sigziifioant structural influenoe. T~e 

colour of the oomplex is not discretely determined by either 

oomponent but it is a characteristic feature of the complex itself. 

(f) The JIull1ken theory 

The description of charge-transfer complexes which is most 

generally accepted is the valence bond approach suggested by 

18 JIulliken in 1952. This theory describes the relatively weak 

interactions between an electron donor, D, and an eleotron acceptor, 

A, in terms of a ground state wavefunction, 'II N' and an exoited 

state wavefunotion 'V B such that 

",H(AD) • a%(A,D}+b'V1(A--D+} (1) 

'Y B(AD) • a* 'J'l (A- - D+) - b*'V 0 (A,D) (2) 

where a and b are ooefficients such that a '-I a.*, b '" b* and. 

a
2 » b

2
• The wavefunction '" 0 has been termed by Kull1ken the 

no-bond function and it represents bonding derived from physioal 
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foroes such 88 dipole-dipole interactions and London dispersion 

foroes. The wavaf'unction 'V 1 has been termed the dative £\mction 

and this corresponds to complete electron transfer from the donor 

to the acceptor. A loose~y tound moleoular complex is regarded 

as a resonanoe hybrid between the no-bond form and the dative 

form with the no-bond form providing the major contribution to the 

hybrid structure. 

The transition from the ground to the axci ted state, which 

accompanies the absorption of light of appropriate wavelength, 

corresponds to the transfer of an eleotron from the donor to the 

acceptor. The corresponding spectrum, which is considered to be 

oharo.ateristic of the oomplex as a whole 14, is called an 

intermoleoularoharge-transfer spectrum. The coordinations produots 

themselves being termed charge-transfer complexes. 

(g) The molecular orbital method 

As an alternative to the valenoe bond a.pproa.ch postulated 

by Mulliken, a simple molecular orbital approach was put forward in 

1961 by Dewar19• The oharge-transfer absorption band is assumed to 

result from a transition from the highest ocoupied molecular orbital 

of the donor to the lowest vaosnt moleoular orbital of the aoceptor. 

It oan be shown that the energy of charge-transfer, Ear' is given by 

Em' - Bj - 0( 0 - Xi ,8 + P (3) 

where 0( is the coulombic integral for an sp2 hybridised oarbon 
o 

atom and ~ is the resonanoe integral for a oarbon-oarbon bond in 

benzene. The molecular orbital parameter, Xi' is calculated and 

relates to the highest occupied molecular orbital ot the donor. 

Bj represents the enerQ of the lowest vacant moleoular orbital of 

the acoeptor. The energy term P which represents the perturbation 

of the donor and acoeptor energy levels is 8l:lA1l and usually 
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A more detailed treatmant has bean given b.1 Murrell20 

who has attemptad to demonstrate a relationship between the 

stability of a charge-transfer oomplex and the intensity of the 

charge transfer band. 

(ii) The Energy of the Charge-Transfer Transition 

The transition from the ground state to the excited state 

of a complex is brought about by the absorption of light of a 

partioular wavelength. This absorption, which oauses the promotion 

of an eleotron f~om a molecular orbital of the donor to a moleoular 

orbital of the acceptor, can be oonveniently monitored using 

ul traviolet and visible spectroscopio teohniques. This is of 

signifioanoe since the wavelength of the max:imum in the oharge-

transfer absorption band leads simply to the energy of charge-

transfer. Sinoe the oharge-transfer prooess requires the 

transfer of an electron from the donor to the aooeptor, the 

1irBl1sition energy may be expected to be a funotion of the ionisation 

potential of the donor, I
D

, and the electron affinity, Ff, of 

the acoeptor. 

It has been shown b.1 McConnell2l tha.t, for oomplexes of 

iodine with a wide range of weak donors, an aplZ" oximately linear 

relationship exists between the ionisation potential of the donor 

and the frequency, v ar' of the oharge-transfer transition such that: 

h ~ ar • ID ~ E' - w (4) 

where h 1s Planok's Calsta.:...t and W is the dissooiation energy of 

the excited state of the oomplex. Subsequently, several relationships 

between the energy of oharge-transfer and the donor ionisation 

potential for various acoeptors have been proposed, all of which 

take the general form 

h}) or • aID + b (5) 
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where a and b are oonstants for the acceptor being studied. 

22 For weak oomp1exes it oan be shown that the ionisation 

potential is related to the energy of the oharge-transfer transition 

by the equation 

D 
• I - Cl + (6) 

where Cl and C2 are oonstants for a given acoeptor. 

This equation desoribes a parabola, and would, at first 

sight, appear to be in oonfliot with the more simple linear 

equations (4) and (5). The faot that the range of measured values 

of the donor ionisation potential is relatively small means that 

the segment of the parabola over whioh the results have been applied 

approximates to a straight line. This t together with the faot that 

the oharge-transfer band is broad whioh ma.kes an acourate evaluation 

of l> CT diffioul t, is suffioient to justify the use of the more 

simple linear equations (4) and (5). 

Experimental determinations of ionisation potentials vary 

somewhat depending on the method of measurement. Direot photoionisation 

experiments seem to be the most reproduoible souroe of ionisation 

potentials and figure 1 shows some typioal plots of the energs of 

the oharge-transfer transition against the donor ionisation potential3• 

The linearity of the plots is reasonable. However some of the points 

whioh deviate from the least squares line m~ be acoounted for by 

experimental error but there seems little doubt that many of the 

disorepanoies are real. Nevertheless despite suoh inherent errors 

this type of plot ho.s been used to estimate unknown donor ionisation 

potentials. 

The variation in I> CT throughout a set of oomplexes of a 

given acoeptor with different donors may be paralleled in a 

oorresponding set of oomplexes with a different acoeptor, Plots of 
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this type, as shown in figure 2, provide useful evidence for the 

presence of charge-transfer oomplexes when the appropriate ionisation 

potentials of the donors are not available3• In many cases, where 

both the acceptors are Tt -acceptors, this type of plot shows a 

gradient of unity. This corresponds to an equal value of the 

constent a in equation (5) for both the acceptors. In certain cases, 

the gradient obtained from such plots is significantly different to 

unity. Such en example being a plot of V CT for iodine complexes 

against V CT for the corresponding oomplexes with a l{ _acoeptor23. 

Theoretically this case cnn be understood in terms of the difference 

in overlap for the two acoeptors resulting in different values of 

the oonstant a in equation (5) for each acoeptor. 

A measure of the ionisation potential of 8. donor compound 

may be obtained from the half wave oxidation potential, € iOX. 

It is a requirement of the method3 that there is an eleotrooheminal 

equilibrium at the eleotrode and that the wave is reversible. 

It he.o been shown24 •25 that if the difference in the 

diff'usion of the oompound 8Zld its positive ion is small and entropy 

ohanges are small then 

t OX -D ,t - r + ~ Psolv + oonstant 

where 0 Fsolv is the difference in the solvation energy between the 

oompolmd and its positive ion. If, for a series of compounds, 

1 t 1s assumed that variations in the ionisation potential are much 

greater than in 6 Fsolv, the half wave oxida.tion potential may be 

used as 8. measure of the electron donating ability of the donor. 

Plots of Var against ( t OX result in good straight lines25 

(see figure 3). Sinoe polarographio data often extends to oompounds 

for whioh no direct ionisation potential data is available suoh 

results are of oODsiderable interest. 
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A plot of the charge - transfer transition energies ox 
of 2,4,7 - trinitrofluorenone complexes against € 1/2 

for the respective donors. 
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The correlation between the energy of charge-transfer and 

the electron affinity of the acceptor as is implied by equation (4) 

has not bean studied to any great extent. This being mainly due 

to the laok of reliable data on the electron 3ffinity of acceptors. 

The methods available for the determination of the electron affinity 

26 of acceptors have been comprehensively reviewed by Briegleb and 

will only be outlined in this discussion. 

Sinoe it has been shown that the half wave oxidation potential 

is related to the ionisation potential of the donor (equation 7), 

it seems reasonable that the half wave reduction potential might be 

related to the electron affinity of the acceptor. It has been 

shown, for two acoeptors of similar tYFe that, if the difference in 

solvation energy between the compotmd and its negative ion is 

assumed oonstant, the following relationShip holds: 

E'(Al ) - E'(A
2

) = (AI) - ( (A
2

) (8) 

where ( is the reduction potential of the acceptor and is equal 

to the half wave reduction potential within experimental error. 

Thus if the electron affinity of one acceptor is known then others 

may be derived from a knowledge of their reduction potentials. 

A very similar equation relates the electro~ affinity of 

an acceptor to the energy of the oharge-transfer tranp.i tioo. 

Equation (9) relies on the same assumption as equation (8) 

and should only be used for oomparisons between oomplexes of the 

same bond type. 

However, since the reliance which can be pla.ced on the 

value of the eleotron affinity of any standard acceptor is uncertain, 

the results obtained for electron affinities using equations (8) and (9), 
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and indeed by most available methods, must be viewed with caution. 

Plots of the frequenoy of the charge-transfer transition 

against the half wave reduction potential show more scatter than do 

the anal.agous plots against tne half wave oxidation potential. This 

suggests that the assumption that the difference in the solvation 

energy between a oompound and its negative ion is oonstant for 

different systems is less reliable than when dea11ng with positive 

ions in oxidation potential measurements. Thus ionisation potential 

measurements are usually more reliable than eleotron &tfini ty 

measurements when methods which rely on this assumption are used. 

It is unfortlmate that the electron affinity presents so 

many difficulties in its determination since it would offer a direot 

measure of eleotron acoeptor ability 0 However it oan be seen from 

equation (,) that Bj, the energy of the lowest vaoant molecular 

orbital of the acoeptor, is direotly related to the energy of 

onarga-transfer and should provide a measure of the aooeptor 

strength. 

It oan be seen, from equation (3), that by plott:iJlg the 

energy of oharge-transfer against the calculated molecular orbital 

psrameter, Xi for a series of complexes of a single acceptor with 

several donors a straight line should be observed. An illustrative 

plot of EeT against Xi for tr1nitrofluorenone oomplexei1 is given 

in figure 4. If the energy function, P, is omitted from equation (3) 

we have 

(10) 

and, henoe the gradient of the plot leads to a value of the negative 

rescmanoe integral for a oarbon ... oarbon bond in benzene and the 

intercept leads to a value of the lowest vacant moleoular orbital 
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of the acoeptor re4uoed by the value of the ooulombio integral for 

2 an sp ~bridiseC. oarbon atom. By analogy with equation (3), it oan 

be seen that the intercept is, more accurately, given by 

Bj - 0<. 0 - p 

where P is an energy term. Calculations have been carried out to 

eliminate Q( and P from this in°iiercept but the determination of P o 

is difficult. However the values of (Bj - Ot) obtained from the o 

simple treatment outlined above give a reliable relative measure of 

the eleotron acoeptor ability of molecules. 'l'he resonanoe integral, 

fi, has been shown not to be oonstant, as expeoted, but to show a 

dependenoe on the olass of donor and on the partioul ar aooeptor 

being investigated. 

(iii) The Effect of Solvent on the Energy of Charge Transfer 

The wavelength at which a oharge-transfer absorption band 

oocurs is ver,r dependent upon the solvent used in the determination. 

28 
K~sower has ~gested that for 4-oarbomethoxy-l-ethyl pyridinlum 

iodide the energy of the oharge-transfer transition, expressed in 

kilooalories per mole, and termed the Z value, oan be taken as a 

standard measure of the ionising power of a solvent. 

In general solvents may be divided into protio and 

aprotio solvents and in eaoh case the position of the oharge-transfer 

band in non-ionio complexes has been shown to be reasonably linearly 

dependent on the solvent Z value29• 

For protic solvents, where the Z value is high, the larger 

values of Z correlate with the larger values of the energy of 

oharge-transfer for a given oomplex. At first sight this is 

unexpected sinoe the upper states are more ionio. However, in 

the ground state, these complexes will be strongly solvated by 
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such solvents. B.y application of the Franc~Condon Principle there 

will be no reorltmtation of this solvent cage to minimise the 

energy of the excited state at the instant of excitation, and the 

fact that the more ionisirg solvents oause a shift to sborter 

wavelength suggests th~t the solvation in the grotmd state results 

mainly from the looalised fields in the oonsti tuent molecules, 

rather than from the small dipole due to the contribution of the 

dative structure. 

Aprotic solvents of low Z value will not provide an effective 

solvent oage and although this will lead to en absenoe of orientation 

strain, dispersion foroes and polarisation of the solvent moleoules 

by the solute dipoles rill be operative. The increase in solute 

dipole as a result of the optical. transition will result in a 

shift to longer wavelength as ~he Z-value of the solvent inoreases. 

Reoently studies of gas phase charge-transfer complexes 

have shown that in all cases there is a con'!iderable blue shift in 

the position of the charge-transfer band in the gas phase relative 

to its position in the liquid phase. Prochorow and Tromer}O have 

attempted to explain this shirt as being caused jointly by a 

dielectrio shift and a oage effect of comparable magnitude. 

Kroll Jl bas studied several charge-transfer complexes in the gas 

phase a.nd shown thllt as we1l as the blue shift observed in going 

from 1ituid to gas phase, the extinction coefficient is deoreased 

whilst the oharge-transfer association oonstant is inoreased by 

about a factor of three. He also suggests that the shifts are due 

to ohanges in the dieleotric medium. 

(iv) Methods for the Determination of Association Constants 

The value of the association constant for the equilibrium 

between an electron donor and an eleotron o.oceptor is important as 

a measure of the extent of interaction between the donor and acceptor. 
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It is usual to asSUt1e, in the determination of the 88sooiation 

oonstant, that, ini tia.lly a.t least, the intera.otion gives rise 

to only one speoies of oomp1ex. Thus for the equilibrium 

aSsuming the activities of the reacting speoies to be unity the 

assooiation oonst~t, K AD, is given by 
o 

KAD 
o 

(11) 

where the quantities in square braokets represent the ooncentrations 

of the reacting speoies at equilibrium. Equation (11) is the 

basio expression ·.1Sed in the various methods outlined below. 

The following acoount briefly summarises the main methods used in 

the determination of Bflsooiatj.on oCl'lstants. 

(a) Electronio Spl'l.otrosoom; 

Ultraviolet and visible spectroscopio teohniques have been 

greatly used for the determinl.'.tion of assooiation oonstants. The 

16 observation of Brackman thnt a oomp1ex retains the absorptions 

of the components together with one or more absorptions charaoteristic 

of the complex as a whole was important and was followed up by the 

work of Benesi and Hilderbrand32• TheBe workers derived the follOwing 

standard equation, wh:f.ch is usually termed the Benesi Hilderbrand 

equation 

W (12) 
OD 

Equation (12) ~as deriv~d for 1:1 complex formation under 

the oonditions of [DJ » [:'..oJ where [Do] and [AoJ are the 

initial donor and 8CCeptor conoentra.tions, OD is the optical density 
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of the charge-transfer absorption at the wavelength, A , 
being studied and f ~ is the extinotion ooeffioient of the 

oharge-transfer absorption at the wavelength X. A plot of 

[ AJ /OD against Y [D J for a series of solutions should be 

linear and leads to values of the extinotion ooeffioient and the 

assooiation constant. The equation has its disadvantages since 

it requires tha determination of a small interoept by extrapolation 

to ooncentrated solutions, and various refinements have been 

suggested by soott33 , and Foster, Hammiok and Wardley34. 

(b) Nuolear magnetio res.2,Jl8lloe speotrosoopl 

The nuclear magnetio resonanoe absorption resulting 

from a magnetic nuoleus is dependent on the environment of the 

particular nuoleus. If the environment is ohanged, e.g. by 

oomplexing, a shift in the position of the signal will be 

observed. It oan be shown that on oomplex:lng the upfield shift 

of the acoeptor signal,6. t is related to the assooiation oonstant, 

1.0 AD, by the equation 

};:: 1 • 
O. (AD 

o 

_l~_. 1 
A AD [DoJ 

o 

+ 1 
AAD 

o 

where ~ AD is the shift of the pure oomplex relative to the pure 
o 

acoeptor. Equation (13) t originally derived from hydrogen bonding 

studies, was firot used in the study of oharge-transfer oomplexes 

by Hanna and Ashbaugh35. The equation is analsgous to the 

Benesi-Hilderbrnnd equation for optioal determinations and has the 

same disadvantage of requiring extrapolation to oonoentrated 

solution to obtain a small intercept. Foster and Fyfe36 suggested 

a rearrangement, s:fJnilar to that of Foster, Ho.mmiok and Wardley34 

for the optioal method, to the form 

6 /[Do) = -6,KoAD + /::;)oAD loAD (14) 
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Equation (14) indicates that for a series of solutions in 

which [DJ P ['oJ a plot of 6/ [Do] against tJ should be 

linear. The line has a gradient equal to the negative value of 

the assooiation oonstant and the value of the shift of the pure 

oomplex, ~ AD t may be obtained from the interoept by o 

extrapolation to infinitely diiute solution. 

(c) Infrared spectroscoBl 

In prinoiple, the prooedures used in eleotronio speotrosoopy 

oan be applied to the infrared absorptions of solutions oontaining 

eleotron donors and electron acoeptors in equilibrium with the 

oomplex speoies37• Since the intermoleoular stretching frequencies 

of the complex species are not normally accessible, measurements 

are made on a band which occurs in one or other of the oomponents 

and in the oomplex. For the method to be applied there must be 

sufficient difference in the intensity of the absorption by these 

bo speoies at some wavelength. The method which has also been 

applied to Raman lines38 is only rarely used. 

(d) Distribution methods 

It h~s proved convenient in making quantitative studies of 

oertain types of donor aooepto~ complexes to measure the distribution 

of one oomponent, often the donor, between a liquid phase in which 

on~ that oomponent is appreoiably soluble and a liquid phase whioh 

oontains all the oomponents. Analysis of the free donor concentration 

in each of the lqers with a knowledge of the distribution coeffioient 

oan lead to a val. ue of the assooiation constant for oomplex formation39• 

( e) Po1arosr!!> by 

The reversible one eleotron reduotion of organio acceptors 

in aprotio solvents is modified when a donor is added to the system 

and this ohange oan be related. to the assooiation oonstant for oomplex 

formation. The results, which seem sensitive to the supporting 
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electrolyte, do not correlate closely with values obtained from 

optical data40,4l. 

other methods, including o smometry42 , visoosity43 measurements, 

solubility measurements44 and surface tension measurements45 have 

all bean used in the determination of association constants for 

oomplex formation, but they are rather more speoialised and ha.ve 

only been used in speoifio oases. 

(v) Lar~etism J.n complex.,2! 

The observations of Kainer, Bijl and Rose Innes46 indioated 

that in oertain oases oha.:ge-transfer oomplexes could be paramagnetic. 

They showed that adduots of 'p-phenylene diamine (P.P.D.) and 

N,N,N·,N·-tetrBmeibyl~-phenylene diam1ne (T.M.P.D.) with 

tetra.ba.lobenzoquinones and other strong acoeptors exhibited electron 

spin resonanoe signals. 

Paramagnetism in oomplexes was explained46•47 by assuminb 

that the radioal anion derived from the acceptor , A':' t and the 

radioal oation derived from the donor, Dt, eaoh have an unpaired 

eleotron and are in the dOUblet state. When these ions are held 

together in the oomplex the unpaired electrons m~ interaot to give 

a singlet or triplet state. Often the triplet state is of too 

high energy to be significantly populated, but in oomplexes formed 

from donors of low ionisation potential and acceptors of high 

eleotron affinity the triplet state ~ be acoessible. In suoh 

oases the oomplex is para.IDll.gnetic. The electron spin resonanoe 

signal of oertain solid adducts of the tetrahaloquinones and T.M.P.D. 

have been resolved48,49 and the spectral lines identify with the 

radioal oations of the donor Dt and the radioal anions of the 

acoeptor A":. 
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Ea.stman50 has observed r.n electron spin resonance signal 

from a perplene-quinone oomplex but the spectrum of this type of 

oomp1ex does not, in general, exhibit any ~erf'ine structure and 

it is difficult to identify t~ speoies giving rise to the signal. 

Radical anion formation is enhanoed in solution alnoe 

ion-solvent interactions lower the free energy of the radical ion 

state. This allows the triplet state to be populated to a greater 

extent. 

The relative strengths of the eleotron spin resonance 

signals from oomplexes formed from vArious acceptors with P.P.D. and 

T .II.P .D. have been investigated using a radical with a simple doublet 

ground state as a referenoe standard5l • 

The results for the various ~oeptors are shown in the table. 

Relative strengths of the eleotron ~in resonan~~orption per moleoule 

f 1 ~ 900 K5l o comp ex lh _ 

Aooeptor P.P.D. Complexes T.MoP.D8 Complexes 
-

,P-Benzoquinone 0.0 0.1 

p-Chloranil 0.2 0.2 

p-Bromanil 0.3 2.0 -
i-Iodanil 1.0 20.0 

Q-Bromanil 3.0 40.0 

It has been deduced that the factors whioh lead to an inorease 

in the population of the triplet level and hence the strength of the 

electron spin resonanoe signal are I 

(1) Increased ease of reduction of the acoeptor" 

(2) Increased bulkiness of the substituents an the donor and aooeptor 

nuclei leading to a oorresponding deorease in the overlap of the 
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orbitalsA: and nt which oontain the unpa.ired eleotrons. 

Several oomplexes formed with polycyclio aromatic hydrooarbons 

as donors and inorganic molecules as aooeptors52t53t54 have been 

reported to show electron spin resonanoe signals but these are 

outside the scope of this review. 
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2. Radioal Anion Formation - - - .. 

It oan b9 seen from the previous section that complex 

formation in certain cases can lead to the forma.tion of a para

magnetic species and to r~c~l anion formation. Although the 

eleotron spin resananc~ spectrum can be obtained from the species 

Dt and A: formed b,y one electron transfer from the donor to the 

acceptor, it is often not possible to resolve the fine structure 

in the speotra of radical anions formed by charge-transfer 

complexation. Hence it is not possible to obtain direct experimental 

evidence on the electron distribution within either the donor or 

the acoeptor molecule. In order to gain this information it is 

necessary to generate the radioal anions by other means. 

Eleotron deficient aromatic systems can be converted 

relativeq easily into radioal aniorm by the addition of an electron 

from a donor molecule. It has been observed that 4-nitrotoluene 

gives a high concentration of radioal anion3 when dissolved in 

. !!!tl-butanol to which pota.ssium-!m-butoxide has been a.d.ded55• 

However trinitrobenzene tmder sinilar conditions gives only a very 

small conoentration of radioal anion and this is explained as being 

due to sigma-oomplex formation55• 

There are several methods available for the prepara.tion of 

radical anions and one of the earliost and originally most oommonly 

used is chemical reduotion using an alkali metal. Although the 

meohanism of this reaction is sicple the expected anion is not a.lw~s 

produoed. Sometimes an ion-pair is obtained whioh introduoes 

complioations into the interpretation of the spectrum. Reoently 

photolytic reduction56h8S been employed, particularly in the 

reduotion of aroJil8.tic ketonetl, but the .!!l .!!:E:! eleotrolytio reduction 

method introduced by Geske and 1Iald.57 is perhaps the best and most 
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widel,. used. This last method is superior to ohemioal methods 

because it does not normally lead to any 8l1oma1ies in the 

electron dansi t,. in the aranatio system. 

Modem eleotron spin !"esonanoe spectrometers oan resolve 

l1new1dths of 0.1 gauss or less and the lJ1perfine structure 

resulting from the interaction o~ the m88Detio moment of the 

unpaired electron with the masnetic nuclei in the radical oan 

lead to a "mappinS" of the unpaired electron density throughout 

the radioal. S8'leral methods, based on the valence bond and 

molecular orbital. approximationt, are available for the oaloulation 

of the unpaired eleotron density throughout the radioal. The 

molecular orbital. method is the approa.oh normally adopted but 

the valenoe bond method of Karplus has several advantages 58 • 

A theoretioal treatment, suoh as the moleoular orbital method, 

derived tor use with aromatio hydrooarbons is not strictly valid 

in systems -.m.re t.~'·':'·A is.. ~ CJt'), ,~.~.'lu.··...I.~le degree of delooalisation 

of the 1r -electrons into substituent groups. Nevertheless Reiger 

and Fraenke159 have been remarkably suooessful in correlating a 

vast amount of data on hyperfine interactions in n1 troaromatio 

radioal. an10ns using the Huckel Linear Combination of Atomic 

Orbitals theory and the approx:l.mate configuration interaction 

theory of McLachlan. 

Most of the early studies of radica.ls in solution oonoened 

highly stable species such as radioals derived from substituted 

CYOlopentadienyl.60,6l hydrazyls62,63 oarbasyls64,65 and nitrio 

oxid866• However, electron deficient aromatic systems, end 

particularly n1 troarauatic compotmds, can readily be oonverted 

into radical 8I1ions because of their ease of reduction. As a 
59,67,68 

result extensive :Investigations have been made into suoh systems • 
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The reduotion of a n.i. troaromatio oompolmd usually lea.ds 

to a stable radioal anion but the anion formed is susoeptible 

to both oxidation and reduotion. Oxidation to the parent nitro 

oompound ooours eaaily and may be 8.Ooomplished simply by 

exposure to air or by addition of an 8.Ooeptor stronger than the 

parent nitro oompol.t:ld. Reduct~ on of a ni troa.romatio radioal 

anion may yield a nitroso I')ompound, hydroxylamine, amine or 

oondensation produots. Hence oonsiderable care must be exercised 

during the preparation to ensure that the correct oonditions are 

employed. to obtain the stable radioa1 anion .. 

lIald. and Geske 69 who made the first systematic study 

of eleotrolytioally produced ni troaromatio radioal anions 

commented on various se'lDi"empirica1 correlationB. For instanoe, 

it was observed that changes in the nitrogen ~erfine coupling 

oonstant oould be related to changes in the half wave one eleotron 

reduction potentials and also to the Hammett rr funotion. The 

a.ddition of electrophilic substituents caused a deorease in the 

half wave reduction potentia.! which was paralleled by a deorease 

in b ntrogen hyperfine ooupUng oonstant. Nucleophilio 

substituants were found to have the opposite effects. 

The valu.as of the ni trogen ~erfine ooupling oonstants 

are also sol vent dependent, being greatest when measured in a 

solvent of high dieleotr~c oonstant70,71,72. The ring proton 

ooup1ing consta.nts are however only slightly affected by ohanges 

in solvent. Reiger and F'ra.enke159 suggest that the main effect 

of the solvent is on the eleotron distributiou within the 

nitro group, the poL.lt at which 100801 solvent oomplexes are 

most likely. 
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The extent to which radical anions are involved in the 

mechanism of .. -oomplex formation is unoertain. Eleotron spin 

resonanoe spectra have been observed during the reaotion of 

trinitrobenzene with di~t~lamine73,74 in the presenoe and 

absenoe of aoetone sed from trinitrobenzene in the presenoe of 

basio acetone 71. However the ::>rigin and role of these paramagnetio 

species is not fully unde~9tood. 

It has betID shown that irradiation oan lead to the 

produotion of radioal anions, and speotra have been obtained in 

this W8J from a solution of nitrobenzene in mathanolio methoxide75 

and from chloroform so1ut1oIllof t~1nitrobenzene oontaining 

76 the cyazdde ion " However it 1.B likely that these species are 

in low conoentration and have little signifioance in ~ -complex 

fOl'Jilation. 

A more detaSled account of the theory related to the 

investigation of radioal anions derived f~m nitroaromatio 

oompounds is given in ohapter 3 seotion 1, and details of the 

methods of oalculation of the theoretioal lr -eleotron densities 

are given in chapter 7 seotion 1. 
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~. Sigma Complex Formation 

At the turn of the oentury Jaokson77 ,78 and MeiSanheimer79 

reported bright ooloured produots resulting from the reaotion of an 

alkoxide with 2,4,6-trinitroanisole. Meisenheimer suggested the 

struoture of the produot to be 

RO~ 

02NO li02 
N02K 

(I) 

This tlJPe of produot resulting from the transfer of a lone 

pair of eleotrons from a donor molecule to an acoeptor molecule 

has been the subject of deta.iled studies over the past deoade. 

Reoent nuclear magnetio r.esonanoe speotrosoopio studies80,81 

have shown that the struoture (I) suggested by Meisenheimer was 

largely oorreot. This type of sigma-oomplex has subsequently oome 

to be known as a Meisenheimer complex. 

(i) Methods at Investigating Meisenheimer Complexes 

The inorease in the availability of speotrosoopio teohniques 

has greatly facilitated the study of this type of sigma-oomplex 

formation and eleotronio and nuclear magnetio resonance speotrosoopy 

have been of pa.rticular value. 

(a) Eleotronio speotrosoopY 

In the interaction of a nitroaromatio oompound with any 

one of a va:iety of bases a oharacteristio absorption of light in 

the visible region is observed. The visible speotra of a large 
82..a6 

number of ni troaromatio/al"lion type systems have been studied , 

and, apart from the adduots formed from m--t r:l.n1trobenzene 

with the hydroxide ion and the sulphite ion, the observed speotra 

show very marked similarities. 
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These are: 

(i) Two distinct maxima in the region 400 - 850 nm. 

(ll) The molar extinction coefficient of the low energy band 

is about half that of the high energy band and has a value 

around 2 x 104 1. mole -1 om-I. 

(iii) The band profiles are very similar. 

The positions of the bands, their separation and extinction 

ooefficients are dependent on the solvent system used. Foster 

and Fyfe87 have reported that in the 2,4,6-tr1nitroanisole/alkoxide 

system the high energy band shifts to longer wavelengths on inoreasing 

the ionising power of the solvent. Similar effeots have been 

reported88 for the m-tr1nitrobenzene/oyanide ion systera and the 

1,3-dinitrobenzene/aoetonate ion system. No simple relationship 

has been observed however between the position of the absorbanoe 

maximum and a single funotion of the solvent such as the dieleotrio 

constant. 

In th& oase of the e.dduots formed from !~trini trobenzene 

with the hydroxide and sulphite ions, the speotrwn shars a single 

sharp maximum plus a shoulder on the long wavelength side of the 

peak max1mum76 ,89. 

From the results of a visible speotroscopio study of the 

interaction c:L ,m-trinitrobenzene with various anions Ainsoough 

and Caldin90 have suggested the produot :. f the reaction to be a 

oharge-transfer oomplex of unspeoified goo metry rather than a 

86 
Meisenheimer oomplex of struoture (1). Pollett and Saunders 

however suggested that the oomplex between !Z!!!:"trini trobenzene and 

the acetonate ion contains the ion situated above one of the ring 

oarbon atoms and donating a. lone pair on the metb;ylene group to the 

lowest available 1f * orbital of the benzene ring to fom a dative 

sigma-bond. 
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(b) Nuclear magnetio resonance apeotroeoop)" 

The ohange in the environment of the r1.Dg proton at the site 

of sigma-oomplex formation is easily detectable by nuclear magnetio 

resonance spectrosoopy and has led to this technique being greatly 

used in the investigation of Meisenheimer oomplexes. 

The nuolear magnetio resonance speotrum of the species 

resul t1.ng from the interaction of .!m.-trin1 trobenzene and a variety 

of anions and aliphatio smines oan be rationalised in tems of 

s1sma-oomplex formation but not on the basis of 7r -complex 

formation80,8l,9l -95. The struoture of the produot is vel.'Y similar 

to the. t 1n1 tially proposed by Meisenheimer 

RHb 

II 

N02 

The ring protons (Ha) resonate in the range 1·1 to 1.3 

and appear as a doublet with a ooupling oonstant of approximately 

1 Hz., while the proton (H b) honded to the oarbon atom at whioh 

attack ot the anion takes place resonates in the range 3.7 to 4.1 

and appears as a broad triplet showing the same ooupling oonstant. 

In the case of interactions of .!!m-trin1 trobenzene with 

aliphatic amines simultaneous measurements of both the nuolear 

JDSBIletio resoD8llCe speotrum and the visible spectrum have been 

taken93 ,96 and it appears that the species giving rise to the visible 

absorption is the same as that giving rise to the nuclear magnetio 

resonance spectrum. 

A.t ratios of anion to trin1 trobenzene greater than unity 

the add1 tion of the second anion to the adduot oan easily be observed 

81,97 
by nuclear JD8B1'18tio resonance spectrosoopy • 
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(c) In£rared spectros~ 

Although infrared spectroscopy does not offer such direct 

structural evidence as does nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy, 

evidence has been deduced from the infrared spectrum of the product 

of the reaction of trjnitroanisole with methoxide to support 

sigma-complex formation98• The outstanding feature of the spectrum 

of such complexes is a series of five or six strong bands in the 

-1 region between 1225 and 1040 cm which correspond to the strong 

characteristic bands of a ketal99• This coxrespondance with the 

ketal spectrum clearly indicates that the complexes do have the 

covalent Meisenheimer complex structure. 'l'he transfer of negative 

charge to the rir~ which would accompany formation of either a 

charge-transfer complex or a Meisenheimer complex will lead to a 

decreased N-O bond order and to the lowering of the symmetric and 

asymmetric N-O stretching frequencies. As expected the strong 

asymmetric N-O stretching band at 1552 cm -1 in the picryl compound 

does not occur in the spectra of the complexes. The complexes 

show a new band at either 1513 or 1481 cm-1• The N-O symmetric 

stretching band at 1347 cm-1 is also missing in the complexes and is 

replaced by a strong band near 1300 cm-1 which can be assigned to the 

100 ni tro group ~ 

(d) ~.<2.rimetry 

Recently a calorimetric method has been used to show the 

presence of transient intermediates in the formation of Meisenheimer 

101 complexes • Using this technique the complexes of structure III and 

IV have been shown to be present in the reaction of trini troanisole 

wi th sodium methoxide in methanol solution. 
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The method also leads to values of the enthalpy of formation of 

the speoies involved and these have been determined as -1.48 Keal 

mo1e-l for structure III and as -4.86 Koal mo1e-l for structure IV. 

(ii) Reactions of Eleotron Defioient Aromatio Species with Bases 

The reactions of po1ynitroaromatic oompounds with bases 

1k--"'d 80,81 ul hit 89,102-104 lonrdr . d 105-101 suoh as a QJU. e ,s p e , .. von e , 

and cyanide88 ,108-ll4 ions have been extensively studied. The 

reaction of !l!-tr1n1trobenzene with alkoxides has reoeived 

partioular attention and the results reviewed in detail16 ,81,ll5. 

Only the major oonclusions on the reactions will be summarised 

at this time. 

(a) Reactions with alkoxides 

Crampton and Gold80 and Foster and Fyfe81 have shown by 

nuolear magnetio resonance speotroscopy that the product of the 

reaction of ,m-trini trobenzene with alkoxides is a sigma-oomplex 

and has the structure V as shown 

RO H 

°2
N 0;, '- .: 1lO2 V 

,. 
N0

2 
81 This produot ~~ been shown to be susoeptible to solvolysis 

and on addition of acetone the sigma-oomplex having a struoture VI 

is produced. 
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VI 

N02 
If the product of structure V is allowed to react with an 

excess of alkoxide a change is observed in the nuclear magnetic 

resonance spectrum which is consistent with the foxmation of a 

2:1 adduct of structure VII. The equilibria involved may bv 

represented as shown: 

H OR 

ONQN02 2 , -
'... ) 

" 
N 2 . 

~---.----;;;> 

VII 

The reactions of trin1troanisole with alkoxides have also 

been studied and a reaction scheme exactly analagous to that for 

trinitrobenzene has been proposed81• 

The s~ructure VII and the equivalent structure for 

trin1troanisole bad both previous~ been proposed on the basis of 

, 'bl t i . 116 V1S2 e spec roscop c eV1dence and the results from nuclear 

magnetic resonance spectroscopy elegantly confirmed previous 

thinking. The solid product isolated from the reaction of 

trini troanisole with excess alkoxide was shown to have a structure 

a.naJ.agous to structure vBl i.e. only a 1:1 sigma. complex. 

The reactions of the din1 trobenzenes are very similar to 

those described for trinitrobenzene. However Foreman and Fosterl17 

have pointed out some interesting reactions of I-substituted-3,5-

dinitrobenzenes. It haa been shown by nuclear magnetio resonance 

that both 3,5-dinitrobenzonitrile and 3,5-d1n1trobenzotrifluoride 

fo1'm Meisenheimer complexes with methoxide in solution, the attack 
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generally being a.t the 2-posi tion. However, with other, partiou1ar1y 

more bulky, nuo1eophi1es attack is at the 4-position. In the case 

where the substituent at the 1-position is iodide (-I) or ethyl 

carboxylate (-COOEt), the addition of methoxide to a. solution of 

the nitro compound in dimetbylsu1phoxide produced a deep red 

colouration characteristic of a Meisenheimer complex. In both 

cases the original nuclear magnetic resonance absorption collapsed 

immediately on addition of methoxide but on long standing the 

original peaks reappeared, however no peaks assignable to 

Meisenheimer complex formation were observed. 

The reactions of polycyclic ni troaranatic compounds have 

not been so exteLsively studied as the monocyc1ic compounds but 

Meisenheimer complexes derived from the reactions of l-methoxy and 

1-ethoxy-dinitronaphthalene with methoxide ions and ethoxide ions 

118 have been reported • 

Fosterl19 has shown that these M~isenheimer complexes undergo 

a solvolYSis with acetone exactly analagous to the solvolysis reaction 

of the trinitrobenzene/alkoxide Meisenheimer complex. 

The reaction of 9-nitroanthracene with methoxide results in 

Meisenheimer complex formation by addition of the methoxide ion at 

119 
the 10-posi tion , again the complex is susceptible to solvolysis 

in acetone solution. 

The reaction of 9-nitro-IO-methoxyanthracene with methoxide 

is analagous to the reaction of trinitroanisole and Meisenheimer 

complex formation results from an addition of the methoxide ion at 

the lO_positionll9• 

The reactions vf trinitrotoluene with bases are less well 

understood. Bantzsch and Kisse1ll0 by treating trinitrotoluene with 

potassium methoxide obtained an addition procluc t, which subsequent to 
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the work of Meisenheimer was asoribed the struoture VIII. 

VIII 

N02 

Further studies by Hantzsoh and Pioton showed that these 

salts were decomposed by inorganio acids and oxides of nitrogen 

were e~olved120. Solid produots were simultaneously preoipitated 

and among those isolated were stilbene derivatives and produots of 

oxidation of the methyl group. 

121 Copisarow attempted an analysis of the produots formed 

in the reaction of trinitrotoluene with alkoxides or alkali metal 

~xides and isolated nitre-nitroso derivatives of dibenzyl and 

stilbene and also an azoJC;Y' oompound. Many similar ooupled struotures 

have been proposed as being produced in the reaotio:l and even in 

more recent work doubt still exists as to the precise nature of the 

products. It has been proposed122 ,123 tha.t trinitrotoluene reacts 

with methoxide to give a benzyl type anion. However, Servis91 has 

suggested this to be unlikely 81'..d that an addition, to give a 

Meisenheimer ~omplex, at the 3-position is more probable. However 

no evidence has been found for this product and the results of 

Servis tend to suggest radical formation in the system. No further 

evidence as to the preoise nature of this reaction seems to have been 

proposed. 

(b) Reactions with sulphite ions 

In 1924 Muraour
lO2 

reported that trini trobenzene and 

trinitrotoluene would dissolve in aqueous solutions of sodium sulphite 

to gi ve ~ ooloured solutions from whioh the parent nitro oompounds 

oan be refomed. It has been shown by Henry that if the sulphite 
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concentration is greater than t~t of trinitrobenzene a solid 

crystalline ooorplex of stoichiometry T.N.BI 2N~S03 can be 

isolatedl03• He has suggested that the structures of the species 

in solution, as the concp.ntration of the sulphite is ino:feased, 

are analagous to thoSf3 in the reaction of trinitrobenzene with 

a.lkoxides. 

NO,.. 
" 

VIII 

Crampton hl3.S provided evidence for 1:1 and 211 complex 

formation, using visible and nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopio 

techniques, in the re~tion of sulphite with l-substituted-2,4,6-

104 trinitrobenzenes • However, Norris has shown89, by the method 

of continuous variation, that the 1:1 adduct predominates in dilute 

solution. It is interesting to note that the reaction of 

trinitrotoluene with sodium sulphite is of great practical 

importance, since it is the simplest and most frequently used way 

of removing unsymmetrical isomers from orude ~-trinitrotoluene. 

It has been suggested by Urbanski124 that the reaction may involve 

a Meisenheimer complex intermediate 

The reaction of !I!!-trini trotoluene under these condi tiona 

is very slow and hence the separation procedure. It is by no means 

certain tha~ a reaction of the same type ocours in the symmetrical 
124 ieager 
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(0) Reactions with cyanide and hydroxide J.ons 

Several references have been made to the reaction of 

tr1n1trobenzene with cyanide ions88 ,108-l14 which results in a 

deep red coloured solution. Norris88 made a detailed study of this 

reaction and showed that it resulted in the formation of a 1:1 

oomplex. He determined the equilibrium oonstant of the reaction 

in various solvents and on the basis of the visible and infrared 

data he suggested the oomplex to be of Meisenheimer type rather 

than a oharge-transfer complex. 

109 111 . It has been shown ' that the product of the react~on 

of 1,3-d1n1trobenzene in methanol with potassium oyanide is 

2-mtro-6-methoxybenzonitrtle, the reaction mixture being purple 

in colour. It seems pl.ausible that the purple colour results from 

the formation of a Meisenheimer oomplex, of struoture XI, as the 

first stage of a nucleophilic substitution reaction. 

H CN 
XI 

105-107 It has been shown that the products of the reaction 

of tr1n1 trobenzene with hydroxide ion in aqueous solution are ini tia.lly 

analagous to those resulting from the reaction with sulphite ion 

and are represented in struotures VIII, IX and. X. Aqueous solutions 

of trini trobenzene in the presence of hydroxide ion undergo a slow 

irreversible reaction with time, the produots include 3,5-dinitrophenol 

and ~3,f~5'- tetranitroazoxybenzenel25• 

It has been reported that the addition of hydroxide ions to 

2,4,6-tr1n1trotoluene yields the oarbanion formed by loss of a proton 

from the methyl group126,121. 
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Evidence for sigma-complex formation has been reported as 

resul ting from the reaction of Aleotron defioient aromatio speoies 

wi th other anions. In the reaction of azide ions with 

4-fluoronitrobenzene in dimet~lfor.mamide solution sigma-oomplex 

formation has been shown to have resulted from the reaction with 

128 d1methYlam1ne formed from the solvent • 

The reactions of polynitrobenzenes with iodide, bromide end 

thiocyanate yield ooloured produots but these have been shown by 

Briegleb129 to result from weak oharge-transfer interaction and 

not from Meisenheimer oomplexes. 

(iii) Reactions of Electron Defioient Aromatio Speoies with Amines 

Most of the work on the reactions of eleotron defioient 

aromatio speoies with amines has been oonoentrated on the reactions 

of tr1n1 trobenzene with various amines. Aroma tio amines, unlike 

aliphatio amines, do not appear to react ohemically with 

tr1n1trobenzene but rather form donor-acoeptor oomplexes in both 

130 131 132 ionising and non-icnising solvents J • Alan, l3rook ar.d Caldin 

have attempted to follow the kinetios of the interaction but the 

rate of reaction was found. to be too rapid to penni t measurements 

to be made. The interaction of 41- and trinitrotoluenes with the 

aromatio amine N,N,N',N'-tetramethYl:p-phenylene 41amine also 

resulted in oomplex formation rather than in chemical rea.ct10n133,134. 

The addition of ali~tio amines to solutions of trinitro

benzene g1 vas rise to intensely ooloured solutions. However in 

oontrast to aromatio amines, this oolour does not usually appear to 

completely result from oharge-transfer oomplex formation. 
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Yada, Tanaka. and Naga.kuru135, however, have shown that the 

interaction of iodine with aliphatic amines leads to charge-transfer 

complex formation and Foster136 observed similar behaviour in the 

reaction between tril1itrobenzene and aliphatic amines in solvents 

of low ionising power and again suggested charge-transfer complex 

formation to have occured. 

The course of the reaction seems to be dependent on the 

particular amine and on the solvent. FOBter82 showed in a 

spectrophotometric study of trinitrobenzene with a series of aliphatic 

am1nes in chlorofom and dioxan, that a fast reaction took place, 

possibly cbarge-t-ransfer complex forma~ion, followed by a slow 

chemical react jon. ~Tohe continuous variation method of Job137 showed 

that for small aliphatic amines (methyl-, ethyl-, dimethyl- and 

diethylamine) t..'1e molar ratio of amine to trinitrobenzene is 3:1 

whereas for trimethylamine and ~-butylamine the molar ratio is 

111. The stoichiometry appears also to be dependent on the solvent 

system used. In ethanol, 1:1 adduct formation takes pla.ce13l in 

acetone the ratio is 211,132 and in chloroform 3:1135. In almost every 

case the initial colour formation was complicated by further slow 

reactions. 

MUller and W,ynne_Jones73 have detected a weak electron 

spin resonance signal from trinitrobenzene with several different 

aliphatic amines in a variety of protic solvents and have suggested 

that the signal is derived from the trinitrobenzene radical anion. 

However, other workersl38,139 have detected similar signals in 

similar systems but have not been so categorical as to the origin 

ot the signal • 

.An interesting sequence of reactions is observed when 

trinitrobenzene reacts with aliphatic amines in ketonic solvents. 
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The products of this reaction have been elegantly elucidated by 

nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopyl39. The reaction scheme 

for the interaction of trin1trobenzene with diethylamine in 

acetone solution is shown in figure 5. 

It is interesting to not9 that the reaction proceeds to 

give structures XII, .:e.-nitro-N,N-diethylaniline, and XIII, a 

seoonda.ry amine, which probably would not be expected as products 

of this reaction. 

The structure XIV was not finally elucidated until 

140-142 sometime after the original work and three groups of workers 

all postulated the same structure on the basis of nuclear magnetic 

resonance spectroscopic evidence. 

The produc·1;s of the reactions of the n1 trotoluenes with 

am1nes have not been so extensively studied. However, Miller and 

~_Jones131 have shown that both trinitrotoluene and trinitro-m

xylene will dissolve in pyridine (which has been shown to react like 

an aliphatic aminel ,2) to give an immediate colouration and the 

resul ting solution exhibited electrical conductivity. No firm 

conclusions were drawn about the nature of this reaction but it 

was pointed out that the system was complicated by proton transfer 

reactions. 
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CHAPrER 2 

OVERALL ELmTRON ACCEPrOR ABILITY 

1. Introduction 

2. Relative Acceptor Strengths 

3. Thermodynamic Properties of Selected Complexes 

4. Electron 'l'ransfer in Complexes with N,N,N' ,N'-

Tetrametb7l-~pheny1ene diamine 

5. Infrared Studies of Charge-Transfer Complex 

Fomation. 
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(1) Introduotion 

The oompounds which form the basis of the investigg,tion reported 

herein are based on the naphthalene skeleton substituted with nitro 

groups and. with the a.nhJrdride group. The compounds studied are 

represented in the table below by both their structure and name and 

also by an abbreviation whioh serves to identify the compound 

throughout the text. Brief reference is given to the solubility of 

each oompound sinoe this property has largely governed the extent of 

the investigation. 

NAME AND STRUC'l'ORAL FORMULA 

3,5,6,8-tetran1troac~naphthene 

4, 5-dindtro-l,8-naphthalio 
anhydride 

o 

NO 

3, 6-d1n1tro-l,8-naphthalic 
~ide 

2,5-d1n1tro-l,8-naphthalio 
Bl'lhydride 

ABl3ItEr".ATION 

T.N.A. 

4,5-D.N.N.A. 

3,6-D.N.N.A. 

2,5-D.N.N.A. 

SOLU13ILITY PROPmTm 

Sparingly soluble in 
dichloromethane verJ 
sparingly soluble in 
chloroform 

Insoluble in . 
halog~nated 

hydrocarbons 

Very sparingly soluble 
in halogenated hydro
oarbons soluble in 
'complexing' solvents 

Very sparingly soluble 
in halogenated hydro
carbons 



• NAME AND STRUCTURAL FORMULA 

2, 4, 5-trinitro-l,8-naphthalic 
anhydride 

o 

1,6,8-trinitrG-2,~-napht~mlic 
~dride 

o 
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2,4, 5, 7-tetranitrorol, 8-naphthalic 
anhydride 

ABBREVIATION 

Tri.N-l,8-N.A. 

TrLN-2, ~-N.A. 

T.N.If.A. 

SOLUBILITY FROPERTIES 

Insoluble in 
halogenated hydro
carbons 

Insoluble in 
halogenated hydro
carbons 

Insoluble in 
halogena ted hydro
carbons 

In any study of electron deficient aromatic systems it is of 

interest to have a knowledge of the relative acceptor strengths of the 

compounds involved. The acceptor strength of the ni troaromatic 

compounds were compared by methods which are dependent on the determination 

of the wavelength of maximum absorption of the charge-transfer complexes 

fonned with oommon donors. The variation of the oharge-transfer maximum 

wi th solvent was also investigated. 

The values of the association constants for the charge-transfer 

equilibria between T.N.A. and various methyl benzenes were determined by 

nuclear magnetic resonar~e spectroscopy. It was not possible to make a 

comparati va study with the other compounds since the others were not 

sufficiently soluble in an 'inert' solvent to allow the nuclear magnetic 
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resonance measurements to be made. Even with T.N.A. it was not 

possible to use homologues higher than mesitylene since the 

complexes were insoluble. 

The value of the association constant, and other 

thermodynamic parameters, f0r the equilibrium between 3,6-D.N.N.A. 

and pyrene was determined by visible spectroscopy. Again, no 

comparison with other nitroarowatic compounds was possible because 

ei ther the parent compou"ld or the complex was insoluble .. 

The complexes formed between the nitroaromatic compounds 

and N,N,N' ,N'-tetramethyl":£-phenylene diamine were investigated 

by electron spin resonance spectroscopy in an attempt to determine 

the extent of electron transfer from the donor to the acceptor 

molecule. 

A brief investigation of the infrared spectra of the 

complexes formed between the acceptor molecules and anthracene 

has also been made. 
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(2) Relative Acceptor Strengths 

(a) Experimental tech.-ugue.[ 

(i) Preparation of solid complexes 

The nitroaromatic anhydride (1 gm) 'Was dissolved in a 

minimum quantity of hot acetic anhydride and thiq solution 'Was 

added to a hot solution of chloroform containing an equimolar 

quantity of the chosen donor (see Table 1). The resulting mixture 

was cooled and the solid which precipitated was filtered off, 

washea with pet~leum ether (40
0 

- 600
) and dried under vacuum. 

The results of elemental analysis on the complexes suggested 1:1 

complex formation to have taken place. 

In the case of the T.~.A. complexes, the solvent used for 

initially dissolving T.N.A. was a 1:1 mixture of nitromethane 

and chloroform. 

It can be seen from Table 1 that the com~lexes of T.N.N.A. 

and certain of the complexes of 4,5-D.N.N.A. and ~.N-l,8-N.A. 

could not be isolated in the solid state. 

(ii) Spectrophotometric methods 

The visible absorption spectra of the solid state complexes 

were recorded on a Unicam S.P. 800 spectrophotometer fitted with a 

Unlcam diffuse reflectance attachment. 

The visible absorption spectra. of the complexes of 

3,6-D.N.N.A., 2,5-D.N.N.A., T.N.A. and !l!-trinit~obenzene (T.N.B.) 

in ohloroform solution were obtained using a Unicam S.P. 800 

spectroPlJotometer. A chloroform solution of each acceptor was mixed 

with a chloroform solution of the required donors (see Table 2) and 

for the ,,6-D.N.N.A., 2,5-D.N.N.A. and T.N.A. complexes in solution 

the spectra were recorded in 4 om matching silica cells USing a 

solution of the acoeptor at the same concentration in the reference 
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beam. A similar technique was used for the T.N.B. complexes in 

solution using 1 cm matching silica cells. 

(b) Results 

The charge-transfer band observed in the solid state was 

extremely broad which maJ.e ~_ t difficult to ob~n an accurate 

position of the charge-transfer maximum. The results, given in 

Table 1, are estimated to an accuracy of .:t 10 nm. 

The results obtained from the solution spectra are given 

in Table 2. The results for the complexes formed with T.N.B. 

and ,,6-D.N.N.A. are estimated to an accuracy of .:t 5 nm., 

whereas, owing to solubility problems, those for the complexes of 

T.N.A. and 2,5-~.N.N.A. are estimated to an accuracy of ± 10 nm. 

The values obtained for the T.N.B. complexes compare well with 

previously reported values from the literature. 143 , 144, 145 

(c) Discussion 

A convenient method of determining the acceptor strength 

of a compound is to use the dependence of the energy of charge-transfer 

on the molecular orbital coefficients of the donor involved. 19, 146 

The charge-transfer transition occurs when an electron initially 

occupying an orbital i of the donor (D) is promoted into one of the 

empty orbitals j of the acceptor (A). The tra...lS:;" tion energy (Eij) 

for this process is given by: 

Eij = Aj - D1 

where Aj is the energy of the orbital j of the acceptor and Di is 

the energy of the orbital i of the donor. If the donor is a 

polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon the orbital energies are given in 

the simple molecular orbital theory by: 

Di - ex 0 + foX i (16) 

where ~ is the coulombic integral for an sp2 hybridised carbon 
o 

atom and )S is the resonance integral for a carbon-carbon bond in 
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TABLE 1 The charge transfer maxima ( ~ max nm.) and the energy 

of charge transfer (It.T. eV) for a series of solid 

state donor-acceptor complexes 

I Q) 

I -=: 
0) 

~ j ~ 
0) 

0) j DONOR -=: 0) 

~ 0) 11 -+" 
r-i Q) J,~ 
~ 

-+" -=: ~ 0 

~ 
Q) .. t;j 

I ~ 
Q) ] 

~ 
1i"\S::: ~ ..c: ,,0) 

~ ~ 
N,o NS::: 

~ 
-+" 

ACCEPl'OR .... ~ 
.. 0) 

~ ~ ..... 0 ...-4j:Q 

~max 450 4~0 COMPLEXES 560 560 
4,5-D.N.N.A. 

E C.T. 2.76 2.76 UNSTABLE 2.21 2.21 

A max 390 390 450 470 470 490 500 
3,6-D.N.N.A. 

~ ... T. 3.14 3."-4 2.76 2.64 2.64 2.53 2.48 

2,4,5-TrLN- X max 460 470 COMPLEXES 570 600 

1,8-N.A. Ba.T. 2.70 2.64 UNSTABLE 2.18 2.07 

1,5,8-TrLN- A max 440 450 490 530 560 550 550 

2,3-N.A. E C.T. 2.82 2.76 2.53 2.34 2.21 2.25 2.25 

~max 400 400 430 465 470 460 480 
T.N.A. 

E C.T. 3.10 3.10 2.88 2.67 2.64 2.70 2.58 

T.N.N.A. SOLID STATE COMPLEXE:3 UNSTABLE 

X max 400 410 450 450 460 475 490 
T.N.B. 

It.T. 3.10 3.02 2.76 2.76 2.70 2.61 2.53 

~ 
0) 

~ 
0 
t;j i s::: 
Q) 

'1l r-i 

~ .q-.. Q) 
~ ... 

610 620 

2.03 2.00 
"-

350 570 

2.26 2.18 

640 670 

1.94 1.85 

610 640 

2.03 1.94 

510 550 

2.43 2.26 

520 530 

2.38 2.34 

CAICULATED 
0.618 0.605 0.520 0.473 0.452 0.445 0.414 0.371 0.347 " VALUE OF X i 

I 
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TABLE 2 The charge transfer maxima ( A nm.) and the energy 
max 

of charge transfer (EC•T• eV) for a series of donor-

acceptor complexes in chloroform solution. 

(I) 
Q) s:: 

(I) (I) s:: 

~ 
s:l (I) 

(I) Q) 

~ DONOR ~ s:l j ~ 
(I) 

(I) II +> 

~ 
G. 4§ (I) N (I) 

+> ~ +> 

~ 
s:: ~ ~ 

.. N ~ (I) (I) 
+> Ol I.t'\Q Q If ~ ..c: S 

,,(I) I N Q) to i (I) (\1.0 C\J Q 

~ 
+> q-

ACCEPTOR ~ "OM .. (I) 

~ .. 
~ 0 ..-I A ..-Ill=! tr\ 

3,6-D.N.N.A. A max 410 410 460 490 510 510 525 510 600 

E C.T. 3.04 3.04 2.10 2.53 2.43 2.43 2.36 2.18 2.01 

2,5-D.B.N.A. "max 420 420 460 500 520 520 525 510 600 

Ec.T. 2.95 2.95 2.70 2.48 2.38 2.38 2.36 2.18 2.07 

T.N.A. A max 310 370 420 

'" 
420 450 455 410 490 500 

E C.T. 3.37 3.31 2.95 2.95 2.76 2.12 2.64 2.53 2.48 

T.N.B. A max 310 370 420 430 440 445 460 475 480 

Eb.Tt 3.31 3.31 2.95 2.88 2.84 2.80 2.10 2.62 2.58 

Calculated value of 
0.618 0.605 0.520 0.413 0.452 0.445 0.414 0.311 0.341 

Xi 
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benzene, Xi is a theoretically calculated molecular orbital parameter. 

The first charge-transfer band is defined as being derived 

from a transition of an electron from the highest occupied orbital 

of the donor to the lowes~ vacant orbital of the acceptor and the 

energy of this transition is given by: 

E1j .. (A -0..-) - # Xi 

.. K -J1Xi 
(17a) 

(l7b) 

where K is a constant related to the lowest vacant molecular orbital 

of the acceptor. The value of the parameter Xi, for the highest 

occupied molecular orbital of the donor, has been calculated by 

Coulson and Daudel. l41 Equation 11b suggests that E1j should be a 

linear function of the quantit,y Xi regardless of the values of K rnd 

j3 4 The equation requires also that the slopes of the lines obtained 

from data for complexes with different acceptors should be the same, 

being eq\48.l to fi ' the resonance integral of the carbon-carbon bond 

in benzene. 

Plots of the ~olecu1ar orbital energy Xi against the energy 

of charge-transfer for each of the acceptors with a series of donors 

were constructed and their slopes and intercepts computed using a 

least squares method. Some typioal plots are sl.om in figure 6. 

The results are listed in Table 3 for the solid state complexes and 

in Table 4 for the complexes in chloroform solution. In Tables 3 

ani 4 the acoeptors are listed ~n order of decreasing orbital er.ergy 

which corresponds to the order of increasing acceptor strength. 

It oan be seen from Tables 3 and 4 that the value of the 

resonance integral fJ is not quite constant as predioted by the theory. 

This, however, is in agreement with the results of Nepras and Zahradnikl48 ,l49 

who have shown that the value of fl is somewhat dependent on both the 

olass of the donor and on the partioular acceptor being investigated. 
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2.8 

2 .. 4 
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Xi 

Figure 6 Plots of the energy of the charge -
transfer transition (eV) against Xi 
for complexes of (A) ~.N.A. (B) 3,6 -
D.~:.N.A. in chloroform solution (C) 
,') • 1\f 1 8 ',' ~ d (D) r'· • ... r 3 1. r 1. H - , - J. •• /1.. an . r 1 •• '~ -~, -

N.A. in the solid state. 



TABLE 3 Summary of Results from Solid State Complexes 

Acceptor Resonance Intercept Energy of the 
Integral J3 L.V.M.O. of 

Acceptol. 

T.N.B. -2.78 .:t 0.2 -0.496 (~ + 1.38) ± 0.1 

T.N.A. -3.03 1:. 0.2 -0.423 (~ + 1.28) ± 0.1 

3,6-D.N.Ne Ao -3.58 ± 0.15 -0.265 (0<' + 0.95) ± 0.05 

4,5-D.N.N.A. -2.95 .:t 0.15 -0.319 (0< + 0.94) ± 0.05 

Tri.N-2,3-N.A. -3023 ± 0.2 -0.256 (0< + 0.83) + 0.05 

Tri.N-l,8-N.A. -3.08 ± 0.15 -0.2513 «(X + 0.80) + 0.05 

JABLE 4 Summary of Results from Complexes in Chloroform Solution 

Acceptor Resonance Intercept Energy of the 
Integral A L.V.M.O. of 

Acceptor 

T.N.B. -3.13 ± 0.2 -0.457 (0<+ 10 43) + 0.1 

T.N.A. -3.62 ± 0.3 ..0.323 (0<+ 1.17) + 0.15 

2,5-D.N.N.A. -3.42 .:t 0.2 -0.255 (0< + 0.87) ± 0.1 

3,6-D.N.N.A. -3.56 ± 0 .. 15 -0.239 (0< + 0.85) + 0005 
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Another method for the comparison of acceptor strengths 

involves the comparison of the magnitudes of the energy of charge-

transfer of several acceptors with a specific donor, the smaller 

the charge-transfer energy the stronger the electron acceptor 

ability. In Table 5 a comparison is made using this method with 

pyrene, anthracene and naphthalene as donors for the solid state 

complexes, and a similar comparison is made, in Table 6, for 

complexes in chloroform solution. 

It can be seen from a comparison of Tables 3 and 5 that 

the order of acceptor strengths compare reasonably well, except 

that the order for T.N.A. and T.N.B. and for 4,5-D.N.N.A. and 

Tri.N-2,3-N.A. if. reversed. A similar comparison can be made 

between Tables 4 and 6 and again the order of acceptor strengths 

compare reasonably well except that in this case the order for 

,,6-D.N N.A. and 2,5-D.N.N.A. is reversed. 

The molecular orbital approach results (see Tables 3 and 4) 

would be expected to be the more reliable for the determination of 

relative acceptor s"lirengths since the method is based on a 

statistical average of the charge-transfer energies of an acceptor 

wi th several donors, whereas the method of comparison of charge-

transfer energies is only based on a single measurement. 

21 It has been shown by McConnell !tl..!l that there is an 

approximately linear relationship between the ionisation potential 

of the donor, ~, cmd the energy of charge-transfer, Ea.T.' for 

the complexes of iodine with weak donors I 

E C.T. = r?-Ff-w (18) 

where EA is the electron affinity of the acceptor and W is the 

dissociation energy of the excited state of the complex. This 
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TABLE...5. The Charge Transfer Energies (in eV) for the Acceptors 

with a Single Donor in the Solid State 

Doner 

Pyrene Anthracene Naphthalene 

Acceptor 

T.N.A. 2.70 2.58 3.10 

T.N.B. 2.61 2.53 3.10 

3,6-D.N.N.A. 2.53 2.48 3.14 

Tri.N-2,3-N.A. 2.25 2.25 2.82 

4,5-D.N.N.A. 2.21 2.21 2.76 

Tri.N-1,8-N.A. 2.18 2.06 2.70 

TABLE 6 The Charge Transfer Energies (in eV) for some Acceptors 

with a Single Donor in Chloroform Solution 

~ Pyrene Anthracene Na.prtha.lene 

Acceptor 
-. 

T.N.B. 2.80 2.70 3.37 

T.N.A. 2.72 2.64 3.37 

3,6-D.N.N.A. 2.43 2.36 3.04 

2,5-D.N.N.A. 2038 2.36 2.95 
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equation may be generalised into the form 

= a:rD + b 

Based on equation (19) a plot of V C.T. for a set of 

complexes of a series of donors with one acceptor against the 

corresponding value of ~C.T. for a set of complexes of the same 

donors with a second acceptor should be a straight line. The 

gradient of the plot is related to the parameter a in eq~ation 19 

and takes a value cf unity if both acueptors are of the same type. 

Such a plot is shown in figure 7 where the charge-transfer energies 

of a series of 3,6-D.N.N.A. complexes and 4,5-D.N.N.A. complexes 

are plotted against the corresponding charge-transfer energieg of 

the same ser~es cf T.N.B. complexes. 

The ~~eter b in equation 19 can be seen, by comparison 

with equation 18, to be related to the electron affinity of the 

acceptor. The electron affinity of an organic molecule directly 

governs its electron acceptor properties and the greater the electron 

affinity the stronger are the electron acceptor powers of the molecule. 

The methods of determining electron affinities have been 

reviewed in detail by Briegleb26 • Several equations have been derived 

in this work and the ones usee. in the present determinations are 

listed below. 

-.J ... 0.701V + 0.81 - EA (20) C.T. 0 

(V C.T)i (\)C.T)j '" EAj - EAi (21) 

EA = -1.04 ~ iRed + 1.39 (22) 

For pyrene complexes 

( iRed IS ~ C.T_ ~.09 (23) 

For pyrene complexes 

~ CT 
., -EA + 3.51 (24) 
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The energies of the charge-transfer transi tiona in the complexes 

of the acceptors with pyrene b~th in the solid state and in chloroform 

solution are listed in Table 7. The method of calculation using 

equation 21 requires the use of a standard electron affinity and 

that of T.N.B. is used for ~his purpose. Hence the energy of the 

charge-transfer transition in the complex between T.N.B. and pyrene 

both in the solid state and in chloroform solution is included in 

Table 7. 

The mean value of the electron affinities as determined by 

the various methods were calculated and the re~ults as derived from 

the solid state complexes are listed in Table 8 and as derived from 

the complexes in chloroform solution in Table 9. The compounds are 

listed in Tables 8 and 9 in order of increasing electron affinitJ 

which corresponds to increas1ng acceptor strength. 

By comparing Tables 3 and 8 it can be seen that the order 

derived from the molecular orbital approach compares favourably 

with the electron affinity results when derived from the solid 

state complexes. The only difference being the exchange in relative 

position of 4,5-D.N.N.A. and Tri.N-2,3-N.A. In the results derived 

from the solution studies 1 t can be seen by comparing Tables 4 and 9 

that the electron affinity results reverse the relative positions 

of 2,5-D.N.N.A. and 3,6-D.N.N.A. from that observed by the molecular 

orbital method. However the acceptor strength of 2,5-D.N.N.A. and 

,,6-D.N.N.A. are shown, by both methods, to be very similar ana the 

reversal is probably insignificant. A similar argument may be 

proposed for the reversal of 4,5-D.N.N.A. and Tri.N-2,3-N.Ae on the 

electron affinity results. However, by comparison with the electron 

affinit,r of 3,6-D.N.N.A. the result for the electron affinity of 

4,5-D.N.N.A. seems rather high. 
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TABLE 7 Charge Transfer Energies of Some Acceptors with 

P,yrene in the Solid State and in Chloroform Solution 

Acceptor Charge Transfer Energy (eV) 

Solid State 
! Solution 

4,5-D.N.N.A. 2.21 -
3,6-D.N.N.A. 2.53 2.43 

2,5-D.N.N.A. - 2.38 

Tri.N-1,8-N.A. 2.18 -
Tri.N-2,3-N.A. 2.25 -
T.N.A. 2.70 2.72 

T.N.B. 2.61 2.80 

TABLE 8 Calculated Electron Affinities from Solid State Results 

Acceptor 1* 1I* I1I* IV* 

T.N.A. 0.72 0.61 0.71 0.81 

3,6-D.N.N.A. 0.89 0.78 0.92 0.98 

Tri.N-2,3-N.A. 1.17 1.06 1.25 1.26 

4,5-D.N.N.A. 1.21 1.10 1.18 1.30 

Tri.N-1,B-N.A. 1.24 1.13 1.2? 1.33 

TABLE..2. Calculated Electron Affinities from Solu~ ion Results 

Acceptor 1* II* 

T.N.A. 0.70 0.78 

3,6-D.N.N.A. 0.99 1.07 

2,5-D.N.N.A. 1,,04 1.12 

* I - Derived from equation 20 

II - Derived from equation 21 

11I* 

0.73 

1.05 

1.08 

III - Derived from equation 22 and equation 23 

IV - Derived from equation 24 

IV* 

0.85 

1.14 

1.19 

Mean 

0.71 

0.89 

1.18 

1.20 

1.23 

Mean 

0.77 

1.06 

1.11 
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Examination of the electron affinity results and the 

results derived from the molecular orbital method suggest that 

T.N.A. is a slightly stronger electron acceptor than T.N.B •. 

The nitroaromatic anhydrides are stronger acceptors than T.N.A., 

as might be expected, and the acceptor strength increases with 

increasing number of ritro groups. The results from the molecular 

orbital method on the solid sta~e complexes suggest that 3,6-D.N.N.A. 

and 4,5-D.N.N.A. are very similar in acceptor strength and likewise 

3,6-D.N.N.A. and 2,5-D.N.N.A. from the solution results. Thus it 

can be concluded that the dini tronaphthalic anhydrides show similar 

acceptor strengths, and that the acceptor strength of the nitroaromatic 

anhydrides is de?9ndent on the number rather than the relative 

positioning of the nitro groups on the naphthalene skeleton. Thiq 

fact is borne out in the trill! tronaphthalic anhydrides which show 

almost identical acceptor strength, their acceptor strength being 

greater than that ~f the dinitronaphthalic anhydrides. 

It would appear, at first sight, that this result differs 

from the results ~btained in a spectroscopic study of the isomeric 

dini tronaphthalenes5• In this study the association constants for 

the charge-transfer equilibria and the free energy of formation of 

the complexes varied to an observable extent ani this variation was 

correlated with the relative positioning of the nitro groups on the 

naphthalene ring. However, the determination of association constants 

is a sensitive method and if it could be applied in the case of the 

isomeric dinitronaphtbalic anhydrides a similar trend may be observed. 

The effect on the acceptor properties of increasing the 

number of nitro groups in a ni troaroma tic anhydride is further shown 

up by a comparison of the present results for 3,6-D.N.N.A. with those 

of Bergerl50 for 3-nitronaphthalic anhydride. The calculated energies 

of the lowest vacant molecular orbital of the acceptors are shown 

in the table along with the corresponding values for T.N.B •• 
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Acceptor Resonance Integral Energy of L.V.M.O. 

,8 of Acceptor 

*T.N.B. -3.13 0<' + 1.43 

T.N.B. -3.00 ex + 1.~8 

N.N.A. -3.5A 0< + 1.128 

*3,6-D.N.N.A. -2.39 ex + 0.85 

* Values obtained in the present e tudy 

N.N.A. - 3-nitro-1,8-naphthalic anhydride 

It can be seen that the add! tion of an extra nitro group 

markedly lowers t~e energy of the lowe&t vacant molecular orbital 

of thtl ni troaromatic anhydride and hence increases its electron 

acceptor ability. 
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(3) Thermodynamio Properties of Selected Complexes 

To enable a more strict oomparison between the acoeptor 

strengths of the nitroaromatio compounds at present being investigated 

and the acoeptor strengths of known acoeptor moleoules it is convenient 

to determine the associat~on constant for the equilibrium 

D+A~DA 

If the association constant is measured at various temperatures 

then information on the enthalpy of formation of the comp2exes can be 

octainl3d. A measure of the degree of ionic character of the complex 

can also be derived. 

Two of the mad~ methods for evaluating association constants 

involve the use of visible spectroscopy and nuclear magnetic resonance 

spectroscopy. In the visible spectroscopic method the equation 0; 

Foster, Hammick and Wardley34, based on the Benesi-Hilderbrand 

equation, is commonly useds 

1~~f -Ko AD. OD + Kc AD [AoJ (~ 

In the nuclear magnetic resonsnce method the equation 

introduced into the field of charge-transfer complexes by Hanna and 

Ashbough35 and subsequently modified by Foster and F,yfe36 is used: 

~ / [D J - _K/·:D. 6. + ~ oKc AI) (26) 

In the present work, it was not possible to determine 

association constants for equilibria involving all the compounds 

under SJliUdy owing to the general insolubility of the parent compounds 

and their complexes. However the association constant for the 

equilibrium between 3,6-D.N.N.A. and pyrene was measured by visible 

spectroscopy and that for the equilitria between T.N.A. and various 

methyl benzenes by nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy. The 

results obtained for these two acceptors are representative for the 

grou~ as a whole, and with a knowledge of the relative electron 
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acceptor strengths as evaluated by the methods outlined in the 

previous section, it would be possible to extrapolate, to a 

first approximation, the findings on the values of the 

association constants to the other acceptors. 

(a) 3,6-D.N.N.A.-~e~e 00mJlex 

(i) Experimental 

The method of continuous varj ations137 was applied to 

the 3,6-D.N.N.A.-pyrene equilibrium in chloroform solution at 

eMh temperature at which the equilibr~.um constant was determined. 

The measurements were made on a Unicam S.P. 500 spectrophotometer 

with a const~!t temperature cell compartment, temperature control 

was to within ± 0.1°0. 

The determination of the association constants at 2.900, 

27.500 and 41.000 were made using the same spectrophotometer. A 

graph of the temperature of the cell compartment against time was 

plotted to determine the time required to reach equilibrium and 

9ach sample was allowed to attain equilibrium before the 

measurements werf, taken at a wavelength of 510 run. Each reading 

was repeated 3 times and the average value taken. 

(ii) Results 

The method of continuous variations shuw~d that the overall 

stoichiometry of the complex formed between 3,6-D.N.N.A. and pyrene, 

at each of the temperatures, was 1:1. A typical plot of the results 

from the method of continuous variations for the 3,6-D.N.N.A.-~yrene 

equilibrium is shown in figure 8. The results from the determinations 

of the association constant at each of the three temperatures are 

given in 'Eable 10. The plots of Oly[ D..,] aga.l.nst OD at each of 

the three temperatures are shown in figure 9. The slope and intert'lept 

of the plots were computed by a least squares method. The values of 

the association constants and extinction coefficients at the three 
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3,6-D.N.N.A./P.yrene Complexes 

2.9°C Constant Acoeptor Cone 

Optical Density Donor Concentration 
M 

0.642 2.667 x 10-1 

0.628 2.401 x 10-1 

0.590 2.134 x 10-1 

0.561 1.867 x 10-1 

0~528 1.600 :A: 10-1 

0.500 1.334 x 10-1 

0.450 1.067 x 10-1 

0.392 0.800 x 10-1 

0.302 0.53~ x 10-1 

0.179 0.267 x 10-1 

Temperature 27. 5°C Constant Acceptor Con~ 

0.460 2.663 x 10-1 

0.435 2.397 x 10-1 

0.401 2.131 x 10-1 

0.373 1.864 x 10-1 

0.336 1.598 x 10-1 

0.302 1.332 x 10-1 

0.255 1.065 x 10-1 

0.202 0.799 x 10-1 

0.147 0.532 x 10-1 

Temperature 41.0'C Constant Acceptor Conc 

0.381 2.669 x 10-1 

0.354 2.402 x 10-1 

0.332 2.134 x 10-1 

0.289 1.869 x 10-1 

0.268 1.602 x 10-1 

0.230 1.335 x 10-1 

0.190 1.068 x 10-1 

0.148 0.801 x 10-1 

0.102 9.534 x 10-1 

2.20 x 10-~ 

O.D./Do~r Cone 
M-

2.407 

2.616 

2.765 

3.004 

3,299 

3.749 

4.218 

4.899 

5.661 

6.711 

2.50 x 10-~ 

1.727 

1.815 
1.882 

2.001 

2.103 

2.268 

2.394 

2.528 

2.760 

3.19 x 10-~ 

1.427 

1.474 

1.555 

1.595 

1.673 

1.723 

1.780 

1.848 

1.911 
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temperatures de~~ved from measuremants taken at the charge-transfer 

maximum wavelength of 510 nm. are given below. 

Tem~rature Association Extinction 
°c ('onstan!l Coefficient -1 1. mole 1. mole-l cm 

2.9 9.56 .:t 0.25 4040 

21.5 3.;>1 .:!:. 0010 3920 

41 0 0 L 13 .:!: 0.01 3820 

The bonding enthalpy (-.6 H) for the complex can be 

obtained Qy using the integrated form of the van't Hoff equation 

10gK = _ -OH 
2. 303 R~ 

+ constant 

A plot of log K against the reciprocal of the absolute 

temperature, T, should yield a straight line the slope of whioh 

will be - 6 H/2. 303 R, where R is the gas constant. This plot is 

shown in figure 10 and the bonding enthalpy derived from the slope 

-1 
has a value of -1.32 .:t 0.5 Kcal mole. 

The oscillator strength, f, and the transition dipole 

moment'~EN' of the charge-tran£fer transition in the 3,6-D.N.N.A.

pyrene complex were obtained (see Table below) from equations 28 

and 29 respectively151. 

f -

1.1 x 10-9 • .., 
3.5 X 10- 1 

( )..AD. V 

(AD 
A 

max (28) 

where V max is the po'3i tion of the ~harge-transfer maximum in 

om-
1 

and ~~D is the extinction coefficient at the maximum 

wavelength A of the charge-transfer absorption" 
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The extent of electron transfer from the donor to the 

acceptor in the complex is given by the ratio (b/a) of the 

coefficients in Mulliken's equation130 for the wavefunction of 

the ground. state of the complex (equation 1 ). The ratio can 

be evaluated from the experimentally measured enthalpy of 

formation (- 6 H) using the equq.tion 

-~H = EC• T• b
2 

2 a. 

where EC. T. is t.le energy of tl.e charge-transfer transition 

expressed in kilocalories per mole. 

3.6-D.N.N.A.-py;ene Comp1ex at 27.50 C 

Oscill~tor Transition 
Strength f Dipole Moment b/s. 

I'm 
0.14 19.04 0.354 

(iii) Discussion 

The value of the experimentally determined oscillator 

strength for a series of". -.". oomplexes r~s from 0.02 to 0.15, 

the mos t frequently accuring value being of the order of 0.1152,153. 

The value of 0.14 observed in this study, although somewhat higher 

than the usual value, still occurs within the range of experimenta.l 

values. 

Similarly tne values for the enthalpy of formation, transition 

dipole moment and the ratios of the coefficients (b/a) observed in 

this study fall oomfortably within a range of p't'eviously obtained 

values for 7T -7r complexes.152 ,153. 154 
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The position of maximum absorbance in a charge-transfer 

absorption band is generally dependent upon the solvent medium 

around the complex. In order to ascertain whether the complexes 

formed between 3,6-D.B.N.A. and T.N.A. with pyrene exhibited this 

effect the spectra of the complexes were recorded in a number of 

solvents. The wavelengths of the charge-transfer maxima are 

summarised in the table below. 

Solvent Refractive ~ (n.m) Amax (n.m) 
Index 3~~.N.N.A. 

Complexes 

Chloroform 1.445 510 

Dichloromethane 1.425 505 

Acetic Anhydride 1.391 480 

Nitrometbane 1.382 485 

Acetone 1.359 415 

The correlation plots of refractive index against the 

wavelength of the charge-transfer maximum are shown in figure 11 

for 3,6-D.N.N.A. complexes (A) and T.N.A. complexes (B). The 

results follow the generally accepted trend of ~ decrease in the 

T.N.A. 
Complexes 

455 

450 

430 

435 

-

wavelength of the charge-transfer maximum as the refractive index of 

the solvent decreases. However, it has been pointed out155 that 

although the refractive index o~ the solvent appears to be 

significant it is expected that other footors also influence the 

solvent shift. 

This variation in the position of the charge-transfer 

maximum with solvent is reflected in the variation of association 

constant with solvent and comparisons of association constants obtained 

under differing oonditions aust be made with extreme caution. 

I 
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The table below shows the values of the assooiation 

constants for oomplexes of pyrene with various acceptors in 

ohloroform .olution. 

Aoceptor Temperature of ASflooiation Ref. DetSrmination Const8!!i 
C I mole 

Pyromellitio dianhydride 25 18.3 155 

Tetraoyanobenzene 2~ 12.7 156 

TriOY8llo-e-triazine 25 8.4 156 

TriDitrobczeae 2, 8.1 156 

Tetraohl.orophtba110 ~dride 2, 6.1 156 

Tetrachlorophtbalo !li tri1e 23 5.1 156 

,..ni tronaphthalio 8I1b.Ydride 25 4.4 6 

Tetracyanoet~1ene 25 2.8 151 

3,6-D.N.N.A. 21.5 ,., This work 

The values appear to var,J widely and it is of interest to 

note that the assooiation oonstant for the oomplex of pyrene with 

tetracyanoet~lene, a known strong acoeptor, is the smaJ.lest shown. 

The value of the association constant of the ,,6-D.N.N.A.-

pyrene oomplex derived in this study is similar to the value, 

6 derived b.1 IImet and Berger, tor the 3-nitronaphthal10 anhydride -

pyrene oomplex. It might have been expeoted, however, that the 

assooiation oonst811t for the dini tro compound would have been 

greater th8ll that of the mononitro oompound sinoe the dinitro 

oompound has been shown to be a stronger eleotron acoeptor. It 

is well known that the determination cf assooiation oonstants 

depends to a great extent 011 the preoise oondi t ions used and 

also that the geometry of the oollpl~ markedly affeots the value 
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of the association constant156
o Hence for a reliable comparative 

study the same oonditions and a series of structurally related 

oompounds should be used. 

(b) T.N.A.-Methyl benzene Complexes 

{i)EJcperimental 

All determinatior.s were wade on dichloromethane solutions. 

In each determination a sa~urated solution of T.N.A. in dry 

distilled dichloromethane was used and the donors (benzene, 

toluene, j>-xylene and mesitylene) were distilled immediately 

prior to use. The solutions were made up gravimetrically and 

the nuclear magnetio resonanoe aeasurements were made using a 

Perkin Elmer R.lO speotrometer operating at 60.004 MHz with a 

probe temperature of 33.5°C. The position of the lines due 

to the 'aromatic' and 'al1phatio' protons were measured relative 

to an internal T.Y.S. referenoe. Eaoh measurement was made in 

triplioate and the average value taken. The estimated aoouraoy 

in the ohemical shift measurements was ±0.5 Hz. 

(ii) Results 

The nuclear magnetio resonance speotrum of T.N.A. in 

diohlorometbane solution shows two resonanoes, o~e at O.75~ 

due to the 'aromatio' protons and one at 5" 75 l' due to the 

'aliphatio' bridge protons. The integrated intensity ratio of 

the two signals was 112 respeotively. The oomplexes with 

benzene, toluene, ,n-xylene and mesitylene were studied and in 

each oase a plot of o/[DJ against 6. for both the aromatio 

protons and the aliphatio protons was oomputed. A typioa1 

plot is shown in figure 12. The root mean square deviation in 

the value of the association constant end the value of 6. 0 was 

obtained. The results are summarised in Table 11. 
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TABLE 11 The Maximum Observed Shifts , ~ ,the Calculated Shifts for the Pure Complex. 6 , ~~~==~~~~~~~~~--max - 0 

both with respeot to the acceptor and the Association Constants determined fr~ 

both 'Aromatic' and 'Aliphatic' Acceptor Protons for'r.ll.A. Complexes in 

Dich1oromethane at 33.50 C 

Range of From Aromatic Protons From Aliphatic Protons 
~n~r Concentrations 

6. 0 
K 6 max 6 0 

K moles/kg 6. max . 
legs/mole (-lIB Hz HE Hz kgs/mo1a 

, 

Benzene 0.2 - 2.6 13.9 33 ±. 4 0.25 22.8 59 ± 6 0.?3 
± ::!:. 

0.04 00 02 

Toluene 0.2 - 2.0 13.2 '9 + 2 .J _ 0.26 20.7 74 ±. 4 0.21 
+ + I 

0.02 0.01 

1 .E.-Xylene 0.1 - 1.8 13.9 33 ± 3 0.3£ 22.0 67 ± 3 0.27 
+ + 

0.04 :>701 
-

Mesity1ene 0.2 - 0.8 7.0 26 ±. 4 0.46 11.4 49 ± 4 0.39 
+ ±. 

I 
0.08 ).03 

I 

'* -.J 
\Jl 
I\) 
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The complexes of trinitrobenzene with p-JCYlene and 

mesitylene were studied in dichloromethane solution to provide 

a comparison with the T.N.A. results. The trinitrobenzene 

results are summar50sed in Ta°.lle 12. 

(iii) Discussion 

A comparison of the 7alues obtained for the association 

constants for the trinitrobenzoane complexes with the aver"l.ge 

values of the T.N.A. complexes (see Table 13) in dichloromethane 

solution shows that the values for the T.N.A. ccmplexes are 

greater than the corresponding values for the trinitrobenzene 

oomplexes. This is in agreement with the results obtained from 

the oharge-transfer ban~ maxima determinations in the visible 

speotrum and also shows T.N.A. to be a slightly stronger 

acoeptor than trinitrobenzene. 

The differences in the values of (j 0 obtained from the 

'aromatio' and • aliphatio' protons offer S)me evidence for the 

relative orientation of the components in the complex. It 

must be assumed that the protons most perturbed, i.e. those 

having the largest 6
0 

value, are those lying olosest to the 

oentra of the two component systElil. The relatiore magnio..tude 

of the A values suggest that the donor is lying over the o 

aliphatio bridge. struotures I and II show configurat ions 

which oould acoount for the obs9rvations, but other, less 

symmetrioal oonfigurations are also possible. 

I II 
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TABLE 12 The Maximum Observed Shift, 6 max, the Calculate.c! 

.§.hift for the Pure Complex, 6.
0

' both with. respeot 

to the Acceptor and the Assooiation Constants for 

Trin1trobenzell~ Compl~xes in ~thYlene Diohloride 

at 33.~°Q. 

Range of ~ ~ l[ 

Donor Conoentration max 0 kgs/mole 
moles/kg Hz Hz 

i-Xylene 0.4 - 2.0 21.1 69.0 ± 7 0.23 ± 0.02 

Mesity1ene 0.3 - 1.8 20.8 63.0 ± 3 0.28 ± 0.01 

TABIE 13 Comparison of Average K Value for T.N.A. ,'lith K Value 

for T.N.B. for Complexes in MethYlene Diohloride 

at 33.5°.0 

Average* K 

Donor Value for T.N.A. 
kgB/mole 

p-Xylane 0.31 

Mesitylene 0.43 

*K - Karomatio + Kaliphat12. 
2 

K 
Value for T.N.B. 

legs/mole 

0.23 

0.28 
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This type of orientation would seem reasonable since the 

n1 tro groups in the l!!£! positions will be twisted out of the plane 

of the ring and so would oause oonsiderable sterio interaotion if 

the donor moleoule was positioned over that part of the ring. 

Also;. it has been soown158 that in the oase of the oomplexes of 

benzene with the isomerio trinitrotoluenes the benzene molecule 

lies preferentially over the least sterioally orowded part of 

the trinitrotoluene molecule. 

It is interesting to note that the values of the 

assooiation oonstants derived from the aromatio proton resonanoe 

appear to be larger than the oorrespondL.,g values derived from 

the aliphatio proton resonanoe. This· \:fferenoe is oonsistent 

with reoently reported workl~ for a number of donor-.aooeptor 

systems inoluding that of benzene-2.4.6.trinitrotoluene. The 

magnitude of the differenoe in this latter system is dependent 

upon the solvent used, and is rela.tively large in non-polar 

solvents suoh as c,yolohexane and oarbon '~etraohloride but is 

within the experimental error of the measurement in more polar 

solvents such as 1.2-dichloroethane and diohloromethane
l60

• 

Sinoe there appears to be a differenoe between the assooiation 

oonstants for the metbylbenzene-T.N.A. system in diohloromethane, 

it is to be expeoted that the differenoe would beoo~e more marked 

if it were possible to do the determination in oyolohexane or oarbon 

tetrachloride solution. 

These differenoes in the assooiation oonstants must make 

the meaning of the results somewhat doubtful, partioularly smoe 

the reason for the differenoes are not entirely olear at present. 
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(4) Electron Transfer in Complexes with N,N,N',N'.Tetrametbyl-p

phenylene diamine 

(a) lajiroduotion 

Electron acceptors such as the quinones, bromanil 

ohloranil eto. oan interact with U,N,Nt ,N'-tetramethyl-.R

phenylene diamine (T.M.P.D.) to form d.clducts in which one 

electron transfer from the donor to the acceptor occurs and 

the corresponding radical ions are formed. As part of the 

studies on the acoeptor properties of the n1 troaromatics, 

the eleotron spin resonance spectra of the complexes formed 

with T.M.P.D. have been recorded to determine whether the 

oompounds are sufficientlY powerful acoeptors to produce the 

oorrespond i ng radioal ions. 

An investigation by visible spectroscopy134 on the 

oomplexes of T.M.P.D. with various acceptors has shown that 

the extent of electron transfer is dependent upon the acceptor 

strength and the polar! ty of the solvent. In cyclohexane, 

irrespective of the acoeptor strength onlY charge-transfer complex 

formation takes place whereas in methanol and with acceptors 

suoh as chloranil, the absorption of the T.M.P.D.t radioal 

oation is observed together with, in oertain cases, an 

absorption corresponding to the free radioal anion , A", of the 

acoeptor. 

The ohloranil-T.M.P.D. complex in a mixture of chloroform 

and ethanol has been studied by eleotron spin resonance 

161 speotrosoop,y • The spectrum obtained was a superposition 

of the epectrum of the chloranil radioal anion and the spectrum 
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of the T.MvP.D.t radical catiOI1e The signal from the chloranil 

radical anion dtJcreased with time while that from the T.M.P.D.t 

radica2 cation appeared stable. 

The diethylamine-chloranil system has ale,> been 

studied and the eleotron spin resvna.nce signal was shown to 

inorease with solvent polari ty16l. Tne signal, apparently 

due to the chlornnil radioal anion162, showed no fine str~cture 

and, in this oase, did not dec:rease with time. 

(b) Experimental 

T.M.P.D.-dihydroohloride was dissolved in water, 

neutralised with potassium hydrryxide solution and extracted 

wi th ether. The ether was removed ~"lder vacuum and the white 

powder sublimed I.>nto a cold finger. The white solid was used 

immediately on purification. Solid complexes were prepared 

between T.M.P.D. and each of ·~he acceptors, except T.N.N.A., 

and their electron spin resor~ce spectrum was recorded ir the 

solid state and in dimethyl sulphoxide solution on either a 

Varian E, or E9 speotrometer. 

In the case of T.N.N.A. the spectrum of a solution of 

~he complex in d1l.1ethyl sulphoxide was obtained. 

(c) Results 

In the case of the solid complexes, the sp90tra 

showed a broad band of total width 90 gauss. The spectrum 

shown in figure 1, is deri~ned from the T.N.A.- T.M.P.D. complex 

and superimposed on the spectrum is the signal from diphenyl 

pioryl hydrazyl (D.P.P.H.). It can be seen that the g-value 

of the two species are virtually identical with a value _of 

2.00,6. 
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Figure 13 The electron spin resonance spectrum of the T.N.A. - T.MoP.D. complex in the 
solid state with a superimposed D.P.P.H. spectrumo 

f:I) 
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The speotrum of the :-.~.A.-T.M.~.~ complex in 

dimethylsulphoxide solution is shown in figure 14. It 

consists of a single line of 1inewidth* 2 gauss. 

The speotr~ of each of the complexes of the 

anhydrides with T~M.P.D. in dimethy1su1phoxide solution 

oonsists of 61 distinct lines of 1inewidth 0.2 gauss. 

The total width of the spectrum being 95 gauss. The 

speot:o."'UII1 observpd from the Tri.li-1,8-N.A.-T.M.P.D. oomp1ex in 

dimethylsulphoxide solution is shown in figure 15 as a 

typical eABmp1e. 

(d) DiB~~ 

Comparison of the speotra d~rived from the anhydride 

oomplexes in dimathylsulphoxide solution with that of the 

T.M.P.D.t radical oationl63 shows that the spectra a~ 

identical. The spectra observed from the complexe6 in the 

solid state have a width of 90 gauss, and since this 

compares well with the width of 95 gauss observed from the 

speotrum of the T.M.PoD.t radioal cation in solution it is 

like1y that the T.M.p.D.r radical cation is contributing to 

the signal in the solid state. 

'l.1he observation of a speotrum in the solid state 

suggests that the dative state and the no-bond statg: in 

the oomplexes are very olose in energy and that the energy 

gap between the states is sufficiently small such that the 

triplet level has a signifioant thermal population. Similar 

observations have been made for the solid chloranil and 

* Linewidths are quoted as the distanoe between the derivative 

extrema. 
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Figure 14 The electron spin resonance spectrum of the T.N.A. _ 
T.M.P.D. complex in dimetr~lsulphoxide solution. 



Fi&~re 15 The electron spin resonance spectrum of the Tri.N.-1,8-N.A. - T.M.P.D. complex in 
di~ethylsulphoxide solution. 
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46,51 bromanil complexes with T.M.P.D. • 

In solution the presence of ion-solvent interactions 

will result in a lowering of the free energy of the radical 

ion s tate which may be v:tsualised as being formed !!.!. the 

charge-transfer complex, namely 

D + A ~DA 

... + -DA - D· + A· ~ 

In the nase of the anhydride cumplexes the observation 

+ of the spectrum due to the T~M.P.De· radical cation suggests 

this stab.ilisation tWtes place. It has been shown, in 

Chapter 3, that the stability 0f the radical e~ons, deriyed 

from the nitroaromatic compounds at present under investigation, 

is decreased as the temperature is increased. Hence, sinee 

the spectra of the complexes formed with T.M.P.D. were recorded 

at room temperature, instability is probab:y the reason for 

the absence of a signal due to the acceptor radical anion, 

It has been shown for the chloranil complex with T.M.P.D.16l 

that although the signal due to the ohlorenil radioal anion 

is initially apparent it is unstable under the conditions 

of the experiment end rapidly decays. 

The origin of the unresolved single line speotrum 

derived from the T.N.A.-T.M.P.D. complex in dimetl~lsulphoxide 

soluti?n is not clear. However it may be due to the T.N.A. 

radical anion since the total width of the speotrum compares 

reasonably well with that of the resolved spectrum of the 

T.N.A. radical anion, (see Chapter ~). The present results 

on the T.N.A.-T.M.P.D. complex are .similar to those observed 

from the diethylamine complex with chlorenil where a poorly 
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resolved signal due to the acceptor rad~cal anion was observedl62• 

The observation that complexation or the nitroaromatic 

+ anhydrides with T.~P.D. gives a resolved T.M.P.D.· spectrum 

whereas complexation of T.N.A. with T.M.PeD. pr~uces an 

unresolved speotrum is probably 1ndioative of a greater degree 

or oharge sep&~tion in the former oomplexes. This would be 

in agreement with the observation that T.N.A. is a weake~ 

eleot~on 8Ccept~r than are the nitroaromatio anhydrides. 
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(5) Infrared Studies of Charge-Transfer Cumplex Formation 

The infra.rP.d spectra of,... -1t" complexes often only 

show small differences when compared with the sum of the 

spectra of their individual components1l,15l ,164,165,166. 

This type of behaviour has been observed in the chloranil-

167 168 hexamethylbenzene system • However it has been shown 

that in certain complexes of polyni tro8roma. tics wi th aromatic 

hydrocarbons the cut of plane 0-'9: bending modes are particularly 

sensitive to complex formation. Generally such changes are more 

marked in complexes involving sigma-donors and sigma-acceptors 

such as the amine-iodine oomplex(s169- l 72. 

In this section the infrared spectra of the complexes 

formed between the acceptors at present under investigation with 

anthracene as the donor are investigated. Under low resolution, 

the spectra. of the oomp1exes appear as the sum of their 

oomponents. However, un:ier high resolution Bome interestine; 

shifts in the position of the absorptoon bands are observed. 

The trends in all the complexes studied are identical and the 

T.N.A.-anthracene complex is taken as a typical example. 

(a) Experimental 

The spectra of the donor, acceptor and the complex 

were recorded as 0.5% potassium bromide discs on a }erldn 

Elme! 457 spectrometer under high reso1utiono 

(b) Results 

The observed spectra are shown in figure 16. The 

-1 spectra were recorded 1r. the range 1700 - 700 cm and 

spectrum A is that of T.N.A., spectrum B that of anthracene 

and spectrum 0 that of the complex. The posi tiona of the 
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The infrared spectra recorded as O.5~ potassiu~ bromide discs of 
(A) T.N.A., (3) ant~xrrcene and (C) the T.N.A.-anthracene complex 
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bands with their respective intensities are listed in Table 14. 

(c) Discussion 

The trend of the results is in agreement with the 

genera.l.ly agreed pattern Bor 11:" -T complexes in that the bands 

of the donor partner shift to higher wavenumbers and those of 

the acceptor partner shif~ to lower wavanumbers. 

Of particular interest is the shift of the strong 

-1 -1 -1 bands of T.N.A. at 1550 cm and 1530 cm to 1535 cm and 

-1 1520 cm respectively. These bands, probably aBeocia ted with 

the symmetric stretching vibrations of the nitrogroups appear 

sensitive to complex formation while the bands due to the 

aByunetr1c stretching frequencies at 1620 cm-l and. 1613 cm-1 

are a.f'fected to alesser extent. 

The only other shift of real significance is that of 

the strong band at 928 cm-1 
in the spectrum of T.N.A. which 

-1 appears in the complex as a band at 904 cm • This band is 

probably due to the C-B bending mode in T.N.A. and the shift 

is consistent with previously observed shifts in this regionl68• 

Many of the other shifts are very small and in the 

absence of a detailed study it is difficult to cOLDllent on their 

origin, particularly since it is known that differences which 

are observed in the solid phase may be due to crystal packing 

168 effects • 
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TABLE 14 IrLr£e~L~otm!.fPlds with their respective 

Intensities for T.N A Anthracene and the Oomn1ex • -I 

T.N.A. Anthracene Complex 

Band (om-1) Intensity BElnd (em-1) Intensity Band (em-1) Intensity 

1620 s 1621 w 1620 B 

1613 a 1609 7 S8 

1550 VB 

1530 VB 1535 w 1535 VB 

1520 VB 

1448 m 1451 m 

1426 m 1427 m 

1405 m 1408 w 

1401 w 

1386 m 1384 m 

1370 VB 1370 va 

1360 VB 1360 va 

1345 va 1345 va 

1325 VB 1313 w 1324 ,\D 

1287 m 1286 w 

127/~ W 1274 w 

1243 w 1240 w 

1189 m 1188 m 

1163 m 1163 w 

1153 w 1159 w 

1147 w 

1138 w 1136 w 

1082 w 1080 w 
1008 m 1008 m 

987 w 

636 m 965 m 

928 m 

919 m 913 w 917 w 

904 m 

891 s 892 s 892 VB 

869 VB 869 w 868 VB 

827 B 825 8 

811 m 

808 s 807 s 

740 s 745 8 740 Vt;J 

733 va 734 VB 
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CRAPI'ER 3 

RELATIVE ELECTRON D~ITIES AT PARTICULAR SITES IN 

THE 1\~YSTEl4§. 

1. An eleo·~ron spin resonanoe study of the radical 

anions derived from some nitroaromatic oompounds 

2. Relative electron densities at the prot~n sites 

in 3,6-D.N.N.A. 



.. ~ .. 

(1) An Electron Spin Resonance stud.y of the Radical Anions 

derived from some Nitroaromatio Compounds 

(a) Introduction 

In a:ny attempt to oorrelate the reactions of the molecules 

at present under study with the reactions of other eleotron 

defioient aromatic systems it would be useful to have some 

knowledge of the IT -electron density at the reaction site. Such 

information is obtained er~erimentally from electron spin 

resonance spectroscopy and theoretically by applying molecular 

orbital oaloulations. 

In the experimentw. method the radical anion of the 

oompound is prepared either by chemioal reduction with alkali 

me~alsl,s,113-115, electrolyticall~1,69,l16 or photolyticallyl11,l18 

and the electron spin resonance spectrum of the radical anion 

recorded. The extra unpaired eleotron in the radic9.l anion is 

assumed to be in a n -orbital and delocalised over the whole 

molecular framework. BY analysis of the spectrum, the magnitude 

of the interaction (the coupling constant) between the unpaired 

electron and the molecular sites within the framework oan be 

determined. The tmpaired spin der'3ity at the individual sites 

oan then be estimated using the McConnell equationl19• 

Theoretically the n -electron densities oan be estimated 

using the Huckel Linear Combination of Atomic Orbitals method, 

(L.C.A.O.)l80, and by the approximate oonfiguration interaction 

treatment of McLachlanl8l• 

The experimental values of the "" -electron densities 

derived from the speotrum oan be compared with the values 

oaloulated from the moleoular orbital theory, and t in the cases 

where oomparison is good the theoretical results, which provide 
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the eleotron density at each atomio site in the molecule, oan 

be assumed reasonable. 

(b) ~rimental and Resl!!!!! 

The radioal anions of th~ nitro oompounds we~e prepared 

using the apparatus as shown :in the diagram, figure 170 

The solvent, 1,2-dimethoxyethane, was trap to trap 

distilled under vaouum from al'~a and sodium hydroxide pellets 

onto sodium and anthraoene a."'ld the solution was th..,:J1 ~f'.(jb.iy 

dega.ssed and stored on the vacuum line. The nitro oompound 

(2 mg) and a pieoe of sodium metal (095 gm) were put into the 

apparatus prior to sealing, and the apparatus was oonneoted to 

a vacuum line and eva.ouated, the pressure being < 10.3 torr. 

The sodium was gently warmed until a sodium mirror sublimed 

onto the walls of the glass tube, and the end of the tube was 

sealed off to isolate any impurities. Dimethoxyethane was 

distilled over into the oentral tUbe and degassed several timesg 

the apparatus was then sealed and removed from the vaouum line. 

The solvent was shaken with the sodium mirror and then poured 

onto the nitro oompound and the anion whioh was formed was kept 

at liquid nitrogen temperature until its speotrum was reoorded. 

The theoretioal oaloulations were oarried out using an 

Elliott 4120 oomputer. The values of the eleotron densities 

oaloulated by both the Huokel and MoLaohlan methods were obtained 

from the program oalled MoLachlan. The simulated spectrum was 

oomputed using the program SIMUL. For further details of the 

methods of oaloulat ion and the oomputer program referenoe should 

be made to ohapter 7 sections 1 and 2 respect! vely. 
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Figure 17 The apparatus for the preparation of the 
radical anions. 
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(i) Molecular orM.tal oalculations 

The Huckell80 L.C.A.O. molecular orbital method and the 

McLachlan prooedurel8l for approximately introduoing oonfigura:ti.. on 

interaction have been used to estimate the 7\ -electron spin 

densities at speoifio nuolei in the radioal anions. 

The first task in performing M.O. oalculations on 

the compounds at present ~der study is the proper choioe of 

Coulomb and resonanoe integrals for the nitro group, the 

anhydride group and the acenaphthene bridge. 

The expressions oommonly used for the Coulombio and 

resonanoe integrals 'for heteroatoms are: 

.0<' +hA 
o x,-o 

= Kexf3 0 

C:50) 

(31) 

where 0< 0 and fo 0 are the values of the Coulombic and resonance 

integrals used for ')arbon aiD ma in the benzene ring system 

and where h and K are oonstants for the heteroatom in x ox 

question. The values of hx and Kox to be used with a particular 

heteroatom X are not easy to obtain, The ideal procedure to 

deduce their values would be to correlate some experi mental 

property and a oalculated qua."'ltity in a series of related 

oompounds oonta:1ning the heteroatom in questi on. Then systematic 

variati. on of h and K would lead to the best values and also x ox 

show if any unique values existed. As the number of heteroatoms 

and groups is inoreased the problems become more difficult. 

Reiger and Fraenkel59 have determined the appropriate 

parameters for the nitro group and these values, together with 

68 those of Sioda and Koski for the anhydride group, are largely 



those used in the caloulations in the present study. The val uea 

used are shown in Table 15. 

It is well knlwn that 11.0. parameters are sensitive to 

the precise experimental oonditions72 and the values used by 

Reiger and Fraenkel and by Koski and Sioda were based on electro lytic 

measurements in dimethylformamide solution. In our system a better 

correlation between the e~erimental and theoretical electron 

densities was obtained by increasing the value of K ,the 
ox 

heteroatom parameter for the C-N bond, from 1.2 to 1.4 and by 

increasing the val. ue of K ,th(~ heteroatom parameter for the 
00 

In theory, the acenaphthene bridge systen would not be 

expeoted to oonjugate with the 1\ -system. However it is well 

known that some degree of oonjugation does oocur and acoOlmt 

must be taken of this interaotion in the oalculations. Coulson 

and Crawford182 determined values of h and K for the alo ms x ox 

and bonds of the methyl group when bonded to an aromatio system 

and although there was some arbitrariness in the ohoice, the 

values used reproduoed the observ~d dipole moment of toluene 

and henoe ore unlikely to be seriously in error. The values used 

in this study for the p.cenaphthene bridge are very similar to 

the ones us9d for toluene, sinoe to a first approximation the 

aoenapbthene groUPmBJ be considered as two independent methyl 

groupe. The values which showed the best oorrelation between the 

observed and oalculated electron densities are shown in Table 15. 

Thevalues used are within the ranges suggested by Streitwieser 

and Nat!8'. 



lABIE 15 Table of Constants, " and K ,for use in the Expressions for the x %Y 

Qoulomb ~~d Resonance Integrals of the Hete~oatoms 

-
Substi c;uent Atom X 

Nitro G~oup 
0 N 

C - N/ 0 
'0 

Acenaphthene Bridge 

C-C1-~ 

41 J 
C 

Anhydride Group 

1 
fiO (,'* 

C - 0*' 

'02 01 

/ 02 

---
I -

a - For signif10anoe of these parameters see text. 

b - Modified Reiger and Fraenkel value. 

o - Modified Sioda and Koski value. 

h a 
x Bond X-Y 

2.2 N-O 
1.4 C-N -,-

-0.2 C~-~ 
-0.1 c-aI 

C:"_C11 

-0.4 C-C* 

2.0 0* .. 01 

1.2 0*_02 

: 

-' 

d - See. section on'Modification of Resonance Integral' for changes in this value. 

k 
a 

xy 

1.67 
1.4 b,d 

1.5 
1.0 
0 

1.250 

1.6 

1.0 

\.0 
-.:I 

• 
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The modification of resonance integrals for sterically hindered 

ni tro sroups 

It has been shown by" Geske and Ragle184 that in ni tro-

toluene radical anions, wh'3n the ni tro group is in the ortho 

posi tion, the nitrogen ooupling cons tant is larger and thq ring 

proton ooupling constants smaller than are observed in ~ and 

para-ni trotoluene radioal anions. Further evidence for this 

sterio effect is observe~ in l-nitro-2,6-dimethylbenzene where 

the increase in the nitrogen coupling constant 1.8 even more 

significant. A sterio effeot has also been observed in 

1,8-din1tronaPhthalene185,186 and in 1,4,5,8-tetranitronaphtha1ene181 

resul ti:lg in higher nitrogen coupling constants and lower ring 

proton ooupling constants then are observed in the isomerio 

dinitronaphthalenes and tetran1tronaphthe.lenes where steric 

factors are not operative. 

In &.11 the radical anions being 8 tudied in this work, 

except that derived from 2,5-D.N.N.A., the interacting nitro 

groups are in structurally similar environments to those in 

1,8-d1n1 tronaphthalene. Hence, some allowance must be made in 

the calculations to account for these steric interactions which 

tend to twist the nitro groups ocoupying the ~ri positions out 

of the plane of the ring. 

Reiger and Fraenke159 have shown that by altering the 

resonance integral. for the C-N bond this twisting of the nitro 

groups out of the plane of the ring can be taken into account 

theoretically. The relationship 

has been used, where f1 CN(O) is the resonance integral for the 

ni tro group planar with the ring and f3 CN( e) is the resonance 
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integral when the nitro group is twisted B degrees out of the 

plane of the ring. 

In 4,5-D.N.N.A., Tri.N-l,8-N.A., T.N.A. and T.N.N.A. 

where both ~ positions are occupied by nitro groups, the best 

correlation between the observed and calculated 7r -electron 

densities was obtained by assuming that the peri nitro groups 

were twisted 300 out of the plane of the ring (i.e. e = 300
). 

In 2,5-D.N.N.A., '.1."ri.N-l,8-N.A. and T.N.N.A. where 

there is a ndtro group ~tho to the anhydride group, the best 

correlation between the experimentally observed electron 

densities and the calculated values was obtained by assuming 

that the nitro group ortho to the anhyd2~de group was twisted 

200 out of the plane of the ring (i.e. e - 200
). This suggests 

an interaction between the carbonyl oxygen of the anhydride group 

and the oxygen of an adjacent iii tro group which may not have 

been expected. 

(11) Radical anion .!Ipec tra 

(a) Estimation of ~ -electron densities 

The analysis of the electron spin resonance spectrum of a 

radical anion yields the isotro~~ hyperfine coupling constants 

for those atoms in the molecule which have a non-zero magnetic 

moment. A relationship between the coupling constant and the 

7T -elect~n spin density is required to allow a comparison of 

the experimental spin density with the value which is obtained 

by calculation. 

For protons directly bonded to a carbon atom in the 

~ -system of the molecule, it is assumed, follOwing MoConnelll19 

that the coupling oonstant is given by: 

H a i -
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where a. H is the proton hyperfine coupling constant in gauss 
l. 

It 
and Pi' conventionally termed the 11 -electron spin density I 

is the atomic orbital spin polarisation on the carbon atom i 

to which the proton is bonUed. H 
Flbe quantity Q CH' called a 

sigma-pi interaction parameter, is assumed to be constant for 

all c'mbon atoms with equivalent sp2 (1200
) hybridisation and 

has a value of -23.1G. as determined theoretically by Karplus 

and Fraenke158• The actual value of Q ~H for any system is 

expected to depend on the hybridisation of the carbon atom, 

the C-H bond length and may also depend on the net charge on 

the carbon atom in question58 ,61• 

A similar relationship may be used for a methyl group 

bonded to a carbon atom in theit _system58,61,188,189• In 

this case Q ~~ has been assigned a value of +21.2G. This 

value has been used in calculating the experimental spin 

densities of the bridge protons in T.N.A. (Table 16). 

The hyperfine coupling constants arising from the nitrogen 

nucleus of a nitro group oan be formulated, according to the 

theory of Xarplus and Fraenke15', as 

aN - (~+ ~C + 2~~)p ~ + %: p ~ + 2%: p ~ {:~4) 

where p~, p 11 and p ~ are, respectively, the pi-electron spin 

densities at the nitrogen and oxygen atoms and at the adjacent 

carbon atom, ~ represent the contribution to the coupling constant 

from the nitrogen lS electrons and the Q's account for the 

e N oontribution of the 2 electrons, where, for example, %N is 

the sigma-pi interaction parameter for the nitrogen nucleus 

resulting from the interaction be two en the O-N bond and the spin 

densi ty on the oxygen atom. 
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Unfortunately, no numerical estimctes of any of the 

individual parameters :n equation 34 are available~ However, 

Reiger a"ld Fraenke159, by applying McLachlan oaloulations to 

a series of nitro compounds and by applying the method of 

orthogonal veotors58 ,190 have obtained the composite values 

-H N N Ku - (0 + ~C + 2QNO) = ± (99 :t 10.2)G 

~: = + (~5.8 ~ 509)G 

(35a) 

(35b) 

N The value of %N has been shown to make no significant 

contribution to the value of the nitrogen coupling oonstant. This 

arises in part from the small naloulated spin density on the 

carbon etom adjacent to the nitro group and, also from experimental 

evidenoe whioh s~sts that Qc: is insignificant relative to the 

other parameters. 

The values, derived by Reiger and Fraenke159, for the 

oomposite pa--ameters in equation 34 are only meaningful for spin 

densities derived from MCLachlan oaloulations. A oomplimentary 

set of values for use with spin densities derived from Huckel 

186 calculations have been obtained by Fischer and McDowell , and 

when substituted in equation 34 .a havec 

aN - ±179 p~ ±8.06 P~ ~149.2P~ (36) 

The ratio of the constants and their relative signs in 

equation 36 oompare well with those derived by Reiger and 

Fraenkel (equations 35a and 35b) and good agreement has been 

obtained for the isomeric dinitronaPhthalenesl86 between the 

experimental nitrogen ooupling constants and those derived from 

Huckel oaloulations, using equation 36. 
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(ii) Experimental spect:r.a 

The radical anions studied n this work were stored on 

forma. tion in liquid. ni trogen ~l .. io:r to recording their spectra on 

ei ther a Varian E4 or E9 speotromE'ter. The samples were only 

allowed to warm up in the probe of the spectrometer where 

precise temperature control was available. 

3.5.6.8-Tetranitroacenaphthene (~.N.A.) 

The spectrum of the radical anion derived from T.N.A. 

reoorded at _40°0 consists of 80 distinct lines (figure 18) 

of linewidth 0.015G. The spectrum is arranged in 3 distinct 

groups of lines and has an overall width of 10.300. Analysis of 

the spectrum leads to the ooup1ing constants shown in Table 16. 

Although 315 lines ~ou1d be expected from the T.N.A. radical 

anion if coupltnss from the two aromatio protons, the four 

aliphatic protons and the two sets of two equivalent nitrogen 

nuclei were observed, many of the lines would be of low intensity 

and oonsiderable overlapping would be expeoted. The simula.ted 

speotrum, using the coupling constants in Table 16, matches very 

well .,.1. th the experimen";a.lly obsarvad. s'te~trum. 

2.4.5.7-Tetranitro-1.8-naphthalic anhydride (T.N,N,A.) 

The spectrum of the radical anion derived from T.N.N.A., recorded 

at -40°0, oonsists of 45 distinct lines (Figure 19) of linewidth 0.05 G. 

The overall width of the spectrum os 5.25 G. If the couplings resulting 

from the two aromatic protons and the two sets of two equivalent nitrogen 

nuclei were observed a total of 15 lines would be expected but this 

number would be reduced through overlapping. Analysis of the spectrum 

leads to the coupling cons tants shown on Table 17, and the simulated 

spectrum computed trom these coupling constants shows good agreement 

with the observed speotrum. 
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1,6,8-Trinitro-2,3-Naphthalio anhYdride (Tri,N-2,,-N.A,) 

The reduction of Tn.N-2,3-N.A. with sodium was attempted in 

several solvent systems (1, 2-dimethoxyethane , tetrahydrofuran, dioxsn) 

but in no case could the radical anion be detected, Also an 

unsucc6ssful attempt was made using potassium reduction. The failure 

to detect the radical anion was most probably due to the insolubility 

of this particular compound. 

2,4,5-Trin1tro-l,8-naphthalic anhYdride (Tri.N-l,8-N.A.) 

The spectrum of t~e radioal anion derived from Tri.N-I,8-N.A. 

recorded at -400 C, consists of 30 distinct lines (Figure 20). The 

overall width of the spectrum os 5.78 G and the linewidth 0.05 G. 

Analysis of the spectrum leads to the coupling oonstants shown in 

Table 18. The simulated spectrum computed f'.rom these coupling constants 

~es well with the experimentally observed spectrum in terms of line 

positions. However, the intensities oJf the lines in the experimental 

and simulated spectra ol.Allp8re less favourably. 

4,5-Din1tro-l.8-naphthalic anhydride (4,5-D,N,N.A,) 

The speotrum of the radical anion derived from 4,5-D.N.N.A., 

recorded a.t _400 C, consists of 9 distinct lines (Figure 21), of line

width 0.1 G. The overall width of the spectrum is 6.80 G. The spectrum 

is readily interpreted assuming that the couplines arise from two sets of 

pairs of equivalent protons. The coupling constants are shown in 

Table 19, and the simulated. spectrum computed from these couplings is 

in excellE'nt ~ement with the observed spectrum. There is no evidence 

for ooupling due to the n1 trogen nuclei. 

2,5-Dinitro-l,8-naphthalic anhYdride (2,5-D.N,N.A.) 

The spectrum of the radical anion derived from 2,5-D.N.N.A., 

recorded at _400C, consists of 30 distinct lines (Figure 22) of line

width 0,05 G. The overall width of the spectrum is 9.26 G, Analysis of 

the spectrum leads to the ooupling constants shown in Table 20. The 

simulated spectrum computed from these couplings is in excellent 

agreement with the observed speotrum. 
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In this spectrum the coupling constants derived from the 

nitrogen nuolei appear to be co1noident~ equivalent. 

3,6-Dinitro-l,8-naphthalic anhYdride (3,6-D.N.N.A.) 

The reduction of 3,6-D.N.N.A. with sodium and potassiUIJ 

in various solvents (1,2-dimethoxyethane, tetrahydrofur~n) was 

attampted and in each case a red oolouration, normally 

indicative of anion formation, was observed. However, no 

resolved signal oould be obtained from any of the samples. 

In each oase a spectrum consisting ef 9 broad lines was 

obtained which oould, in some oases, be further resolved to 

sbow evidence of some fine struoture. 

A similar spectrum was observed from the radical anion 

of 4,5-D.N.N.A. atter warming the sample up to room temperature 

and reoooling. Henoe it is likely that the spectrum observed 

in the ~ase of the 3,6-D.N.N.A. radioal anion is a product 

of decomposition. 

The Tables 16 to 20 contain a summary of the experimental 

hypertine ooupling oonstants of the five radical anions studied. 

Complete mambiguoUB assignment of the ooupling oonstants to the 

different nuolei is impossible from the experimental data and 

only in a few oases oan one partioular ooupling be assigned 

to one partioular nucleus. 

By resorting to theoretioal estimates of the spin 

density distribution further assignments oan be made with a 

reasooable degree of oonfidenoe and the assignments given 

in the tables, when in doubt, are given on theoretioal 

evidenoe. 
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Figure 18 
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The electron snin resonance soectrum of the T • .1 . A. radical anior 
(It) experir.lCnt~llY observed ~d (B) simulated 
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TABLE 16 The T.N.A. Radical Anion 

-. Observed Spectrum - Fiaure 18 

Experimental Conditions 

Counter Ion Sodium 

Nuo1eus Assignmetlt Mul tiplici ty Coupling Constant 
(Gauss) 

Proton 1 Triplet 2.74 

Proton 2 Quintet 0.32 

NiU'ogen *b Quintet 0.44 

Nitrogen 4a. Quintet 0.42 

Sg1n Densitie. 

Positi.on Rfir. No. Calcw tQd Spin Densi ~ Experimental 
Huckel MoLe.ohlan Spin Density 

Oa 0.00649 0.00350 --
Na a 0.00042 -0.0016, -.-
Ob 0.00054 -0.00819 .-... 

Nb b 0.00004 .0.00098 ---
1 1 0.04066 0.10002 0.1157 

2 0.01329 0.0131, 0.0117 

Calculated Nitrogen Copp1iAg Const!pt~ 

(a) Based on Huckel Spin Densities using equation 36 

(b) Based on Mclachlan Spin Densities using equations 34 and 35 

* ':'-bese coupling constants cannot be unambiguously assigned from 
~ ',.' 

the experimental or theoretical data • 
. ' . 

-



Fipure 19 

- , ,-

B. 

The elec:ron spin resonance spectrum of the T. N. N. A. radical anion 
(A) experimentally observed and (B) simulated 
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TABlE 17 The T.B,N.A. Radical Anion 

-. Observed Spectrum - Figure 19 

Experimental Condi tiona 

Counter Ion Sodium 

S1)8Ctral AnalYsis 
-
Nucleus Assignment Multiplicity Coupling Constant 

(Gauss) 

Proton 1 Triplet 0.60 

Nitrogen *a Quintet 0.35 

Nitrogen *b Quintet 0.65 

--
S'Din Dens04t1es -
Poeition Ref. No. Calculated Spin Density Experimental 

Huckel McLachlan Spin Densi ty 

O(a) 0.02866 0.02616 ---
N(a) c 0.01994 0.01639 ---
O(b) 0.03400 0.Om1 ---
N(b) d 0.02366 0002057 ---
1 2 0.0282, 0.02§'5 0.025' 

Calculated Ni trosen Coupl1pB Cons tents 

(.) Based on Huckel Spin Denai ties using equation ,6 
JNb - 0.46 G 

(b) Based on Mclachlan Spin Densities using equa.tions 34 and 35 

JNb - 0.18 G 

* These coupling constants cannot be unambiguously assigned 

from the experimental or theoretical data. 
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Fj,gure 20 The elect:-on spjn resonance spectrum of the rrri.N.- l , 8-lT . A. radical 
anion (A) experiQentally observed and (B) simulated 
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TABLE 18 The Tri,N-l.8-N.A. Radioal Anion 

ObsefVed Spectrum - Figure 20 

Experimental Conditions 

Counter Ion Sodium 

Spectral .An&lYsis 

I Nucleus Assigrunent* Multiplioity Coupling Constant 
(Gauss) 

Proton 1 Douolet 1.450 
Nitrogen Na, 1fb Quintet 0.730 
Nitrogen No Triplet 0.460 
Proton 2, 3 Triplet 0.250 

i De it! Sl):n ns es 
Calculated Spin Densities Experimental 

Position Ref. No. Huokel . -Mcu.ohlan Spin Densities 

Oa 0,04739 0,04858 ---
Na e 0.03197 0.02819 ---
Ob 0.03943 0,04041 ---
Nb f 0.02660 0,02270 ---
Oc 0,03605 0.03585 ---
Nc g 0.02432 0.02072 ---
1 3 0.10170 0.10122 0.0613 
2 4 0.06785 0.07677 0.0105 

3 5 0.06431 0.06888 0.0105 

~oulated Nitrogen COUPlillB C.,nstants 

(a) Based. on Huckel Spin Densities using equation 36 

JNa • 0.79 G JNb - 0.58 G JNc - 0.50 G 

(b) Based on McLachlan Spin Densities using equation 34 and 35 

JNa - 0~69 G JNb - 0.65 G JNc - 0.51 G 

* Assignments based largely on experimental evidence 



A. 

B. 

Figure 21 The electron spin resonance spectrum of the 4,5-D.N.X.A. radical 
• anion (A) experimentally observed and Cn) simulated 
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TABLE 12 The 4,5=D.N.N.A. Radioal Anion 

Spectral AnalySis 

Observed Speotrum - Figure 21 

Experimental Conditions 

Temperature - 400 C 

Counter Ion Sodium 

Nuoleus Assignment Multiplioity Coupling Constant 
(Gauss) 

Proton '* 1 Triplet 1.86 
Proton * 2 Triplet 1.54 
Nitrogen a Unobserved 

. I 
Spin Densities 

Position Ref, No. Caloulated Spin Density Experimental 

Huoke1 MoLaoh1an Spin Density 

O(a) 0.05517 0.05713 ----
N(a) h 0.04100 0.03726 --
1 6 0.07074 0.07878 0.0785 
2 7 0.06442 0.06492 0.0650 

Caloulated Nitrogen Coupling Constants 

(a) Based on Huokel Spin Densities using e'luati. on 36 

• 0.29 G 

(b) BdSed on MoLachlan Spin Densities using equa.tions 34 and 35 

• 0.40 G 

* Assignments based on the oaloulated results. 



A. 

B. 

Fir:ure 22 The electron spin resonnJ1Ce spectrum of the 2 , 5- D• N• I. A. radical 
anion (p,) experimentally observed and (13) simulated 
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!ABLE 20 tt'he 2.5-D.lf.N.A. Radioal AniO'.l 

-. Observed Speotrum - Figure 22 

Experimental Conditions 

Temperature _40°C 

Counter Ion Sodium. 

S'Peotra1 Anabsi. 

-Nuo1eus Ass18nment".. Multiplioity Coupling Constant 

Prot 0'1 1 Doublet 

Proton 2 Doublet 

Proton " 4 
Triplet 

Nitrogen a, b Quintet 

S'Pin Dansi ties 

Position Ref. No. 
I Calculated Spin Density 

Huokel MoLaohlan 

O(a) 0.05470 0.05802 

N(a) 3 0.0~985 0.03527 

Oeb) 0.06499 0.06726 

N(b) k 0.04616 0.04185 

1 8 0.00028 0.9,257 

2 9 0.07093 0.09600 , 10 0.08291 0.09'71 

4 11 0.07145 0.07559 

Caloulated Nitrogen Coupling Cons~ts 

(a) Based ~n Huokel Spin Densities using equatioli ,6 
I N& • 0.64 G J Nb • 0.74 G 

(Gauss) 

0.64 
2.,a 

1.99 
0.59 

Experimental 
Spin Density 

....... 
------.--

0.0272 

0.1005 
0.0841 
0.0841 

(b) Based on MoLaohlan Spin Densities using equations '4 and 35 

J Na = 0.66 G J Nb • 0.68 G 

* Assigrunents baaed on oaloulated rElsu1 ts. 
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~ertain assignments, to whioh referenoe is made in 

Tables 16 to 20, are not without some degree of ambiguity 

and isotopio labelling experiments would be required to fully 

justifY the proposed assignmente 

(c) Disoussion 

It oan be seen from Tables 16 to 20 that the values 

of the oalculated and experimentally determined 1\ -electron 

densities are in reasona~le agreement. In figure 2}A the 

calculated electron densities obtained by the KoLaohlan 

method are plotted against the experimentally observed proton 

coupling constants, the signs of which have been chosen to 

agree "lith the calculated signs of Pi'ff and the negative sign 

of ~:. The agreqment is seen to be very satisfaotory for 

most of the compounds studied. The straight line represent'3 

H 
absolute correlation and oorresponds to ~H .... 23.1 G. 

Relatively poor correlation is observed for points 

3, 4 and 5 all derived from Tri.N-l,8-N.A. and this probably 

results from the effects of Alternatteg Line Width which will 

be discussed later. 

In figure 2313 the observed nitrogen ooupling oonstants 

for the different nitrogen nuolei . in the radical anions are 

plotted against the coupling oonstants oaloulated using both 

the Huckel and lIoLachl8l1 methods. Apart from the points due 

to 4,5-D.N.N.A. where no nitrogen coupling oonstant was observed, 

although one was theoretioally predioted, the oorrelation is 

very ream nable. This suggests that in the compounds studied 

there is little to ohoose between the two methods, partioularly 

sinoe it is almost oertain that in suoh highly substituted aromatio 
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systems the relatively simple Huckel and MoLachlan approaohes 

do not result in a true pioture of the spin distribution. 

The results obtained from the radical anion of 

4,5-D.N.N.A. are interesting beoause there !s no evidenoe for 

the nitrogen hn>erfine coupling. This is partioularly remal'kable 

sinoe in the radioal anion of l,,8-dj.nitronaphthalene the 

nitrogen coupling oonstant has a value of 30 03 Gl~6. This 

va.lue is the largest obse~."ed for the radical a.nions of the 

isomerio d1n1tronaphthalenes and is greater than the other values 

because of steric hindranoe between the peri nitro groups. A 

sinilar value for the nitrogen ooup1ing oonstant would be 

expected in the 4,5-D.~.N.Ao radioal anion where the sterio 

factors involved arA oomparab lee The reason for the complete 

absenoe of suoh a ooupling is not entirely olea.r. The oalcub.ted 

spin densities far the ring protons in the 4,5-D.N.N.Ao radioal 

anion are in oood agreement with the observed spin densities and 

the oaloulations for the nitr0gen nuclei suggest a coupling 

oonstant of 0.4 G. If there were no anomalous effects in the 

4,5-D.N.N.A. radioal anion this nitrogen hyperfine ooupling would 

be observable in the spectrum. 

The fsi lure to observe an expeoted nitrogen hyperfine 

coupling has been reported by Wardl,a. The radioal anions of .!!!.~ 

and para dinitrobenzene when produoed by alkali metal reduotion 

in dimethoxyethane solution exhibit only one nitrogen ooupling 

constant. 

The speotrum observed for the radical anion of ~"E! 

dinitrobenzene oan be e.ooounted for in terms of the struotures 
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xv to XVIII below. 

NO 

~ +.;0- + VN K . " o 
xv XVI XVII 

Struoture XV will lead to a single nitrogen hyperfine 

coupling while structures XVI, XVII and XVIII will yield proton 

hyperfine couplings at the 2, 4, and 6 positions. It is not 

however possible to draw a c~~onioal form to represent the 

struoture responsible tor the observed byperfine ooupling 

at the 5-posi tion. It oan be theoretioally shown that the 

produot of the bond eig~otions of structures XVII and XVIII 

predicts some unpaired 1t -electron density at the 5-position 

and henoe the observed coupling. Again the rea.sons for the 

complete lack of coupling from the second nitrogen nuoleus 

is not entire~ clear, but ~he struotures where the odd eleotron 

resides on the uncompleXed nitro group must be of higher energy 

and apparently do not contribute. 

The spectrum of the radi.)al anion of ,U-dini tro benzene 

is even more anomalous since in addition to the absence of coupling 

to one of the nitrogen nuolei the two protons meta to the -
interacting nitrogen nuoleus do not exhibit coupling. This 

situation can be shown b,y drawing structures similar to those 

drawn tor m-dinitrobenzene. 

If the radical anions of !!!! and ~ar~ dinitrobenzene 

are generated electrolytioally. however, the speotra are as 

expected, and in ,2-dinitrobenzene and !l! trinitrobenzene the 

XVIII 
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spectra are as expeoted whether the anions are generated 

eleotro lytioally or chemioally. 

In the radioal anion of 4,5-D.N.N.A. the same structural 

features as in :e-dinitrobenzene 8.l.'e observed, in that there is a 

nitro group para to an electron withdra.wing substituent, it. 

this Cdee the anhydride. If the counter ion is associated with 

the anhydride group rather than with a nitro group, the struotures 

where the odd eleotron residues on the nitro groups ~ be of 

too high energy to contribute to the observed speotrum, and 

hence the absence of the nitrogen coupling. 

In the radioal anion derived from 2,5-D.N.N .. A., the 

nitrogen byperfine ooupling, although small, is apparent in the 

speotrum. An interesting feature is that the nitrogen oouplings 

are ooinoidently equivalent. However smce the nitro group in 

one ring if' ortho to the anhydride group and the nitro gm up 

in the other ring para to the anhydride group, it is probably 

not too surprising that the nitrogen couplings are equivalent 

beoause with the anhydride group being ortho, para direoting 

not muoh differenoe in the eleotron density at these sites would 

be expected. The ooinoidenoe in the coupling oonstants is 

reflected in the oaloulated spin densities at the nitrogen 

nuolei (see Table 20). 

The oalculated spin densities for the proton nuolei in 

the 2,5-D.N.N.A. radioal anion are in good agreement with the 

experimental results. The oaloulations show that the two 

protons ortho to each other in the ring system (Tab'e 20, -
protons, and 4) have similar spin densities and this fits well 

with the observation that these protons give rise to a triplet 

splitting pattern in the spectrum. 
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The spectra observed from the radioal anions derived 

from the two tetrani tro oompounds are as expeoted and the 

oomparison between the experimental results and the oa1oulations 

are remarkably good, partioularly for the proton o01\plings. The 

points of partioular interest are the values of tho nitrogun 

ooup1ing oonstants ranging from 0.35 G to 0.65 G whioh are 

small for aromatio nitro oompounds. The values of the nitrogen 

ooupling oonstants for the eleotrolytioally prepared radioal 

Mions derived from the isomerio dinitronaphthalenes ranged 

166 
from 0.97 G to 3.03 G • However, in oontrast, the re.dioal 

anion derived from l,4,5.8-tetranitronaphthalene, prepared by 

sodium reduotion in 1,2-dimethoxyethane solution, shows a 

nitrogen ooupling oonstant of 0.25 G at _600c whioh oompares 

favourably with the present observations for the tetranitro

radioal anions prepared by the same method. 

Probably the most interesting system studied is bhe 

radioa1 anion derived from Tri.U.l,B-H.A. Comparison of the 

observed and simulated spectra (Figure 20) reveals that although 

the line positions and the width of the overall speotra oompare 

favourably, the intensities of t'1:le lines differ considerably. 

The oomplexity of the spectrum makes a oomplete analysis diffioult. 

However, analysis of the nitrogen quintet (marked A.B.C.B.A) 

shows that the expected intens~ty ratio of 1:213.211 is not 

obeyed, and the lines marked B are less intense in the observed 

spectrum than expeoted. This effeot, known as the Altemating 

Linewidth Effect, is well known in oompounds with ~ nitro 

groups and has been well reviewed by Hudson and Luokhurst19\ 

The observati0n of this effeot, together with the experimentally 

observed nitrogen quintet in the spectrum leads to the assignment 
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(Table 18) of the nitrogen nuclei a and b being equivalent. The 

altemating linewidth effeot, however, oould result frOD! two 

nitro groups in peri positions ~ cillating out of phase with 

each other. Sinoe this ef:eot 11') not observed in the other 

systems studied it seems likely that the assignment given is 

correct. 

Reiger and Fraenkel have shown59 ~hat in ~dinitro

benzene where the alterncting linewidth effeot is in evidence, 

the correlation between the experimental and caloulated spin 

densities is poo~o This poor oorrelation is also observed in 

Tri.N.I,S.N.A. and this most ~ikely results from the anomalies 

introd\4oed into the electron distribution from the alternatmg 

linewidth effeot. 

The overall width of the spectra, reoorded in the 

present study, vary from 5.28 G to 10.2 G. These widths are 

remarkably small, smce the total width of the speotra derived 

from the radical anions of nitroaromatio oompounds are generally 

between 20 G and 30 G. This observed small overall width largely 

refleots the small values observed for the nitrogen ooupling 

oonstants. The value of the nitrogen ooupling oonstants appear 

to oe very dependent on the manner of preparation of the ar.ion. 

187 Gers~n and Adams reoorded the speotrum of the l,8-dinitro-

naphthalene radioal anion prepared by both eleotrolytio and 

ohemioal reduotion and obtamed values for the nitrogen ooupling 

oonstant of 3.07 G and 7.5 G respeotively, while the valUes of 

the proton hyperf'ine ooupling oonstants remained unohanged. It 

appears that the preparat ion of radical. anions by chen ical 

reduotion introduoes anomalies into the spin density distribution 
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at nitrogen, probably dOle to the oomplexing of the oounter ion 

and it wo'ud be very interesting to repeat the present measurements 

using eleotrolytio reduotion methods. 

From a detailed crystallogrlll hic stUdy192,] 9~ it has 

been shown that th.e nitro groups in 1,8-dinitron'J.phthll.lene are 

rotated 430 in one direction out of the plane of the ring~ The 
o 

distance between the nitrogen atoms increase from 2.42 A to 
000 

2.93 A and these atoms deviate +0.37 A and -0.37 A from the 

plane of the ring. The oo'Planari ty of the rings is disturbed 

by the interaotion of the nitro groups and the ring angles are 

deformed ad much as 70
• It seems reasonable to aBSlme that 

similar deformations would occur in other oompounds with similar 

o structural features and the value of 30 , oalculated theoretioally, 

for the angle of twist of the peri nitro groupa in T.N.A., 

4,5-D.N.N.A., Tri.N-l~8-N.A. and T.N.N.A. would seem to be a 

satisfaotory ValU6 considering the limitations of the theoretioal 

method when applied to systems of such oomplexity. 
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(2) Relative Electron Densities at the Proton Sites in 3,6.D.N.N.A. 

It is unfortunate that it was not possible to obtain the 

eleotron spin resonanoe speotrum of the radioal anion of 

3,6-D.N.N.A. sinoe this would have provided direot experimental 

evidenoe as to the eleotrun den~ities at the proton sites in 

the moleoule.. These results oould have been oompared wi-t;h the 

valves oaloulated by the McLaohlan method and provide information 

as to whether the theoretical values for "lihe moleoule were 

reasonable. The resultL obtained by oalculation give the 

1\ -eleotron density at the 2- and 7-proton p03i tions as 

0.063 and at thA 4- and 5""proton positions as 0.263. Since 

the oalculated values indioate that the eleotron densities 

at the two different types of proton site are markedly 

different it wou1.d be expeoted that thesE' eleotron defioient 

sites would oomplex to different extents with donor molecu:es 

oapable of speoifio interaotion with the protons at these 

sites. Thus by measuring the extent of the interaotion at 

these sites for partioular donor moleoules an experimentally 

derived estimate of the relative electron densities at the 

proton sites mar be obtained. Nuolear magnetio resonanoe 

spectroscopy provides a oonvenient method for measuring the 

extent of the interaction at partioular sites sinoe any 

alte.L'ation in the environment of the protons will result in 

a change in the ohemioal shift of these prO"b>ns. A ohange in 

the environment of the protons may be produoed simply by 

ohanging the solvent systan. This environmental ohange is 

reflected by a ohange in the nuolear magnetio resonance 

speotlUm. 
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The origins of the solvent effect in nuclear magnetic 

resonance speotrosoopy have been muoh studied and the results 

reviewed in detall by La.szolol94• However, suoh detailed theory 

is outside the soope of the present investigation whioh takes 

the form of a semi-empirioal study into the effeots of sev~ral 

'oomplexing solvents' on the nuolear magnetio res:>nance spectrum 

of 3,6-D.N.N.Ao Diox~~, tetrahydrofuran, a~etonitrile and 

dimethylsulphoxide were ueed as 'oomplextng' donor solvents for 

the study since (a) they are known eleotron donors, (b) they 

oomplex suffioieatly strongly with 3,6-D.N.N.A. to give solutions 

oonoentrated enough for the obpervation of the proton res:>nances 

and (c) ~he chemical shifts of the proton resonanoes of 3,6-D.N.N.A. 

show oonsiderable variation in these donor solvents. 

(a) Experimental 

Carbon tetraohloride was used as the 'inert' solvent 

and this and the donor solvents were distilled icmediate~ 

prior to use. 

A solution of 3.6-D.N oN.A. in eaoh of the donor solvents 

was diluted gravimetrioally using carbon tetraohloride. The 

mole fraotion of carbon tetrachloride was slowly increased to 

the point a.t which the 3,6-D.N.N.A. began to preoipitate. The 

nucle~ magnetio resonanoe speotrum ot each of the samples was 

obtained using a. Perkin Elmer R.lO spectrometer operating at 

60.004 MHz with a probe temperature of 33.5°0. The positions 

of the lines due to 3,6aD,N.N.A, were measured to an estimated 

accuracy of 0.5 Hz relative to an internal T.M.S. referenoe. 

Eaoh shift was determined at least 3 u~mes and the average value 

was taken. 
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(b) Results 

The speotrum of 3,6-D.N.N.A. oonsists of a doublet of 

doublets showing ~;Joupling of about 3 HZ. The position of 

the l1ne~ is dependent on the partioular solvent. 

Plots of the shift of the high field and low field 

doublet signals from 3r6~D.N.A.A. against the mole fraction 

of oarbon tetraoilloride in 1ihe sample were oOI:1p..lted. A typical 

plot is shown in figure 24. From the plots, the position of 

the signal due to the 3,6-D.N.N.A. protons in pure carbon 

tetrachloride was obtained by extrapolationo The extrapolated 

positions in oarbon tetrachloride were used as a standard for 

the determination of the association oonstants of the interactions 

o~loulated using the equation of Foster and Fyfe36• Plots of 

L:!. / [Do J aga.inst 6. were computed an~. a typioal plot is shown 

in figure 25. The value of the assooiation constant for eaoh 

of the systems was obtained from the gradient of th~ appropriate 

plot. The resul tsme s\lJilIllA.rlsed in Table 21. 

(0) Disouss ion 

It oan be seen from Table 21 that the direotion of the 

shift produoed on the addition o~ oarbon tetrachloride to solutions 

of 3,6-D.N.N.A. in dioxan, tetrahydroturan and aoetonitrile was 

upfield whereas that in dimethylsulphoxide was downfield. This 

suggests that a different type of interaotion is tat ing place in 

the oase of d1mettqlsulphoxide as against the other donor 

solvents. The direction of the shift in the oase "f d1methyl-

sulphox1de solution suggests oharge.transfer complex formation 

to be taking place. The ta.ot that the assoo1ati. on oonstants as 

derived from each of the proton resonanoes are, within 

experimental error, 1dent108~ 1s a further ind1oati. on that oomplex 
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Figure 24 A plot of the shift of the highfield doublet of 

3,6 - D.N.N.A. in tetrahydrofuran solution induced 

by the addition of carbo~ tetrachloride against the 

molefraction of carbon tetrachloride in the system. 
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TABLE 21 ~ldrection of the Shift Produced in the Spectrum of 3,6-D.N.N.A. in various 

~nts by the Addition of carbon Tetrachloride. the Maximum Observed Shift 

~the Extrapolated position of the Resonance in Carbon Tetrachloride 

~.ion together with the Associatien Constants for the Interaction at 33.50C 

Measurements from Lowfield Doublet Measurements from Highfield Doublet 

Donor Solvent Direction of Maximum Extrapolated Association Direction Maximum Extrapolated Association 
Shift Observed Position in Constant of Shift Observed Position in Constant 

Shift 001
1 

kgs/mole Shift CC1
4 

kgs/mole 
(Hz) (Hz (Hz) (Hz) 

Dioxan "OJ 4.8 575.8 0.10:±.O.O3 Up 2.4 564.7 O.04±<>.01 

T.H.F. U:t: 6.5 573.6 0.14+0.04 Up 1.6 562.8 O.06±o.Ol 

D.M.S.O. Do~n 4.9 574.7 1.3+Q.:i: Down 6.4 563.9 1.4+0.1 

~CN UI 2.9 576.3 O.ll±O.O3 
.. 

565.2 - - -
~--~-.-~~-

I 

~ 
I\) 
(l) 
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formation is y!! a charge-transfer interaction through the 

~ -syste~ of ~,6-D.N.N.A. rather than m an interaotion at a 

specific moleoular site. This type of behaviour is probably 

not tnlexpected since dimetbylsulphox1de has been shown to be a 

strong eleotron donor and readilj forms oharge-tra~nsfer oomplexes 

with eleotron acoeptors suoh as tetraoyanoethylene and iouinel95
o 

The direction of the s:rlft in the oase of dioxan, 

tetrahydrofuran and acetonitrile suggests that these donor 

solvents are hydrogen-bonding to the eleotron deficient protons 

in the ~,6-D.N.N.A. molecule~ The magnitude of the association 

constants for t~ interaction when measured from the shift of 

the lowfield doublet are very similar in each of the donor 

solvents and greater than the corresponding val. ue of the 

assooiation oonstants measured from the s~ft of the highfield 

doublet. These observations suggest that eaoh of the solvents 

form hydrogen-bonds of similar strE?.ngth and that stronger 

hydrogen-bonds are formed with ~,6-DoN.N.A. at the 2- and 

7 .. positions thar. at the 4- and 5-positions. This would appear 

to correlate well with the expected results sinoe the prom ns at 

the 2- and 7-positions are .9_~ to both the anhydride group and 

to a nitro group and the electron density e.t these sites has 

been shown by oaloulation to be lower than that at the 4- and 

5-pos1tions. 

Although the experimental results are in qualitative 

agreement with the theoretioal results it must be borne in mind 

that the assooiation constants were derived on the assumption 

of a 111 complex being formed between the donor and the 

acoeptor, and that it is possible that higher order complexes 

may have been formed espeoially as there are a total cf four 

proton aoceptor sites in the 3.6~D.N.N.A. molecule. 
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CHAPrER 4 

REACTIONS WITH BASES 

1. Introduction 

2. Reactions with Alkoxides 

3. Reactions with the Sulphite ion 

4. Reactions with Amines 

5. Discussion 
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1. Introduotion 

The reactiors of bases with nitrobenzenoid compounds 

have been extensively studied and the results reviewed in 

detai176,81,115. A variety of different products have been 

isolated from such reactions and these are summarised in 

Chapter 1, section 4 of this thesis. It is to be expected 

that the nature of the Iroduot fomed from the reactions of 

bases with an electron deficien+ 7T -system will depend upon 

both the strength of the reacting base and the degree of eleotron 

deficienoy in the rr -ays tem. 

In this chapter the reactions of T.N.! , ~,6-D.N.N.A. 

and 4,5-D.N.B.A. with bases are disoussed. The oompounds are 

taken as typioal examples representative of the whole group 

of compounds at present under investigation. Thp. bases used 

in the reactions, listed in order of deoreasing basio str&ngth, 

were the alkoxide ion, the sulphi te ion and some amines. The 

products of these reactions are oompared with the well established 

products resulting from the reactions of trinitrobenzene under 

similar conditions. 

2. Reactions with alkoxides 

(a) T.N.A. 

The addition of a methanolic solution of sodium 

methoxide to a solution of T.N.A. in dichloromethane resulted 

in the immediate formation of a brown preoipitate whioh was 

isolated and. characterised. An analagous reaction was carried 

out with sodium ethoxide but the brown product fram this reaction 

was found to detonate on touch. No further work with the 

ethoxide ion was therefore attempted. 
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(i) £l:lcperlmenta.l and Besul ts 

Dichloromethane was twioe distilled from calcium hydride 

and the fraction boiling at 39° - 40°0 was colleoted. 

Methanol was ~~fied by boiling under reflux with 

phosphoric acid followed by distillation from magnesiuc and 

iodine, the fraction boiling at 6400 was collected. 

To a solution of T.N.A. (1 gm) in diohloromethane 

(100 ml) was added slowly an equimolar amount of sodium 

methoxide in methanol (10 ml). Dry nitrogen was bubbled through 

the mixture during the addition. A brown preoipitate was fomed 

o and after cooling to 0 0 the mixture was filtered under an 

atmosphere ot dry nitrogen using a covered vacuum filter 

funnel. The solid was thoroughly washed with dry dichloro-

methane, dried under high vacuum and. sealed in evacuated 

ampoules until required. 

The oompound was sub~eoted to elemental analysis and 

was investigated by nuclear magnetic resonanoe, infrared and 

ul traviolet spectroscopy. 

The nuclear magnetio resonance speotrum recorded in 

deuterod1methylsulphox1.de solution, shown in figure 26, shows 

three single peaks at 3.8"'t , 5.82 "C and 6.19 "t. The relative 

intensity of the peaks is 1:2:3 respectively. 

The ultraviolet spectrum of the product was completely 

featureless beoause the solution, being brown in oolour, 

absorbed over the whole wavelength range. 

The brown oolour of the solid made it extremely difficult 

to obtain a reasonable infrared speotrum. However, a weak 

poorly resolved speotrum was obtained from a Nujol Mull. 
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Figure 26 The spectrum of the product of the reaction of T.N.A. with the methoxide ion in deutero 
dimethylsulphoxide solution. 
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The bands and their intensities are tabulated below; 

700 (vw) 721 (w) 135 (vw) 160 (vw) 

830 (vw) 815 (m) 925 (w) 960 (m) 

1022 (m) 1085 (m) 1143 (w) 1190 (m) 

1262 (m) 1322 (w) 1500 (w) 1510 (w) 

1540 (w) 1560 (m) 1518 (w) 1640 (w) 

The results obtained from the elemental analysis 

were as follows: 

c - 31.~; H ~ 2.4%; N - 13.1%; Na - 10.6% 

(1i) Discussion 

195 (w) 

990 (m) 

1240 (sh) 

1520 (w) 

The nuclear magnetic resonance spectrum indicates three 

different proton t~~es in the molecule, and in view of the 

relative intensities of the peaks and the known reactions of 

the methoxide ion with trinitrobenzene, the most likely 

structure for the compound is as shown in struC1.ure XIX below. 

The required analysis figures for this structure arel 

and theee are in reasonable agreement with the experimentally 

observed figures. 

The upfie1d shift of the aromatic proton resonance from 

0.8"'( in T.N.A. to 3.8 ~ in the complex 1s in keeping wi 1;h 

the results obtained in the reaction of trinitrobenzene with 

80 81 the methoxide ion' and suppo~ts the proposed structure. 
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Although the infrared spectrum was poorly resolved, 

-1 -1 -1 the presence of the bands at 1190 cm , 1085 cm and 1022 cm 

all of medium intensi~ and not present in T.N.A. suggest that 

the compound is a sigma-comp1e~8 and not a charge-transfer 

complex. 

No mass spectrum of the compound could be obtained and 

this is consistent with the product being a negative ion. 

(b) 3.6-D.N.N.A.~.4.5-D.~ .. N.A. 

(i) Experimental and Resul"cs 

The additicn of IJethanolic sodium methoxide to 3,6-D~N.N.A. 

and 4,5-D.N.N.A. in each case gave a bright red solution 

characteristic of the formation of a complex between the 

alkoxide ion and the nitroarcmatic compounds. The stoichiometry 

of the complexes was investigated by the method of continuous 

variativns137• This was achieved by mixing solutj.ons of 

3,6-D.N.N.A. and i,5-D.N.N.A. in su1phc1ane with solutions of 

sodium methoxide in methanol in known molar ratios and 

keeping the total molar concentration constant. The absorbance 

of the solutions was measured at a wavelength of 540 nm. using 

a Unicam SP 600 spectrophotometer. The optical density of the 

solutions decreased markedly with time and measurements taken 

at 30 second intervals and extrapolated back to zero time gave 

the optical density of the solution at the timp. of mixing. 

The Job plots of the results for the isomeric D.N.N.A. - methoxide 

ion systems aN shown in figure 27. 

The reaction between methanolic sodi".lIll methoxide and 

3,6-D.N.N.A. in sulpholane was followed by nuclear magnetic 

resonance spectroscopy. Equimolar quantities of the reactants 

were mixed and the nuolear magnetio resonance speotrum was 
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Figure 27 Job plots for the D.N.N.A. - methoxide ion systems 
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recorded (A) immedia.te1y after mixing, (b) 20 minutes after 

mixing, (C) 40 minutes after mixing, (D) 1 hour after mixing, 

(E) 2 hours after miJd.ng and (F) 20 hours after mixing. The 

spectra are shown in fig"lre 28. 

The reactions of 3,6-D.N.N.A. and 4,5-D.N.N.A. with the 

methoxide ion were studied on a preparative scale. The 

dini tronaphthalic anhydride (1 gm) was dissolved in dimethyl

sulphoxide (50 ml) and an equimo1ar quar.ti ty of sodium methoxide 

in methanol (10 ml) was added. Dry nitrogen '1IaS bubbled through 

the system during the addition. The solution became bright red 

and after one hour dry ether (50 ml) was added to the sys tam. 

A palp yellow solid was precipita.ted which was removed by 

filtration, dried under high vacuum and sealed in ampoules 

until required. The dimethylsulphoxide used in the preparation 

was dried over ~~ molecular sieve for one month and then distilled 

under reduced pressure from calcium hydrid3. The dried material 

was redistilled under reduced pressure (- 12 torr) and the 

fraction boiling between 750 and 76uC was used. 

The produots of the reaction were a.na.lyaed and the 

nuclear magnetic resonance, infrared and the mass spectra of the 

prvduots recorded. 

The eleotron spin resonance speotrum of a solution of 

a mixture of ,,6-D.N.N.A. and sodium methoxide in methanol was 

reoorded. The spectrum which is shown in figure 29 was recorded 

immediately after mixing and 0n standing the intensity of the 

signal diminished. 

(ii) Discussion 

The plots shown in figure 27 suggest that :i.ni tially, 

at least, a 111 complex is for.med between the isomers 3,6-D.N.N.Ao, 

4,5-D.N.N.A. and the methoxide ion under the reac-"tion conditions 
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Figure 28 The spectra recorded at various times during the 
reaction of 3, 6 - D.H.H.A . with the methoxide ion 
in sulpholane solutiono 
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Figure 28 - Continued. 

[:). after 60 minutes. 

E: . after 2 hours. 

~.after 20 hours. 
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Figure 29 

- ' 40-

A. 

B. 

c. 

The electron spin resonance spectrum of a mixture 
of 3, 6 - D. N.N.A. and sodium methoxide in methanol 
solution recorded (A) immediately after mixing 
(B) 10 minutes after mixing and (6) 20 minutes after 
mixing. 
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used. The nuclear magnetic resonance spectrum of this complex 

could not be obtained and although the disappearance with time 

of the signals due to 3,6-D.N.N.A. could be followed (see 

figure 28) no signals appeared which could be assigned to the 

presence of the complax. This can be explained by the I..lectron 

spin resonance results since it is apparen~ from figure 29 

that in the early stages of the reaction a paramagnetic species 

is involved, and if this paramagnetic species were the complex 

then no nuclear magnetic resonance spectrum for the complex 

would be expected. Examination of the electron spin resonance 

spectrum shows a basic triplet due to nitrogen of intensity 

1:1:1 split into a quartet of intensity 1'3:3:1 and further 

small couplings. This suggests that the major pattern is 

derived from the interaction of an unpaired electron with a 

ni tragal' atom and the 3 protons of the methoxide group. The 

minor spli ttings ~ be due to interaction with the ring proton 

at the site of attack of the methoxide ion. 

The nuclear magnetio resonance results are very similar 

117 to those of Foster and Foreman who observed that in the 

react10n of the ethyl ester of 2,4-dinitrobenzoio acid and of 

l-iod~-2,4-din1trobenzene with the methoxide ion the initial 

nuclear magnetio resonance absorptions collapsed and reappeared 

on standing. In the present case, although the signal which 

reappears has the sams pattern as the original signal, suggesting 

two sets of ~e~ coupled protons, the signal has shifted to 

higher field. This probably implies that th~ anhydride group 

has been converted into methyl carboxylate groups or acid groups 

which do not withdraw electrons from the ring to the same extent 

as does the an.l]ydride groupo 
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The nuclear magnetic resonance spectrum of the solid 

product isolated fran the reaction ot 3,6-D.N.N.A. with the 

methoxide ion in sulph.:>lane solution shows an aromatic region 

identicaJ. to that shown in figure 28F together with a single 

peak at 7.1 '"C. The aromatic region consists of' a doublet of' 

doublets showing a ID! coupling of 3H1. The doublets are 

centred at 1.25~ and l.72~. The relative intensity of the 

aromatic peaks and the a11~hatio peak is 413. 

The nuclear magnetio reson~oe speotrum of the produot 

derived £rom the reaction of 4,5-D.N.N.A. with the methox1de 

ion in sulpbolane solution shows a doublet of doublets showing 

an ortho ooupling of 6Hz and oentred at 1.13 "l' Bl.d 1.52 "t and 

a single peak at 6.95 -r. The pattern of the aromatio resonances 

is very similar to that observed in the spectrum of 4,5-D.N.N.A. 

in sulpholane, see fi~ 42B, except the signal from the 

reaction product are shifted u~field. The relative intensity 

of the aromatio peaks to the aliphatic peak is again 413. 

These nuolear JD88Iletio resonance results suggest the product 

of the reactions to be the half esters shown in structures XX 

and XXI. 

o 0 
ClLO" 1/ \\ OH --, c C ",.. 

xx 

o 0 

c~o.... ~I 

There is no evidence in the nuclear magnetio resonanoe 

spectra for an;y peaks due to the ao~.d proton. 
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The elemental a.na.lyses are oonsistent with the 

proposed struOtureSI

Product from 3,6-D.N.N.A. 

Fou.~d C - 49.1%; H - 2.~, N - 8.~ 

Product from 4,5-D.N.N.A. 

Found C - 48.~; H - 2.&J'; N. 8.~J 

For both isomers the requ~ed anall~is figures are, 

C - 48.~; H - 2.~; N - 8.~; 

The important features in the infrared speotra of the 

products are 1-

(a) The disappearance of the two carbonyl bands which are 

replac~d in the oase of the p~oduct derived from 3,6-D.N.N.A. 
-1 by a single strong band a·t 1110 om and in the case of the 

produot derived from 4,5-D.N.N.A. by a single strong band at 

1111 em -1. These new bands will be due to the carbonyl 

stretching vibration in structures XX and Y.XI. 

(b) The appearance of a strong band at 1290 cm-l in the product 

from the reaction of 3,6-D.N.N.A. with the methoxide ion and 

at 1295 em-l in the product derived from 4,5-D.N.N.A. ~oth 

these bands will be due to the C-O stretching vibration of the 

ester groupl?6 in the structures XX and XXI. 

The infrared speotrum of the product derived from the 

reaction of 3,6-D.N.N.A. with the methoxide ion is shown in 

figure 30 and that derived from 4,5-D.N.N.A. in figure 31. 

3. Reactions with.j!le Sulp~ Ion 

(a) ',6-D,N.N,A. and 4.5-D.N,NeA. 

(i) Exper.t.mental end Results 

The add! tion of aqueou.s sodium sulphite to 3,6-D,N.N.A. 

and 4,5-D.N.N.A. in each case gave initially 8. red solution 

which darkened on standing to produce a brown solution.. The 
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Fieure 30 The infra red spectrum of the product of the reaction of 3,6 - D.N.N.A. with the methoxide iono 
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Figure 31 The infrared spectrum of the product of the reaction of 4,5 - D.N.N.A. with the methoxide ion. 



stoiohiometry of the oomplexes int1ally formed was investigated 

by the method of continuous variations137• This was aohieved 

by mixing solutions of 3,6.D.N.N.A. and 4p5~D.N.N.A. in dimetnyl. 

sulphoJdae with aqueous solutions of sodium sulphite in known 

molar ratios and keEp ing the total molar ooncentration oonstant. 

The abF. .·rbanoe of the solutions was measured at a wavelength of 

540 nm using a Unioem SP 600 speotrophotometer. The ab~~rbanoe 

of the solutions was obserred to deorease markedly with time 

and measurements t.aken at 30 seoon'! intervals were extrapolated 

baok to zero time to give the value of the abso:obanoe at the time 

of mixing. The Job p~ots for the results from the two systems 

are shown in figure 32. 

The Banesi-Hilderbrand method32 for the determination 

of the assooiat.ion constant of the interaotion was also applied to 

each of the systems but the results led to ourved plotso 

The reaction between aqueous sodium sulphite and 

3,6-D.N.N.A. in dimethylsufphoxide in equimolar quantities was 

followed by buolear maenetio resonanoe spectrosoopy. The spectrum 

was recorded immediately after mixing, after 10 minutes, after 

35 ctinutes, after 1 hour, after 3 hours and aft er 24 hours. The 

observed spectra were very similar to those shown in figure 28 

for ·the 3,6-D.N.N.A.-methoxide reaction. 

An attempt was made to record the eleotron spin 

resonanoe spectrum of a mixture of 3,6-D.N.N • .L. in dimethyl

sulphoJdde solution and sodium sulphite in aqueous solution. 

However, the dieleotrio oonstant of the solvent mixture was too 

high to allow the instrument to be tuned. 

The reactions of ,,6.D.N.U.A. and 4,,-D.N.N.A. with 

the sulphite ion were studied on the preparative scale. The 

dinitronaphthalio anhydride (2 gm) was dissolved in dimethyl-
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sulphoxide and an equimolar quantity of sodium sulphite in 

aqueous solution W8.3 added. The mixture became bright red in 

oolour and on standing the oolour slowly diminished and the 

mixture beoace brown and after 3 days a solid was preoipitated. 

The solid was filtered off, washed with water, ethanol and 

ether and dried under vacuum. 

The solid produots obtai. ned were ana.1ysed and the 

nuclear magnetic resonance, infrared and mass spectra recorded. 

(ii)1!-lscussion 

The plots shown in figure 32 suggest trat initially, 

at least, 1.2 (D.N.N.A. ,8°
3
--) complex formation oocurs 

under the oonditions of the reaction. In the knowledge that 

1:2 cOllll'lex forma-!;ion occv..rs it :'-s not ·.mexpected that the 

results from the Benesi.·Hildercrand method give a curve since 

the theory of the method is based on 1:1 complex formation. 

The nuo1e~ magnetic resonance spectrum of the complex 

could not be obtained and a.1though the signals due to 

3,6-D.N.N.A. could be observed to disappear with time no signals 

appeared which oould be assigned to the oomp1ex. Since the 

presenoe of water in the system made ·\t impossible to obtain 

8ll electron spin rescnanoe speotrum it oazmot be stated 

categorioa1ly that a paramagneti\) inte'rlllediate is formed in the 

reaction. However, by e.r..s.logy with the reacti.on of 3,6-D.N.N.A. 

with the metboxide ion under similar oonditions a paramagnetio 

intermediate would seell likely. 

The nuolear magnetio resonanoe speet~~ of the solid 

product isolated from the reaction d 3,6 .. D.N.N.A. with the 

sulphite ion in dimethy1sulphoxide solution showed a. dOUblet 

of doublets centred at 0.8"'( and 1~2 "'( showing a meta ooup1ing 
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of 3Hz. The speotrum ot the oorresponding produot J~solated 

from the 4,5-D .. N.N.A. reacts-on with the sulphite ion in 

dimethy1sulphoxide solution showed a doublet nf doublets 

oentred at 0.91 .,. and 1.,1 l' • the doublets showed 8l'l .,2!tl!2 

ooup1ing of 6Hz. 

These results suggest that the produots of the reaotions 

were the diaoids, of structures XXII and XXIII, and that 

complex fOrDldtion, whioh was shown by the method of continuous 

variations to initially ooour, must involve a paramagnetio 

speoies whioh was not observed in the nuo1ear magnetio resonanoe 

speotnlm. 

o 
HO -- C~ 

XXII 

OH 
o 0 

HO ....... II ~ ,..OH 
G G 

The solid produots isolated in the reaotions had analysis 

figures 'oonsistent with the proposed struoturel-

Produot from 3,6-D.N.N.A, 

Found C - 4r.~; H - 2.~; N· 9.3% 

Produot from 4,5~DoN.N.A. 

Found C. 47.4%; H • 2.5%; N - 9.4% 

For both isomers the required analysis fitures arel 

The mass speotrum of each of the isomels showed a parent 

peak at a value of m/e = 288. This suggests the produot of 

the reaotions to be the unohanged anhydride, but it is likely 
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that the diaoid is unstable in the mass spectromeber and that 

loss of water from the acid groups leads to the produotion 

of the anhydride. 

The infrared spectra of the solid reaotion produots 

are oonsistant with them being the diacids. The spectrum of 

the product derived from :3,6-D.N.N.A. is sharn in figure :n 
and the speotrum of the produot derived from 4,5-D.N.N.A. is 

shown in figure 34. The important features to note from both 

the speotra whioh were reoorded as Nujol Mulls are: 

(a) The presenoe of the peaks due to the o-H stretohing 

vibration at ,120 om-l in the oase of the prodl..ot derived 

6-
-1 from', D.N.N.A. and at ,180 cm in the oase of the product 

derived from 4,5-D.N.N.A. 

(b) The disappearanoe of the double oarbonyl band, 

oharacteristio of the anhydride t which is rep la.oed in the 

6 -1 ,,6-isomer by a single strong band at 1 95 om and in the 

4,5-isomer by a single strong band at 1705 om-l • These bands 

are oharacteristio of aromatio dicarboxylio aoidsl96 • 

(b) T.N.A. 

The results of similar experiments, to these desoribed 

above, oarried out on T.N.A. suggested that the oourse of 

the reaction is more oomplioated. The red colouration, 

characteristio of oomplex formation, was only visible 

momentarily on mixing the reaotants ma.king any visible 

speotroBoopio study impossible. The final produot of the 

reaction was dark brown in oolour and only very sparingly 

soluble in most solvents. Solubility preoluded the 

observation of the nuclear magnetio resonanoe speotmm of 
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Figure 33 The infr~red spectrum of the product of the reaction of 3,6 - D.N.N.A. with the sulphite ion o 
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Figure 34 The infrared spectrum of the ?roduct of the reaction of 4,5 - D.N.N.A. with the sulphite ion. 
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the produot and the oolour of the product made it impossible 

to observe the infrared spectrum. No final oonclusions on 

the nature of this produot were obtained. 

4. Reactions with Amines 

The reaotions of amines with T.N.A. and 3,6~D.NrN.A. 

were studied in two types of solvent - ketonic and non-~etonio. 

In non-ketonio solvents any reactio~ is liable to involve the 

amine as the base, whereas in a ketonic solvent, such as 

aoetone, bases such as -CH2COCm
3 

will be formec\, and the 

poss1bility of reaction with this type of base will exist. 

The present investigation was oarried out with a number of 

&mines oovering a wile range of basio strength. 

(a) Experimental 

The addition of a solut1on of an amine in either a 

ketonic or a non-ketonio solvent to a solution of the nitro-

aromatio oompound in the 8!.!.t:lE:. solvent resulted in the immediate 

preoipitation of a coloured solid. The method of prepara'ti on 

of the solids is desoribed belows 

The n1troaromatic oompound (0.5 gm) was dissolved in 

o the required solvent at about 40 c. An equimolar quantity of .. 
the amine in the same solvent was added with stirring. The 

resulting solution immediately beoame dark blue and on cooling 

a solid was preoipitated. The solid was filtered off, washed 

with ether and dried under vacuum. The element~l analysis of 

the produot was obtain~ 

The ultraviolet - viSible, nuolear magnetio resonanoe 

and mass speotra of a seleotion of the complexes were reoorded. 
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(b) Results and Discussion of Products 

The solid produots obtained from the reaotion in 

dichloromethsne of 1I. number of A.mines with T.N.A. were only 

very slightly soluble in most solvents and no reorystallisll.tion 

prooedure was possible. How~ter result s from the elemental 

analysis suggest that 1: 1 oomplex formation has 00 cured 5n the 

reaction. The results are .. ~ummar1sed in the ·table below: 

T.N.A. Complex ~ Carbon ". Hydrogen ~ Nitrogen 
with 

Triethylamine FOlmd 50.4 4.;2 15.8 
Required 49.8 4.83 l~.l 

Pyridine Found 49.8 2 .. 74 16.2 
Required 49.4 2.66 16.5 

T.M.P.D.(i) Found 53.3 4.10 15.2 
Required 53.0 4.41 16 ... 8 

T.M.E.(ii) Found 47.1 4.72 17.8 
Required 41.9 4.89 10.7 

T.E.E.(iii) 
Found 52.1 5~36 16.3 
Required 52.1 5.93 16.7 

0( -Pioo1ine 
Found 49.8 2.65 15.8 
Required 50.5 3.04 16.4 

Tri-n-propylamine 
Found 53.4 4.92 15.4 
Required 52.8 5.65 14.7 

Tri-n-butylamine 
Found 55.3 5.62 13.7 
Required 55.5 6.35 13.5 

(i) T.I.P.D. $ N,N,N' ,N' - Tetra.metl\Yl-~phenylene dia.mine 

(ii) T.M.E. _ NtN,N'tN' - Tetrametqyl-ethylene diamine 

(iii) T.E.E. = NtN,N' ,N' - Tetraethyl.ethylene diamine 

Solid products were obtained from the reaction of 

trietbflamine with T.N.A. and 3,6.D.N.N.A. in aoetone, ethyl

methyl ketone and a.oety1aoetone. The results of elemental 

% Oxygen 

29.5 
29.4 

31.0 
31.0 

28.2 
25.7 

27.9 
28.4 

26.1 
25.3 

30.8 
30.0 

27.1 
26.9 

24.5 
24.6 

analysis of the 80lid produots are given in the table below together 
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with comparable results obtained in dioh1oromethane solution. 

Solvent ~ Carbon I ~ Hydrogen % Nitrogen % Oxygen 

T.N.A. Complexes 

Dichloro- Found 50.4 4.3 29.5 15.8 
Methane ~equired (i) 49.7 40 8 29.4 16.1 

Aoetone Found 50.4 4.6 28.5 16.0 
Required (ii) 51.1 5.5 29.2 14.2 

Eth;v'1-Methy1 Found 50.2 4.5 29.' 16.2 
Ketane Required (1i) 52.1 5.7 28.4 13.8 

Aoetylaoetone Found 50.3 4.6 28.9 15.9 
Required (11) 51.6 5.4 29.9 13.1 

3,6.D.N.N.A. Complexes 

Diohloro Found 55.8 4.5 29.1 10.; 
Jlethane Required (i) 55.5 4.9 28.8 10.8 

Aoetone Found 55.' 4,8 29.0 10., 
Required (ii) 56.4 5.6 28.6 9.4 

Ethy1-metl\vl Found 55.7 4., 28.4 10..6, 
Ketcme Required (1i) 57.' 5.6 27.8 9.1 

Aoetylacetone Found 55.7 4.9 28.7 lOD9 
Required (ii) 56.4 5·5 29.5 8.6 

Required (1) == 1:1 complex formation 

Required (ii) = Sigma oomplex fOlmation m ketone anion 

The results of the analyses remained, within experimental 

error, oonstant and independent of the solvent and this suggests 

that the S) 1vent does not partioipate in the reaotion and that 1: 1 

oharge-transfer oomplex formation has co oured in each oase. 

The insolubility of the solid produots made it diffioult 

to obtain a nuclear magnetio resonanoe speotrum. However spectra 

were obtained in a few of the systems and the observed speotra 

were a oomposite of. the spectra of the individual oomponents 

.. 

.-
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added to the solution from whioh the solid was isolated. The 

resonanoes derived from the nitroaromatio oompound were in 

eaoh oase shifted to higher fie11 and the resonanoes from the 

amine to lower field than observed in the individual free 

oomponents. In no oase was there any evidenoe for peak& 

resulting from Meisenheimer complex formation and it is 

suggested that the produ~ts are charge-tr~sfer oomplexes 

formed between the amine and the nitroaromatio oompound. 

The spectra of 3,6-D.N.N.A., trietnylamine and the 3,~-D.N.N.A.-

triethylamine oomplex all in aoetone-d6 solution are sho~1 in 

figure 35. 

The mass speotrum of the adduct formed between 

t~iethylamine and T.N.A~ deriv~d from the reaction both in 

diohloromethane and a.oetone was reoorded. Also the mass speotra 

of the oomparable 3,6-D.N.N.A. adducts were recorded. In eaoh 

oase the parent ion appeared at a value c:£ m/ e I!I 101 which is 

oharaoteristio of triethylamine and not the ion +NH (C2H
5

) 3 

whioh would be expected if the ketone anion had partioipa.ted 

in the reaoti. on. This latter ion would have a. parent peak at 

m/ e • 102. The mass spectra are shown in figures 36 and 36A. 

The visible spectrum of eaoh of the oomplexes was 

reoorded and each showed a broad. band in the region 490 - 530 nm 

irrespeotive of the solvent used in the preparation. The speotra 

obtained from the oomplex between T.N .A. and trietnylamine prepared 

in different solvent systems are smwn in f".;.gure 37. The speotra 

obtained by dissolving the solid oomplex in acetone remained 

oonstant with time. If, however, a dilute solution of the amine 

in acetone "9 added to a dilute solution of the nitroaromatio 
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Figure 35 The positions of the resonances (A) from the 3,6 - D.N.N.A.
triethylamine complex and (B) from free 3,6 - D.N.N.A. and 
free triethylamine all in acetone solution. 
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Figure 36 The m~ss spectr~ (A) of the T.N.A. - triethylamine 
complex prep~red from dichlorometh~ne solution 
and (B) of the T.N.A. - triethylamine complex 
prep~red from ~cetone solution. 
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Figure 36A The n:~ss spcctr~ (A) of the 3,6 - D.N .!I.A. 
- triethylamine co:nplex prepa.red from dichloro -
metha.ne solution and (3) of the 3,6 - D.~;.NoA. 
- triethylarnine complex prepa.red from acetone 
solution. 
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oompound in aoetona and the visible speotrum of the resulting 

mixture reoorded immediately the above broad band is observed. 

This speotrum ohanges r~ idly with time as is shown in figure }8 

for the T.N .A.·· triethylaminGPaoetone system. The explanativn 

for this ohange is not entirely olear but it appears that there 

are two possible pathways involved in the reaotion. A possible 

reaotion soheme is shown in the diagram • 

T.N.A. + 
Triethylamine 

+ aoetone 

- fast reaotion ---~) 1 

-----t) II 

The produot of the fast reaction (1) is an n ~ n 

oharge-transfer oomplex between the amine and the nitroaromatio 

oompound, whioh due to its low solubility is pl~ecip:'tated. This 

preoipitation inhibits the form~tion of any produots derived 

from the alow reaction, (II). The nature of the produots of this 

reaction were not investigated. 

The reaotion between T.N.A. and diethylamine was studied 

by electron spin resonanoe spectrosoopy. The speotrum from the 

addition of a 1.5M solution (5 ml) of T.N.A~ in aoetone to a 

1.5M solution (, ml) of diethylamine in aoetone showed a single 

sharp line. 

The ratio of the a.mine ooncentration to +hat of T.N.A. 

was inoreased to 10: 1 and the speotrum was reoorded and SD ed a 

single line with a shoulder of greater linewidth than the original 

line. The ratio of the amine oonoentration to that of T.N.A. was 

inoreased further to 30s 1 and then to 60: 1 and the speotrum 

reoorded. It was observed that the shoulder inoreased in 

intensity at the expense of the initial line as the ratio of the 
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amine ooncentration was increased. The ratio was finally 

inoreased to 100: 1 and the speotrum showed a single line of 

greater 1inewidth than the initially observed line. The 

sequenoe of spectral. ohanbes is shown in figure 39. 

The results s'lggest that as the andne oonoentrati on 

is inoreased a second species is produ~ed in the reacti~n~ 

The species builds up with inoreas:i..1.g amine conoentrati on 

until at a ratio of 100;1 it is the only observable speoies 

remaining. ~t is very likely the. t the observed signals 

result initially from the 1:1 oomplex and subsequently f~m 

the 2~1 (amine: T.N.A.) oomplex. 

5. Dieoussi. on 

(a) T.N.A. 

The produot of the reaotion of T.N.A. with a strong 

base suoh as the alkoxide ion is analagous to the Meisenheimer 

oomplexes formed with polynitrobenzenoid conpounds. How9VAr 

the produot has a 2:1 (-OMe : T.N.A.) stoiohiometry owing to the 

faot that it has two identioa1 sites fairly well removed from 

eaoh other. It is possible to observe 2:1 stoichiometry in the 

benzenoid systems but a large exoess of the alkoxide ion is 

requir ed j n this si tuat ion 81. 

~here is no apparent attaok of the alkoxide ion at 

the aoen~phthene bridge in T.N.A. and products resulting from 

hydrogen abstraction at the bridge are not observed. It has 

been reported that the reaotion of the alkoxide ion with 

sym-trinitroto1uene results in proton abstraotion at the methyl 

groupl22 although this has been disputed97 and the preoise nature 

of the reaction is undeoided. 

The nature or the reaction with the sulphite ion, a 

base of intermediate strength is not known. 
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Figure 39 The e.s.r. spectra observed from a mixture of T.N.A. plus diethylamine in acetone solution 

when the amine concentration is increased. 
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With weak bases suoh as the &mines there is no evidenoe 

for the formation of a sigma complex with T.N,A. whioh is unlike 

observations made on trini trobenzene. The reasons for this 

differenoe are not entirely olear sinoe these two nitroaromatio 

oompounds have been shown to be similar in acoeptor strength. 

Although various amines of differing eleotron donor power and 

various ketonio solvents have been used, the n -+ IT oharge

transfer oomp1ex formed in the initial fast reaotion is in all 

oases very insoluble and is preoipitated. This preoipitation 

inhibits the slow re~ction to such an extent that the produots 

of the reacti on are not formed to any measurable extent. 

(b) "o-D.N.N.A. and 4,5-D.N.N.A. 

The produo"li of the reaction with the alkoxide ion is 

shown by the Job plots (figure 27) initially, at least, to be a 

1.1 oomplex. The nuclear magnetio resonanoe spec~rum of the 

oomplex could not be seen although the oollapse of the signal 

due to the n1 troaromatio was observed. This lack of a nuclear 

magnetio resonance signal is explained since the intermediate 

is shown Qy electron spin resonanoe speotrosoopy to be 

paramagnetio and the intercedia~e probably involves the 

siema.-oomplex. The final product of the reaotion is shown to 

have the half-ester struoture (XI and XXI). A probable 

explanation of this result may be seen by oomparing the '7T -eleotron 

densities at various positions round the ring &Jstems of 

3,6-D.N.N.A. and 4,5-D.N~N.A. These results, obtained by 

MoLaohlan type oaloulations, are inserted at the appropriate 

points on structures XXIV and XXV. 
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It can be seen that in both cases the elect~on density 

at the oarbonyl carbon ato~ is the lowest of all the probable 

sites of attack and henoe attack of the base at this site will 

be favoUt"ed. The in .. tt~ al attCl.ck of the base may P ,"e1bly be 

at the ring proton site, however, once the ester is formed by 

attack at the carbonyl group the electron density at the proton 

sites will be incre1Sed and furtaer attack at these sites will 

be inhibited. 

Tre reaction with the sulphite ion, a weak9r base, is 

very similar to the above. JOD plots (figure 32) show that 

initially at least 2:1 (SO~-- : D.N.N.A.) oomplex formation 

ooours but the final product is ohown to be the diacid. The 

explanation for this product and not a sigma-complex being formed 

in the reaotion is probably similar to the above case and the 

facile attack of the base at the oo.rbonyl oarbon a;~om is favoured. 

Any suggested meohanism at this stage would be oonjecture 

due to the laok of direct evidence, but it is possible that the 

meohanism for the reaction of 3,6..D.N.N.A. with the methox1de 

ion is as shown in figure 40. A similar mechanism may be expeoted 

in the reaotion with the sulphite ion, the initial attack being 

by the sulphite ion which is subsequently hydrolysed off in 

aqueous solution. 
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Figure 40 The proposed mechanism for the reaotion 

ot 3,6 - D.N.N.A. with the methoxide ion. 
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With weak bases suoh as amines there is no evidenoe for 

sigma-oomplex formation with 3,6-D.N.N.A. and 4,5-D.N.N.A. whioh 

is unlike observations made on trinitrobenzene139• As in the 

oase of T.N.A. the reaso~ for the differenoe seems to be a result 

of the insolubility of the oomplex. However, it has beer. shown197 

that in the case of phthalio anhydride and tetraohlorophthalio 

anhydride that the initial produot of the reaotion with 

triethylamine is an n -) rr oharge-transfer oomplex whioh reacts 

further in a subsequent slow reaction. 
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CHAPTER 5 

PHY~ICAL AND SPECTRAL PRO?ERT IES 
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(a) Introduotion 

The compounds whioh form the ba&is of this study are 

listed at the beginning of ohapter 2 (see pages 45 and 46). 

In this chapter their preparation and spectral properties 

are outlined. 

The oompounds 2,5wD.N.N.A., Tri.N-l,8-N.A., Tri.N-2,3-N.A. 

and T.N.N .A. are new oompounds prepared during the oourse of this 

study. T.N.A. and the intermediate 3,6.dinitroaoenaphthene 

were prepared by modifioations of existing methods whilst 

3,6.D.N.N.A., 4,5~D.N.N.A. and the intermediates 5~nitro-

aoenaphthene, 3-ni troaoenaphthene and 5. 6-dini troaoenaphthene 

were prepared by methods obtained from the literature. 

The infrared speotrum of eaoh of the oompounds was 

reoorded as ~ Nujol Mull on a Perkin Elmer 457 speotrometer. 

The nuolear magnetio resonanoe speotrum of eaoh of the 

oompounds was reoorded on a Perkin Elmer R.I~ spectrometer in 

deutero-dimethylsulphoxide solution (D.M.S.Oowd6). 

The mass speotrum of eaoh of the oompounds was reoorded 

on an MS.9 double beam mass speotrometer opero.ting at 70 eV 
o and with a probe temperature of 200 Co 

The elemental analyses were oarried out by the 'Beller 

Mioroanalytioal Laboratory' in West Germany" 

(b) Tetranitroaoenaphthene (T.N.A.) 

5-nitroaoenaphthene was prepared by the method of Cava, 

Herkel and Sohlessingerl98 and was used in the preparation of 

tetranitroaoenaphthene USing a modifioation of the method of 

Vernon and Wilson199• 

5-nitroa.oenaphthene (20 gms) was added slowly with 

stirring to a 1:1 mixture of oonoentrated Bulphuric aoid 

(S.G. • 1.84, 500 mls) and ooncentrated nitrio aoid 
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(S~G., = 1.42, 500 mls). After standing for seven days the mixture 

was poured into ioed water (5 1itres), wh~n the orude produot 

was precipitated. The product was five times reorystal1ised 

from nitromethane yielding white needles of tetranitroaoenaphthene 

whioh were dried at 40°0 under reduoed pressure. 

Melting Point = 
Yield • 100 3 gm 

Peroentage theoretioal yield • 

Elemental AnalYsis 

Found 0 = 42.6%; H = 1.76~; N = 16.5%; 0 • 38Q3~ 

Reguired C = 43.~; H = 18 81%; N • l6~7%; 0 = 38.3~ 
Infrared SEeotral Bands 

358 (w), 373 (w) , 489 (w) , 510 (w) , 580 (w) , 

682 (m), 708 (w) , 737 (m) , 746 (m) , 778 (w), 

809 (a), 828 (m) , 870 (s), 891 (m), 930 (m), 

960 ("', 972 (w), 1081 (w) , 1096 (vw) , 1105 (vw), 

1139 (w) , 1165 (m), 1192 (w) , 1242 (w) , 1262 (vw) , 

1289 (w), 1350 (va) , 1422 (w) , 1538 (vs) , 1617 (vs) , 

1850 (w), 2864 (vw), 2890 (vw) , 2930 (sh) , 2946 (w) , 

2975 (w), 3070 (m), 3108 (w) ; 

Abbreviations used throughout 

vw = very weak.. w • weak 

sh .. shoulder m • medium 

s .. strong V9 • very strong 

Mass Speot£al Analysis 

The mass spectrum shows a parent ion peak at a value of 

mle = 334 and also an intense peak. a.t mle = 332. This strong M-2 

peak is not unexpeoted sinoe it is apparent in the spectrum of 

aoenaphthene, the parent hydrooarbon2OO• The base peak in the 

spectrum is nt mle • 286 whioh oorresponds to the loss of the 
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N02" fragment from the M-2 fragment. The strong peak at 

m/ e = 311 and the metastable peak, m* = 3000 86, suggest the 

loss of a fragment with a value of m/e a 17. This is probably 

the G OH fragment since this loss is well known in oompounds 

201 with ~ nitro groups • The mass spectrum is shown in 

figure 41. 

Nuclear Maggetic Resonance Spectrum 

The nuclear magnetic resonance spectrum of T.N.A. in 

D.M.S.O .. -d6 shows a. peak at 0.8"t a.nd a peak at 5.83"( • 

The relative intensity of the peaks is in the ratio of 112 

respectively • 

(c) 3.6. an1 4,5,::.dinitronaphthalic ~dride (3,6 .... DeN.N.A. 

3nd 4.5-D.N.N.A.) 

The din1tronaphthalic anhydride isomers were prepared 

by Bell,i02 modification of the method of Hodgson and Ward203• 

3,6.D.N.N.A.: Melting Point c 216 _ 211°C (lit ~ 216°c)202 

4,}-D;N.l~.A~1 Melting Point = 320 .. 322°C (lit::; 322oC)202 

Elemental Analysis 

Found 

Found 

Required C'. 50.0%; H = 1038%; N = 9.1%; o· 38.9%; 

Infrared Speotral Bands 

~16-D.N.N.A. 

610 (w) , 695 

155 (s), 168 

852 (m), 885 

950 (m), 1002 

(s), 

(sh), 

(m) , 

(sh), 

118 (s), 

810 (sh), 

898 (vw), 

1028 (8), 

130 (sh), 

818 (6), 

932 (D.), 

1053 (w), 

1:58 (w), 

835 (8), 

942 (sh), 

1018 (8), 
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1118 (vw), 1138 (m) , 1155 (ah) , 1168 (B), 1238 (m), 

1280 (a), 1342 (a), 1385 (w), 1415 (m) , 1435 (w) , 

1460 (ah), 1472 (m) , 1490 (ah) , 1503 (ah), 1510 (ah), 

1540 (a), 1555 (ah) , 1602 (Bh), 1612 (a), 1632 (m) , 

1662 (ah), 1680 (ah), 1690 (ab) t 171(' (ah), 1738 (a), 

1780 (8), 1825 (m) , 1858 (w) , 1900 (w) , 3050 (m) I 

!r.2-D.N.N.A. 

662 ew) , 680 (w) , 698 ew) , 710 (m) , 725 (a), 

745 (a), 762 (a), 778 (a), 812 (m) , 822 (a), 

830 (m), 850 (a), 885 (a) t 890 (m) , 933 (m) , 

941 (w), 965 (w), 988 (m), 1005 (ah) , 1030 (s), 

1050 (w), 1088 (m) , 1118 (ah) , 1127 (m) , 1138 (w), 

1155 ~ah), 1160 (a), 1178 (m), 1190 (ah), 1198 (w), 

1222 (s), 1295 (a), 1330 (a), 1400 ~a), 1418 (w) , 

1429 (w) , 1470 (a), 1520 (ah), 1550 (a), 1588 (w) , 

1602 (a), 16;2 (m) , 1693 (ab), 1755 (a), 1790 (a), 

1860 (w), 1880' (w), 1910 (w), 1960 (w) , 3050 (m); 

Masa Speotra1 AnalYsis 

The masa apeotrum of eaoh of the isomera ahow ~ parent ion 

peak at a value ~e = 288. For a detailed analyais see seotion (i) 

of this ohapter. 

Nuo1ear Magnetio Resonanoe Speotrum 

~16-D.N.N.A. 

The nuolear magnetio resonanoe speotrum oonaista of a 

doublet of doublets oentred at 00 51:' and 0.7 ~ • The coupling 

oonstant is oonaiatent with the expeoted ~ ooupling and has a 

value of 3Hz. Tbe speotrum is shown in figure 42A. 
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The nuclear magnetic resonance spactrum in dimethyl. 

sulphoxide solution oonsists of a single line at 0.65 ~. Hence 

in dimethyl sulphoxide solution the protons appear coincidentally 

equivalent. The addition of benzene to the system causes the 

single line to show some splitting. The spectrum observed in 

sulpholane solution is as expected, showing a doublet of doublets 

centred at 00 85"t' and 1.25"" 0 The ooupling constant has a value 

of 6Hz RMch is con~istent with £,rtho coupling. The spectrum is 

shown in f~e 42B. 

(d) £..2..-dini tronaphthalic a.nh.ydride (2, 5-D.N.N .Ae) 

The intermediate 3-nitroacenaphthene was prepared by 

the method of Morgan and Harrison204 and was used in the preparation 

of 3,6.dinitroaceLaphthene by a modifioation205 of the method of 

Dashevskii and Malevannaya 206 • 

}-nitroacenaphthene (5 gm) was dissolved in a stirred 

solution of nitromethane (50 mls) and conoentrated nitric aoid 

(SG D 1.42, 10 mls). The 3,6-dinitroacenaphthene began 

preoipitating almost as soon as dissolution was oomplete. The 

mixture was allowed to stand for one hour whence it was cooled 

to oOe and the orude produot was obtained by filtration. The 

orude product was reorystallised from hot nitromethane and was 

dried at 90°0 under reduoed pressure. 

Kelting Point = 206. 207°0 (lit = 209 • 2l00 C)206 

Yield ~ 3.8 gm 

Peroentage Theoretioal Yield ., 6($ 

The 3,6.d1n1troaoenaphthene was oonverted to 2,5-dinitro-

naphthalena-l,8-dioarboxylio aoid by ohromic aoid oxidation and 

then by treatment with thionyl ohIo ride the aoid was oonverted 
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to 2,5-D.N.N.A. The metbod wu as follows. 

Finely ground aodium diohromate (7.2 gma) WL\8 added very 

.low~ fNW & period ot 1 hoUl" with aonnazn viCOI'OU .tiZ'1'1D8 

to a solution of 3,6-d1n1troacenaphthene (2 811) in & mixture ot 

~ Ditrio soid (SG • 1.5, 9 1111) aDd 018\111 (S • 1.92, 1.8 lila) 

the mixture being kept between _1"°0 and _5°0 using 811 ioe-aalt 

mixture. When the addition was oomp1ete the mixture W&8 atirred 

tor a :t\u'tber 2 IIoara at 0°0. '1'be m1~v. waa __ pove4 0Dt0 orubecl 

ioe (5 sma) and .tirred visorouaq. The mixture W&8 fil tared and 

tbe orwi. product dried at 60°0 under reduced pralnre. The pale 

yellow solid W88 diaao1ved in thiony1 ohloride (10 ml.) and the 

lId.xture 1t'&8 heated under reflux for 2 boun. Carbon tetraohlor:ld.. 

was added to the ao1ution and the ao1id 2,5-D.N.N.A. was preoipitated. 

The mixture was filtered. washed with oarbon tetrachloride and dried 

at 60°0 under reduced pressure. 

Melting Point • 232. 2'50 C 

Yield • 0.7 8m 

Perceotap Theoretioal. Yield • 11~ 

Elemental AnalYaia 

rog C • 50.'*, H· 1.53, N. 9.", o. 39.1. 

Required C • 50.0.&, H. 1.,_. N· 9.~, o. ,8.9,C 
Iptrared Spectral Banda 

670 (w). 700 (a). 7" (m), 742 (m). 

815 (a), 827 (m), 840 (m). 856 (w), 

885 (m), 900 (ah), 9,0 (w), 990 (ab), 

1055 (a), 1100 (ah), 1110 (ah), 1122 (m), 

1198 (ah), 1218 (ah), 1278 (e), 1300 (ah), 

1365 (eh), 1'75 (a), 1,85 (sh), 1425 (w) , 

147' (eh), 1515 (ah) , 1550 (a), 1588 (m), 

1690 (eh), 1710 (eh), 1745 (e), 1780 (a), 

1895 (w), 3040 (m), 

780 (w), 

86, (w), 

1018 (ah), 

1175 (a), 

1342 (a), 

1465 (ab), 

1602 (m), 

1870 (w) 
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Mass Speotra1 AnalYs~ 

The mass speotrum showed a parent ion peak at a value 

of mfe • 288. For a more detailed analysis see seotion (i) 

of this ohapter. 

Nuo1ear Magnetio Resonanoe Speotrum 

The spectrum is as shown in figure 42C. The a.pparent 

triplet oentred at 1.091: has remlted from the aocidental 

equivalenoe of a pair of lines in two of the doublets. The 

expeoted speotrum would be two doublets of doublets eaoh 

showing ortho ooupling. The observed ooupling constant of 

6Hz is oonsistent with ortho ooupling. 

(e) l!6!8-Trini+'ro-2'3=~nqphtnaI~ ar.aydride (TrioN-2,3:N.A.) 

Naphthalene-2,3~dicarboxy1io acid was oonverted into 

the anhydride by boiling under reflux with thionyl chloride. 

Melting Point = 244 - 2450 C (lit = 246oc)
207 

The 2,3-naphtha.lio anhydride (5 gm) was dissolved in a 

mixture of oleum (SG = 1.92, 25 mls) and fuming nitric acid 

(SG = 1.5, 20 mls) and was stirred for 24 hours at room 

temperature. The mixture was then poured onto orushed ice 

(25 gms) and stirred ~igorously when the white tr1nitronaphthalio 

~dride was preoipitated. The crude product was removed by 

filtration, washed with ice oold water and dried at 90°C under 

reduced pressure. The crude produot was recrysta.llised from 

hot aoetio anhydride and redried. 

Melting Point • 254 _ 256°C 

Yield = 5 gms 

Percentage Theoretioal Yield • 6~ 
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Elemental Anal~sis 

Found C = 42.9%; H = 1.5%; N = 12,}%, o • 43.7%, 

Required C = 43.2%; H = 0.%; N .. 12.6%; o = 43.2%; 

Infrared S:Eootral Bands 

665 (m) , 690 (w) , 711 (m), 730 (bh), 760 (w) , 

718 (w) , 198 (m) , 815 (m) , 824 (s), 880 (vw) , 

898 (m) t 918 (w), 921 (m), 933 (sh), 955 (m) , 

968 (w) t 1006 (w) • 1020 (vw), 1063 (w), 1118 (m) t 

1155 (sh), 1180 (a), 1198 (w) , 1220 (sh) , 1264 (sh) , 

1300 (a), 1350 (s), 1400 (m) , 14~8 (ab) , 15,rS (s), 

1578 (s), 1605 (w), 1660 (w) , 1110 Cab), 1150 (s), 

1193 (a), 1863 (w), 1890 (w) 3040 (m); 

Mass SI!eotra1 Analy:sia 

The mass spectrum showed a parent ion peak at a value of 

~e = 333. For a ~are detailed analyais see seotion (i) of 

this ohapter. 

Nuolear Magnetio Resonanoe S:Eeotrum 

The speotrum is shown in figure 43A and exhibits a doublet 

of doublets showing a ~ ooupling of 3Hz and a single line, 

This spectrum is oonsistent with the proposed struoture, the 

single line at l.l'"t' being derived from the proton in tbe 

4-position and the doublet of doublets oentred at O,7~ and 

1,6 ~ from the ~ protons in the 5- and 1-positions. 

(f) 2,4.5-Trinitro-1,S-naphtha1io anhydride (Tri.N.l,S-N.A,) 

The intermediate 5,6.dinitroaoenaphthene was prepared by 

206 the method, of Dashevskii and Malevannaya • 

Melting Point = 213 - 214°C (lit = 2150C)206 
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The 5, 6 .. dini troaoenophthene (24 gms) was addod with 

atirring to a 1:1 mixture of fuming nitrio acid (SG = 10 5, 

10 mIs) and nitromethane (10 rols). The mixture was stirred 

for five days at room temperature when ioe oold water (25 mls) 

was added and the solution was stirred until precipitation 

was oomp1ete. 205 The orude trinitroao~~~phthene was removed 

by filtration, reorystal1ised from a 1:1 mixture of aoetic 

acid and ni tromethane and dried at 9& C un1 er reduced pressure. 

The trinitroacenaphthene (10 gms) was oonverted into 2,4,5-trinitro-

naphtha1io anhydride using ohromic aoid oxidation followed by 

reaction with thiony1 ohloride in a manner ana1agous to that 

used in the preparation of 2,5-dinitronaphtha~ic anhydride 

(see page 11.S) .. 

Melting Point = 244 - 245°C with decomposition 

Yield I: 6.5 gIllS 

Peroentage Theoretioal Yield ... 56% 

Elemental Anal~sis 

Found C = 43.6%; H = 1.4%; N = 12.1%; o = 43.4%; 

Required C = 43.2%; H = 0.%; N = 12.6%; o ... 4302%; 

Infrared Speotra1 Bands 

663 (m) , 618 (w), 100 (w) , 120 (m) , 145 (m) , 

182 (m), 815 (m) , 825 (w), 854 (s), 886 (w) , 

910 (m), 920 (ah), 964 (sh) , 990 (sh) , 1022 (sh) , 

1043 (m), 1068 (a), 1120 (w) , 1155 (m), 1114 (s), 

1210 (ah) , 1219 (s), 1260 (sh), 1290 (s), 1320 (w), 

1355 (8) , 1393 (ah), 1410 (w) , 1550 (a), 1585 (s), 

1600 (ah) , 1625 (w) , 1613 (e11) , 1690 (ah) , 1145 (s), 

1190 (a), 1860 (w) , 1890 (w) , 3040 (m); 
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Mass Spectral AnalJ(sis 

The mass spectrum showeu a parent ion peak at a value of 

mle = 333. For d ~ore detailed analysis see seotion (i) of 

this chapter. 

Nuclear Magnetic Resof;Lance S~ectrum 

The spectrum shown in figu~e 43B consists of a doublet of 

doublets and a single line. The spectrum is consistent with the 

proposed structure, the single line a.t 0.8"Y' bemg derived from 

the pr()ton at the }-position and the doublet of doublets centred 

at 1021"'r and 1.16 "'C from the ortho protons in the 6- and 1-positions. 

The coupling oonstant is 6Hz. 

(g) 2,4,5,1-Tetranitronaphthalio anhydride (T.N,N.A.)205 

Finely ground sodium diohromate (12 gIns) was added, with 

stirring, over a reriod of 45 ~utes to a solution of T.NoA. 

(20 gms) in a mixture of fuming nitric acid (SG = 1 .. 5, 90 mls) 

and oleum (SG = 1.92, 18 mls) and the whole mixture was kept 

° a1i 0 C. When the addj.tion was complete the temperature was 

allowed to rise to 20°C and the mixture was stirred for 12 hours. 

The mixture was poured onto crushed ice (100 gms) and stirred 

vigorously 3nd a white precipitate was formed. The crude product 

was removed by filtration and dried at 65°C under reduced pressure. 

The tetranitronaphthalene dicarboxylic acid was converted to the 

anhydride by refluxing with thionyl ohIo ride using the prooedure 

described earlier (see preparation of Tri.N-2,3-N.A.). The produot 

obtained was reorystallised from hot Rcetic anhydride and dried at 

90°C under reduoed pressure. 

Melting Point = 292 - 295°C with decomposition 

Yield = 6.1 gms 

Percentage Theore·~ioa.l Yield = 21% 
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Elemental Analls1s 

Found C = 37.&;'; H -= 1.1~; N = 15.~; o = 46.2%; 

Required C .. 38.1~; H = 0.5%; N = 14.8%; o = 46.6%; 

Infrared SEectral Bands 

660 (m), 682 (w), 700 (m) , 738 (m), 755 (w) , 

808 (m), 818 (s), 837 (s), 850 (sh), 862 (m) , 

903 (m), 910 (sh), 975 (w) , 1060 (s), 1135 (m), 

1155 (w), 1182 (s), 1195 (sh) , 1221 (sh), 1262 (sh), 

1290 (s), 1345 (s), 1372 (sh) , 1385 (sh), 1400 (ah), 

1500 (sh), 1510 (sh), 1550 (s) , 1583 (s), 1615 (m), 

1640 (sh), 1700 (sh), 1742 (s), 1787 (s), 1840 (w), 

1860 (w), 1880 ~w), 3060 (w); 

lIass Spectral Analysis 

The mass spectrum showed a parent ion peak at a value of 

m/ e = 378. For a more detai led analysis see section (i) of 

this chapter. 

Nuclear Magnetio Resonanoe Speotrum 

The speotrum, as expeoted, showed a single peak, the 

peak being at 0.56'1' • 

(h) Discussion of Infrared Data 

Compounds containing the R-N02 group exhibit two extremely 

strong absorption bands in the regions 1650 - 1500 cm-l and 
-1 1370 - 1250 cm • The wavenumber values at which these bands occur 

are sensitive to the nature of the R group and when R is aromatic 

the wavenumber range is contracted to 1570 - 1500 om-1 and 
-1 1370 - 1300 cm • These strong absorptions due to the asymmetric 

and symmetrio stretchin~ vibrations o~ the N02 group respectively 

were first noted by Barnes208 in 1944 and this assignment confirmed 

existing Raman dats209• 
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No detailed systematic study of absorptions due to the 

anhydride group has been oarried out. However all anhydrides 

show two strong carbonyl absorption bands. The position, 

separation and intensity of these bands are dependent on the 

196 preoise nature of the molscule • The two absorptions arec 

due to the symmetrio and asymmetric stretohing vibrati ons of the 

two carbonyl groups. In addition to the carbonyl absorptions, 

anhydrides also show a st~ng band due to the C.0-C stretohing 

vibrati. on and in aromatic anhydrides this vibrati on usually 

-1 oocurs in the range 1310 - 1210 om depending on the amount 

210 of ring strain • 

The othe~ oharaoteristic absorption band of the oompounds 

at present under investigation is that due to the aromatio 

C-H bond normally ocouring around 3030 cm-l 211. 

In the table the major bands are listed for oomparison. 

The positions of the nitro group stretohing frequenoies 

fall oomfortably within the expected range and show only little 

variati on wi thin the group of oompounds. Similarly the position 

of the C-t-C stretching frequenoy of the anhydride group is 

fairly consist ant 8Zld within the literature range. 

The position of the aromatio C-H stretching frequency 

is slightly higher than expeoted in all the oompounds and 

this may be a result of the oonsiderable ring strain in the 

systems. 

The range of values for the oarbonyl stretohing 

frequenoies of annydrides is less well dooumented but typioal 

values for simple annydrides seem to be around 1840 cm-l and 

1780 om-I. In the case of 6-membered ring anhydrides attaohed to 
. 2~ 

polycyolio aromatio systems t however , it bas been shown that 

the bands ocour at rather lower frequenoies than in the 
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Wavenumber Values Wavenumber Values 
for the Nitro Group 

~romatio 
for the Anhydride Group 

Asymmetrio Symmetrio C-!h Asymmetrio'Symmetrio 
Compound st!:!toh Str!ioh em st!!toh StI!toh 

em em om om 

T.N.A. 15~8 1~50 ~070 - -
2,5-D.N.N.A. 1550 1342 ~040 1780 1745 

3,6 .. D.N.N.A. 1540 1342 3050 1780 17}8 

4,5-D.N.N.A. 1550 13~0 ~050 1790 1755 

Tri.N-2,3-N.A. 1543 1350 3040 l79~ 1750 

Tri.N-1,8-N.!. 1550 1~55 3040 1790 1749 

T.N.N.A. I 1550 1~45 3060 1787 1742 . 
I i 1 

simple systems, (1770 om-1 and 1735 om-I) and hRve a smaller 

separation. In the systems studied it appears that a similar 

effeot is being observed. 

(i) Disoussion of Mass Speotral Data 

In this seotion the mass speotra of the six ni troaromatio 

anhydrides at iresent under investigation are discussed. The 

results are oorrelated with the number of nitro groups on the 

naphthalene skeleton and with the positions of the nitro groups 

with respeot to eaeh other and with respect to the anhydride group. 

The mass speotra of the oompounds were computed and are 

presented as bar diagr3lI1S in figures 44, 45 and 46. The 

fragmentati. on pathw~s proposed for the systems , resulting from 

an analysis of the speotra together with a oonsideration of the 

metastable transitions, are shown in figures 47 to 52. 

The mass speotra of ni troaIlll>matic compounds have been 

201,213-215 . . extensively studied nnd the var~oUB fragments der1ved 

from the nitrogroup have been well characterised. The fragmentation 

meohanism of the anhydride group i:.a aromatic anhydrides has 

also been well oharaoterised216 • 

-
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FIGURE 47 Proposed Fragmentation Pathway of 3,6-D.N.N.A. 
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FIGURE 49 Proposed Fragmentation Pathway of 2,5-0.N.N.A. 
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FIGURE 50 Proposed Fragmentation Pathway of Tri.N-2,3-N.A. 
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FIGURE 51 Proposed Frasmentation Pathway of Tri.N-1,8-N.A. 
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FIGURE 52 Proposed Fragmentation Pathway of T.N.N.A. 
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In the compounds studied the ini tia1 fragmentati on from 

the molecular ion was either loss of the N02• fragment or 

simultaneous loss of the N~· and CO2 fragments. In 4,5-D.N.N.A., 

Tri.N-I,a-N.A., Tri.N.2,}-N.A. and T.N.N.A. the molecular ions 

at values of m/e .. 288, m/e ... 333, m/e = 333 and m/e = 318 

respectively are very unstable and in each case loss of the 

N1l2• fragment gives rise to the base peak in the spectrum. Each 

of these fragmentations have associated metastable transitions 

at ~ • 203.55, m* .. 241.35, m* .. 241.35 and m* .. 291.60 

respectively. In each of these compounds both of the peri 

poaiti0D8 are ocoupied bJ nitro groupe and the system, in this 

respect, 1s analaeous to 1,B-dinitronaphthalene where 10s8 of a 

nitro group from the molecular ion leads to the base peak in 

201 the spectrum • The instability of the molecular ion appears 

to be the result of an interaction between the nitro groups in 

the ~ positions where considerable overlap of the electron 

clouds assooiated with the oxygen atoms in the different nitro 

groups would be expected. 

The nitro groups in 2.5-D.N.N.A. and 3.6.D.N.N.A. are 

sterically lmhindered and this leads to a considerable 

Ghhancement of the stability of the molecular ion. These 

systems differ also from the above mentioned systems in that 

the preferential loss from the molecular ion is CO
2 

(N-C02 , 

8~ and 5~ respectively) and not N02• (M-N02·, 10% and 15% 

respeotively). Thus it would appear that there are two competing 

processes for the initial fragmentation of the molecular ion, 

namely 10s8 of CO2 and N02•• In those moleoules where there is 

on interaction between nitro groups in the peri positions the loss 

of N02• is an energetically more favoured route and occurs to 

the exolusion of the alterna.tive route. The loss of the CO
2 
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fragment f~om the moleoular ion in 2,5-D.N.N.A. oauses an inorease 

in rela.tive intensity of the fragment from 68% to 82% also the 

M-C02 fragment is more sta.ble in 2,5-D.N.N .A. (81%) than in 

3.6-D.N.N.A.(53%). These observations ma.y be indioative of an 

interaction between the eleotron olouds assooiated with the 

oxygen atoms of the nitro group in the 2-position and the oxygen 

atom of the anhydride oarbonyl group at the l-position. 

In systems where there is ster~.o interaotion at the peri 

positions or where one of the p~ri positions is oooupied there 

is oonsiderable evidenoe for fragcents whioh must be derived from 

rearrangement prooesses. In all the oompounds, apart from 

3,6.D.N.N.A., the NOo fragment ia obse~red and ~he CO fragment 

is apparent to a greater extent than would be expected simply 

from the anhydride group. Both these fragmentations a.re supported 

by metastable evidenoe. 

A meohanism has been suggested201 for the loss of NO· 

and CO fragments from dini trona.phthalenes where the nitro groups 

oooupy the peri positions and it seems reasonable to assume that 

the meohanism still applies in the oase of the ni troaromatio 

enhydrides whioh show similar struotural features (see Figure 53, 

soheme A). 

The loss of the CO fragment from dinitronaphthalenes in 

whioh there is no sterio interaot ion between the nl.t ro groups bas 

been suggested216 to arise by two meohanisms. The initial stages 

as applied to 2,5-D.N.N.A. e.re shown in figure 53B. Since there 

is no evidenoe for the loss of OH or HONO from the molecular ion 

of 2.5-D.N.N.A. it appears that rout~ I is prefered in this 

system. Sinoe fragmentation by route II requires a high eleotron 

density a.t the unoooupied peri position216 it seems reasonable to 



A. Loss of NO· and CO fragments 
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Figure 53 The rearrangement processes suggested to account for 

the observed fragmentations in nitroaromatic anhydrides. 
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assume that route II would be even less favoured in the 

ni troam matic anhydrides than in the din! tronaphthalenes 201 

beoause of the extra electron withdrawing effect of the 

anhydride group. 

It appears that, overall. steric factor~ are the 

major oontributors to the fragQentation pathw~s shown by 

the ni troaromatic a.n~Tdrides. The initial fragmentations of the 

moleoular ion are well charaoterised but it is not possible to 

obtain a mean1l4gful oompariscn between the spectra since there 

are & large number of possible fragmentation pathways for the 

formation of ions with relatively low mle values. 
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CBAPl'ER 6 

.~ENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
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feneral. Conclusions 

The introduotion of electron wi tbdraw1ng subst1 tuents 

into aromatic molecules leads to an eleotron deficiency in the 

1f -system of the moleoule. The extent of this eleotron 

deficiency as measured by the overall electron acceptor properties 

are, for a particular 1t' -system, dependent upon the number of 

substituents and often their relative positioning within the 

system. In this work the relative eleotron defioienoy of the 

1T' -systems based on the naphthalene moiety have been measured 

in oompounds where the electron withdrawing substi tuents are 

nitro and anhydride groups. 

Estimates of'the eleotron affinity (Tables 8 and 9) and 

of the energy of the lowest vacant moleoular orbital (Tables, 

and 4) of the acoeptor moleoules under investigation suggest that 

the eleotron defioiency in the Tr-systems inorease in the order 

T.N.A. < 2,5-D.N.N.A. tV ',6-D.N.N.A. IV 4,5-D.N.N.A. < 'l'ri.N-2, 

,-N.A. 'V Tri. N-l,8-N.A. Although no values were obtained for 

T.N.N.A. due to the instability of the soUd state oomplexes and 

the insolubiUty of T.N.N.A., it seems reasonable to assume that 

this compound would have the most eleotron deficient ini -system 

of the oompounds under investigation. 

There is a marked deorease in the energy of the lowest 

vacant moleoular orbital and a marked increase in the eleotron 

a.£fini ty of the acceptors in the anhydride series as the number 

of nitro groups is increased from one to two to three and a 

similar trend is expected on the addition of the fourth n1 tro 

group. However, it appears that to the acouracy of the present 

measurements the relati VB positioning of the n1 tro groups has 

very little effect either on the energy of the lowest vacant 

molecular orbital or the eleotron arfin! ty of the acceptor. This 
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is somewhat unexpeoted since it has been shown5 that in the 

isomerio dinitronaphthalenes the acoeptor strength is dependent 

on the relative positions of the nitro groups. However if. 

in the present study the solubility of the oompounds had permitted 

measurements of the assooiation oonstants for oomplex formation, 

some positional effects ~ have been observed. 

It is of interest to note that the isomerio D.N.N.A. 

molecules are oonsiderably stronger acoeptors than T.N.A. This 

suggests that the anhydride group is at least equivalent in 

acoeptor strength to two nitro groups since two nitro groups 

combined with the weakly electron donating acenaphthene brl.dge 

is a considerably less powerful electron accepting system in 

T.N.A. ~han is the anhydride group itself in any of the D.N.N.A. 

molecules. 

The observation that T.N.Aa is the least powerful of the 

acceptors at present under investigation is borne out by the 

results of the electron spin resonanoe study of the complexes 

formed with T.M.P.D. Only in the case of the T.N.A. oomplex 

was the spectrum of the T.M.P.D.t radical cation not observed 

and this suggests a lesser degree of electron transfer in the 

case of the T.N.A. oomplex than in the complexes formed with 

the anhydrides. 

Measurements of the association constants and heats 

of formation for complex formation in selected complexes formed 

wi th aromatic hydrocarbons as donors show that the electron 

deficiency is similar in extent in the compounds under study to 

other well characterised electron acceptor oompounds. 

The results derived from the determination of the 

association oonstants for the complexes of ToN.A. with some 

methyl benzenes give an ins~t into the struoture of the complexes. 
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The determined value of the chemical shift of the pure complex, 

~ , suggests that the donor molecule is positioned over the e 

aliphatic bridge of T.N.A. in the oomplexes. Tlrl..s implies that 

the aliphatio bridge in T.N .... u is the site of lowest electron 

density and this implioation is oorroborated both experimentally 

and theoretioally in the investigation of the T.N.A. radioal anion. 

When the aliphatic bridge is oxidised to the electron withdrawing 

anhydride fUnction, the area of lowest eleotron density would be 

expeoted to be nearer to the centre of the aromatic ring system. 

Under these oonditions if the donor moleoule is large, a 

oOl1Siderable steric influence will be exerted on the donor 

moleoule by the nitro groups in the peri positions since these 

are twisted and of the plane of the ring. In such oompounds as 

T.N.N.A., 4,5-D.N.N.A. and Tri.N-l,8-N.A. this interaction probably 

results in the observed instability of some of the solid complexes 

(see Table 1). In the case of Tri.N-2,3-N.A. although the l-

and S- peri posi t:lons are occupied, the 4- and. 5- ,lleri posi tiona 

are free and it is likely that the donor moleoules are sited 

preferentially over the 4- and 5- positions.. This will keep the 

sterlo interaction to a minimum and the oomplexes thus show a 

greater stability in the solid state. This situation might be 

expeoted since the results caloulated for the 1\ -eleotron 

densities show that the lowest eleotron densities occur at the 

4- and 5- positions. 

The positioning of the nitro groups in the n -sye tams is 

of importance in relation to the electron densities at the proton 

sites in the moleoules. Consider, for example, the isomeric 

D.N.K.A. compounds. In the symmetrioal 4,5··D.N.N.A. the electron 

densities af the proton sites are very similar (see Table 19) 
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and both the experimental and oaloulated results suggest that 

the electron density at the proton sites ortho t~ the anhydride 

group is greater than at the sites ortho to the nitro groups. 

This observati~n further s~gests the anhydride group to be a 

stronger eleotron acoeptor than 2 nitro groups in the peri 

positions. In 3,6-D.N.N.A. ane 2,5-D.N.N.A. the eleotron 

densi ties at the proton sites around the ring very signifioantly 

and show well the dependence of the eleotron densi ty on the 

position of the nitro groups. 

It is interesting to oampare, where possible, the 

experimentally observed electron density at a oorresponding 

position in each of the compounds. The position ohosen in 

each oase is ~ to the anhydride group, or in the case of 

T.N.A. ~ to the acenaphthene bridge. The experimentally 

derived eleotron densities at these positions are given in 

the table. 

Acceptor Position Experimental Electron 
Density 

T.N.N.A. 3 0.0253 

Tri.B-l,8-N.A. 6 0.0613 

4,5-D.N.N.A. 3 0.0650 

2,5-D.N.N.A. 3 0.0841 

T.N.A. 3 0.1157 

It is signifioant that the observed decrease in electron 

density at the proton site oorrelates with the order of eleotron 

acoeptor ability of the oompounds as determined from the results 

of the visible speotrosoopic study. This method may be useful 

in the determination of relative eleotron acoeptor abilities 

in structurally related oompounds at times when other, more 

oonventional. methods oar.not be used. 
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Although the posit1on11~ of the nitro groups appears 

to have little affect on the overall electron defioiency of the 

systems under investigation, the relative stability of the 

molecules under electron impact shows a marked dependence on 

the positioning of the groups. Calculation has shown that in 

situations where electron withdrawing groups are ortho to each 

other, namely the anhydride group ortho to a nitro group or 

two XLi tro groups in the E.~ri positions, that the nitro groups 

are no longer planar with the ring. In such cases it is found 

that the molecule readily fragments under eleotron impact and a 

fragment is lost such that any steric strain is reduced to a 

minimum. This steTic effect causes the mass spectra of the 

isomers to exhibit significant differences in the intensities 

of corresponding peakeo 

It might be expected that the position of the band due 

to the C-H stretching vibration in the infrared spectrum would 

vary as the numv6r of nitro groups is increased. However, apart 

from a diminution in intensity there appears to be no systematio 

change in the position of the band. 

The reactions of the anhydrides with bases cannot be 

compared with other systems since it has been shown that the 

final product of the reaction results from attack at the carbonyl 

group and not at a ring proton site. The carbonyl carbon atom 

has been shown, by calculation! , to be the most likely site of 

attack by a base and a mechanism for the reaction has been 

proposed (see figure 40). 

T.N.A. reacts with strong bases to form a Meisenheimer 

complex. However the only isolated product of the reaction 

results from the attack of two alkoxide groups and such a speoies 
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is normal~ only observed in other well characterised acoeptor 

molecules in thJ presence of an excess of the baseS1• It has 

been reported122 that strong bases react wi th ~-'trini trotoluene 

and that abstraction of a hydrogen from the methyl group occurs. 

There is no evidence, however, for similar attack at the aliphatio 

bridge in T.N.A. 

In the reaction of T.N.A. with weaker bases, such as 

aminee, there is only evidence for charge-transfer complex 

formationo This however ~ well be the result of the insolubility 

of the complex which when precipitated inhibits further reaction. 

A similar situation is observed in the anhydrides where the 

complex is precipitated on formation~ The initial formation of a 

charge-transfer nomplex in the reaction of anhydrides with 

&mines is, however, consistent with previously reported results197. 
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1. SOME PROPERTIES OF 7i -ELmTRON SYST»1S 

Conjugated molecules consist of a sigma-bonded network 

composed of sp2 hybrid1sed bonds which are localised and only 

overlap the nearest neighbour. The rr -orbitals are assumed 

to be fomed from the 2pz atomic orbitals which give a 

de10calised iT -system. In most theories of 7r -bonding the 

effect of the sigma-bonded network is ignored, this is justified 

on the grounds that the~e is a symmetry difference and an energy 

difference between the 7T -orbi tale and the eigma. orbi tale and 

hence, to a f1rSt approximation, they do not interact. 

In IT -bonding theory dille 7r -molecular orbi tale are 

expressed as Linear Combinations of the IT' - Atomic Orbitals 

such that 

'¥ MO -

By application of the Variation Theorem, it can be shown 

that there exist a set of secular equa.tions such that: 

~ Ci(Hik - ESik) • 0 where k - 1,2,3 •••••• n 

i 

and where E is the orbital energy and the terms Hik and Sik 

will be defined later in the text. 

These equations will have a non-trivial solution only 

if the deter.minant of the coefficients is equal to zero 

Thus given the values of Hik and Sik' the values of the 

orbital energies E and the coeffioients may be detemined by 

finding the latent roots and oorresponding eigenvectors respectively 

of the matrix [ lIuc - Sik ] ~ 
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The simplest method of solution is to use the assumptions 

of the Huckel 'l'heory which may be summa.r1sed as follows: 

(a) Hii • 0< The terms Hii are called Coulomb integrals. From 

the definition Hii • lJJ lHlf{ d 1:', the Coulomb integral 

represents approximate~ the energy of an electron in a 

carbon 2p - orbital. This is only an approximation since 

perturbations from f'ther atoms are ignored. 

(b) Hij • 0 except when atoms i and j are bonded then ~j • ft 
The terms Hij are called resonance integJ:als. From the 

defini tion Hij • Y-' i H 'f!j d 't , these integrals represent 

the energy of interaction of two a.:bomic orbi tale. Since Hij 

has only a finite value when atoma i and j are bonded the 

approximation implies that only nearest neighbour interactions 

are important in the Huckel theory. 

(c) Sii • 1 This is the Overlap integral and equivalent to 

treating the constituent atomic orbitals as orthogonal 

since in the Huckel theory Sij is given the value of zero. 

This assumption greatly simplifies the mathematics but is 

rather drastio since i t ~ been shown that Sij has a value 

of around 0.25. 

ThE' rr ..eleotron theory also provides a method of 

caloulating the charge density, ~, on any atom, i, in the 

7r -system. The general expression for the cm.rge density is 

given by 

where nj is the number of eleotrons in the moleoular orbital 

l.fI j t Cij is the ooeffioient of the a.tom ; in the molecular 

orbital ~j; and the summation is over ~~e ~~~~~~ed orbitals, 
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In electron spin resonance spect~oscopy only the 

unpaired electron spin density is o! importance and henoe 

the expression is simpli!ied to 
2 

~ • Cij 

where Cij is the coe!!icient o! the atom i in the molecular 

orbi tal, \fJ j' which cor..tains the unpaired electron. 

The relatively simple Huckel theory o! .". -electron 

systems has proved remarkably successful in the prediotion ot 

resonance energies, poluogTS.phic reduction potentials, some 

eleot:t'onic absorption bands and the spectral srli ttings derived 

!rom electron spin resonance spectroscopy. However, in general 

it is not a good theory for the prediotion of the position of 

electronic absorption bands and it oannot deal with the details 

of electron spin resonance spectroscopy, for example negative 

spin densitiei. 

There are several other theoretical approaches to 

7T" -electron systems and the one which is usually a.pplied to 

prediot the results of eleotron spin resonance speotroscopy is 

the method of McLachlan. 

The occurrence of negative spin densities may be thought 

of as arising through the correlation of eleotrons of opposite 

spin which is negleoted in the simple Huokel thdory and even in 

restricted Self Consistant Field methods. MCLachlan introduced 

some configuration interaction into the simple Huckel theory 

to allow for negative spin densities. It involves introducing 

a perturbation into the Huckel spin densities such tha.t 

2 
~ • Cij - A ~ 'Tris cjS 

s 

where Cij is the coefficient of the molecular orbital, ljJ j' 
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whioh oontains the unpatred electron, Cjs is the coefficient 

of the first excited molecular orbital and A is an empirical 

consta.."'lt and normally takes the value 1.2 f3. The value of the 

atom-atom po1ar1sab11it,y, ~~ , is required and is derived 
_3 

from the simple Hucke1 theor,y USing the equation 

7lris - -4 ~ ~ (CqiCjsCqSCji)/(eq - ej ) 
q j 

where the index q runs ~ver the ocoupied molecular orbitals ot 

the neutral molecule in the ground state and the index j refers 

to the vacant orbitals, the Cqi , Cjs ' Cqs and Cji are orbital 

coefficients and eq and e
j 

o~bital energies in units of the 

carbon-carbon resonance integral 

When there is easy 8.O(.;ess to a computer the theory 

is ideally suited to solution by this means and the program for 

such a solution is shown in this chapter in section 2(a). 
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2. COMPUTER FR~ 

Several computer programs have been written in the 

ALGOL S0 computing language suitable for use on the Elliott 

4120 computer with line pri.."lter. dig! tal plotter and mB8Iletic 

tape peripheral devioes. Certain procedures used in these 

programs were provided by the computer unit staff at 'Kingston 

Polytechnic, these being TACOBI, REY and AXE50N. The version 

of the program SIMUL was written tn collaboration with 

Dr. A.J. Bowles, formerly of Kingston Polytechnic, who also 

wrote the procedure AIBAX1l5. 

The programs which will be discussed ere: 

(e.) MCLAC;HLAN - A program for molec,ular orbital calculations 

(b) SIMUL - An eleotron spin resonanoe simulator 

(0) ROVERS - A oomprehensive program for calculating 

association constants from nuclear magnetic 

resonance data 

(d) MSPEXJ - A general purpose mass spectrometry program 

(e) THESISPLOTER - A simple linear plotting program 
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(a) MCLACHL.~ 

A program, translated from fortran and modified for use 

in the l'resellt study, fer the solution of McLachlan type 

molecular orbital calc'tlationso The output oonsists of the 

unpaired 7r -eleotron spin densities calculated using both the 

Huckel and MCLachlan methods together with the orbital energies, 

and if required the orbit!3.l coefficients, the mutual pola.:risabilities 

of the atoms and the bond orde~s all of which are derived in the 

course of the calculation. 

The input data ~.f: as follows: 

(i) The number of atoms in the molsct".le 

(ii) The name of the co~pound 

(iii) The non-zero elements of the secular determinant, each 

element being preceeded by its row and column number. 

The list must be terminated by the value of tne element 

in the nth row and nth column even if it has a. value 

of zero 

(iv) T'.ne number of occupied orbitals 

(v) An index number, usually l for odd electron systems 

(vi) The value of lambda, no:rma.lly 1.2 fJ • 
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MClACHLIUf 
"BEGnt; 
"INTBGBR"NCQIP :JNATDIS, I tid "KKK,NOCC, IND; 
'iRBAL'~ 
''RBAD''NA'IUIS i 
"IlBGIN" 
"RBALIff'ARRAY"H,<4 (1: N4.'l'QdS :J11 K\TQIS] ; 
''IN'lZGBRmtARRAY''Tl1: 20J ; 

"w-aJ!!AN" "mOCBDURB" KEY (I) ; 
''VALUB" I; "nrmaER'1 I; 

'vaBGlN" 
"a:J>B" 

, 

• $ ,1DR $ I 
$ $ • lOlL • 1 

• • • SUBR.L $ 1 
$ ~ 'JZ$ZB1W 
$ $ • RTaC 
$ $ • SML 

• 'ZBRO$ST$I 
• If; • C:1Ui 
$ • $ AND $ I 
$ $ $&T'I 

KBY:=I"NB"O 
"BND" UY; 

t:PROCI1)URB" JAaDI (A,S ~to{ ,RHO) ; 
"VALUB" N,RK) 
ulNTBGBR" Hi 
"RBAL" RW 
"aBAL" "ARRAY" A3S; 

"BBG IN""ol4l4i!N'l'" SBOIIBNT am; 
"RBAJ.,fI NUUIl,lftJUI2, TBR ,YO ,QIBGl,S INT. a:8T. INTl, Vl, va, V3 i 

''IN'l'BGJIl(If :.:,J ,P,Q,IND; 

''JUt'' I !=1 "smP" 1 "UNTIL" N "00" 
"Pa\" JI.1 "smP" 1 ''UN'l'IL'' I "00" 
"uP" I=J ':.nmN" I[ I ,JJ •• 1.0 
"BLSB" 8[I,J]I-&[J,I]:-o.0; 

INT11~.O; 
"Pal" 1:.2 "STZP" 1 "UNTIL" N ''Dolt 
''FCR" J&-t "STlP" 1 '''UNTIL'' 1-1 ''JX)'' 
INT1:.Drr1+2.Q~lI,JJt2; 
1UUI1 • .eQRT(INTl); lUUCh.(RW/10*lUUI1; 
TBa.aNaUIl.; IND: aC; 

.. IN1. ''!'lB'' (::-2 "STlilP" 1 "UNTIL" N "DO" 
''Fal" P:-1 "STBP" 1 "UNTIL" .... 1 1,00" 
"U" ABS(A[P,Q])"GB''THR "'1'HBN" 
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"DBGIN" IND:=1; Vl::rA[P,P]; V2'-A[P,~]; 
V3~~[q,Q] j MU:=C.5*(Vl-V3); 
U'4EGA.:="Iprt MU=C.O ttTHENu -1.0 

''ELSE'' 
~SIGli(la!U)>lIV2jSCJnT(V2~2+MUt2) ; 

snfT;~~T(2.0*(1&O+SQRT(1.0-oMB~t2»); 
COST:=SQRT(1.0-BINTtl)j 

~rpn:{tr 1:=1. trbTEP" 1 tlUNTIL" N ''Do'' 
"BBG:U'f' "IF" I"HB"P "AND" I"NB"q "THBN" 

"m:GIN" INT1:.A.[ I ,P]; MUI~[:i ,<J] ; 

A[P,I] :~ItP]:=INT1*C(8T ... ltTf.i:(:~INT 
''END''; 

INTl,=S[I,P]i MU:=6[I~Q]; 
S[ I ,Q J ,aINTl*SINT+MU*co;T; 
S[I,P]:=INT1*COST-W*SINT 

"END"; 
A[PDP]:=Vl.CUSTt2+V3*SINTt2-2*V2*SINT*COST; 

A.[P,~l ::..:A[(~,P]i-=(VA.-"'3)*SIN'l'*ca;T+V2.(CC8Tt2-SINTt2) 
uBND"; 

.. IF" INJ>=1 n'nIBNu 

"BBGIN" IND==Oj uGO!'U" ti~INl 
''BND'~ 
"BI.SB" "IF" THR>NaU52 "THSN" ''GOro" MAIN 

"END" JA.('!(B I ; 

"mcCBDtIQI" tmCDBT(DBT,SIZB); 
c'VALtlB" SIZI; ttINmGER"SIZB; 
"ARRAY" DET j 
"BBG INttI.<XJAmNT" SBGldENT TWO; 
"Drr.BGBR"I,JpX,Yi 
''BBAL''Z; 

''P'{p til : a1 It G'l'Bpt'l''UNTIL''SIZB''DO'' 
·'FCB"J:.l"6TB~'1~UNTILuSlZE''DOff 

"BBUn.tt . 
DBT[I,J] :.0.0; 

"BN1l"j 
START: 

OUT: 

"RBAD"X, Y ,Z; 
DBT[X,Y]~=Z; 
"U"" JC;;.;,UZB "AND" YaSlZE "THEN" "GOJ'[)'t (jUT 
"BLSB" "QUIU't S't.4ATi 

"END" or GRCDBT; 

ltiUJCBDlJRB''lQITB (: .,NS); 
ttvALUB"lfB; "INTBGERttN~; 

"ARRAY"<: ; 
"BBGIN" 
tt lNTBGBR"I J II N' , , , , 
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lI:aO; 
Leo: H: ...... 1i 

nIF" DY(!) '''THEN'' 1..I:=lIIt-5 ''BL3E'' H:=M+8; 
"IF" (NS-II) ''IS'' (' n'l'HBNII "GOTO" L100; 
I'YCB" I. =1 "&mP" 1 "tmTIL" NS ''00'' 
"BBGINtt 

"AUNT" ·'L ''''; 
''F(B'' J:IIH "STBP" :a. "UNTIL" M "DO" 
"IlBGIN" 

t'r:RINT" '''sa~'., AL!G..'Gm(5,6) DSAldELINE,CJ[I,J]; 
"BNJ)"i 
"BND"i 

"aUNT" "L , .. 
"GOTO" L50; 

1.100: 
"Jaltt 1:-1 "SmP' 1 "UNTIL"NS ''»0'' 
"BBGIN" 

''PRINT'' "L "; 
''FeB'' JIlIN ItSTBP"l "UNTIL" NS "DO" 
"BBGINtt 

"mINT" "32'" ALIGNIm(~,6) ,SAMBLINB,l.i£I,J]; 
''BND''; 
"ElID"; 

"PRI:rT" "L"; 
"lIND" OF WIlIT.I; 
"PSWCBDmB" aUJBR(H, lJ, NA'JDB); 
"VAUB" NA.~; ItIN'l'.lGBR"Nl~; 
"ARRAY" 8,<4; 

"BBODf'"'C'X'WBN'l'" SBGMBNT THRBB; 
1tIN'I:IGBR" I, J, JJ, X; 
"RBAI," A, a, Dj 
''Pal'' I :al ttS'l'BP" 1 "UNTILn NA'lUIS 'W' 

"IBGIN" 
Az-H[I.I]; 
JJ:-l; 

LL1: 

''!'al'' J:=I "smp" 1 "UNTILtt NATCIIS ''00'' 

"BBGIN" 
"II'" A .. H[J ,J]>O.O "THBN" "OOl'O" LLl; 
"Ii'" A-HlJ,J].c.o 1tTHEH" "0lJl'0" LU.i 
JJ: .. T; 
A:IIII[J.J]i 

"JQIDu; 
81.[1,1]; 
H[I,I]a-H[JJ,JJ]j 
H[JJ ,JJ] .=B; 
"PCIl" X.-l "8TBP" 

"BBoDr' 
D:-.[I[,I]; 
Q[X,I],~[It,JJ] ; 
l ,[ltaJJ] laD; 

"BHD"' • 
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''lam'': 
"BlU>" OF aumR: 

"mocBDtIUC" SPDmBN8I'1'Y (,~ ,PI ,NA'IUIS ,NUCC) ; 
''VALUB''NA.o:n.,HU:C; ttDfl'.BGBR"HATlIr1B ,HOO<:; 
.. ARRAY"<:.l, PI ; 
"BEGIN" 
'lRBAI"tnARM.Y" RlD[1:HI'~'IUI8]: 
.. lHTBGBR"I,J; 
"RBIU,~,SUII; 
"RBAD" aAI8IA.. 

''PRIHT"J.'IB5'" 'SPIN DBHSI'I'IBS'; 
"FlBtI I: a1 "STBP" 1 "UNTIL" HA'lUIS ''J)Q'' 
"1lBGIH" 

SUII:..o.Oj 
"Pallt J:.:l "smp" 1 "UNTIL" HATC.a "DO" 
"BBGIH" 

StJt:.sUII+PI[I.J]*<l[J ,1U:C]*C,[J ,HOCC]; 
"BRDltj 

lUO[ I] ,.('[ I,NtX:C]4Q[ I.HOCC] .. (a.\MMA*SUM) j 
"mINT" '/L&5~"SAllBLINB,DIGITS(2) ,1, "S5", 

SAMELDm, 

"BHJ)"; 
''BND'' OF SPIN DBNil'1'Yj 

ltma:BDtIUI" POlAR (B,<4 ,HA'lUB,NOCC); 
ttyALtlB"Mt\~,J«lCC j .. IH'1'BGBR"HATCIIS ,NOCC; 
"ABRAY"B,~; 
"BIG IN'tnaJemN'l'1t 8BGMBNT FOUR j 
"BBAL .... ARRAY''PI ,BaJT[ 1: HA'lUIS ,1:HA'lUIS] ; 
" IHTBOJm"R,S , 1,.1 t)Jf ,M; 
"RBAL"SUM; 

"Pm" Bc..J. "S'IBP" 1 "UNTIL" HA.'IUIS liDO" 
"BBGINtmU" DY(6) "THIN" "PRINT" PUNCH(3) ,DIGITS (2) ,R; 
"F(Jl" SaaR "STBP" 1 "UNTIL" NATafS "DO" 
"BBGINIt "U'" DYes) "THEN" II'lDUIIP: 

"J'(B1t l:a1 "smP" 1 ItUNTIL" NllCC-l ''00'' 
"BBOIH" 
''Pal'' J:.ax:c "S'l'BP" 1 "UNTIL" HA'ltJe"OO" 
"BBGDf" 

"II'" H[.r ,J]-H[I, Il n 0.0 tI'DIBN" "aero" L12; 

BW'I'[ 1,.1] :a4*Qa,Il*q[S,J]IIQ(S, I]*{~[R,J]/(HlJ ,J]-H[I,I]); 
LU: 

"BNDtt; 
''END''; 
8tD1:IIICl.O; 
''1\;8'' H:.l "smP" 1 "UNTIL" NOCC-l ''lXl'' 
''BIGIH'' 
"PCB" M:.-xc "smP" 1 "UHTIL" lfATaIS ''DO'' 
"lmGIN" 

5U11:-BUM+BODT[N,M]j 
''BNJ)I'; 

''BND''; 
PI[a,S] :.sUM: 
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''END"; 
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PI[S,R] :-SUII; 

"IP" KBYS4) "THBN" "OOTO" -.33; 
"AUNT" 'lS4a~,,'1llJ'I'UAL PCLARlZABILITr .. 

IRIT.B(PI,IATCMS); 

SPINDBNSITY « . ,PI ,NA'" ,NOCC) ; 
''END'' UP RJ[AR; 

"RWCBDURI" BlJG)(lU)BR ({J ,NA'lUIS ,NOCC, IND) ; 
"VALUB"HA.'lUIS ,NOCC, INI> ; 
"IN'l'BGBR''NA.'1UIS,NOCC, IND; 
"ARRAY"'. ; 
"nBQ IN''''IXWMBJ.lT'' SIOMBN'l' J'IVB; 
"RBAL'"'ARBAY" P[l:NATlW,l:NA.'l'CIIS]; 
"RBA.L" SOlI; 
"INTBGBR"I ,.1 ,X; 

"Pal" 1:-1 "amP" 1 ''UNTIL'' liATCIIS "DO" 
"aroIN" 

"FIR" .1 :-1 "STBP" 1 ''UNTIL'' NA'1UE "Do" 
"BBGDf" 

StII:.o .0 ; 
"Jat" K:a!. "a-mP" 1 ''UN'l'IL'' 1«lCC ''00'' 
"DBGIN" 

"IJ''' (KJCC-K) > 0 "'11IBN': "GOrO" L30; 
"II'" DD -1 < 0 "THIN" "00Jt1' 1.30; 
"1P" DU> -1 _ 0 "THIN II ttaoro" L31; 

1.30: 

L31, 

SU!I:..stJII + 2*Q[I,K]*<-LJ,K]; 
"CDro" LUi 

"lIND"; 
PC 1 ,.1] :aS1JJIi 

P[J,1] :aP[ I ,J] i 
"END"; 

''BMD''; 
"U'" DY(4) "THIN" ttOUl'O" {)Wi 
"mINT" "L84Q .... ,' sam lJU)BRS 

_1m (P ,NA'IUIS); 

'~URBtt AHDY(4., NATlIB, MOCC); 

" , 

"VALUI" JfA.'I'Q8,lftlCC; ":unmBR" NA.'IUIB, NCCCj 
"~yt' <.; 

"DlGIN'"'<XJIWM'l'" SIIGlJmN'l' SIX; 
"lUIAL" "ABRA.'f" P[1:HA.'IUIS,1:NA.TCMS]; 

,: I1ftBOBR" I, .1; 
"J'CR" 1:-1 ''STBP" 1 "UNTIL" NA.TC:a "DO" 

"BBGIN" 
"PI::a" Jr.1 "s'DIP" 1 "tJN'l'IL" HA.'ItJE ''DO'' 
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"IJBGIN" 
Pl I ,J] :111£;[ I ,NOX] *( [J ,NOCC] ; 
I'[J, I] :=P[I,J]; 

"BND"j 
''BND''; 

"IF" DY(4) "'DIBN" "aaro" (;99; 

"mDfT""L ", "S3O"\ 'HUCKBL SPDf DENSITY IlA.TIUX" 
- . 

aI'l'B (P ,NATaIIS) ; 
, 99 "AUNT" "IBS .... '~L SPIN DENSITIES", . I , , 

"ftB" J:=l "STIP" 1 "UNTIL" MTlIt1S "DO" 
"RUNT" nI.BS'''SAllBLINBI'IDIGITS(a)~J, , .. ss .. " 

SAHBLINE~IGHBD(3,S),P[J,J]; 
"mm" or AlQ)y. 

"PRINT" PutrCa(3),"'L ... ,' PLBASB SEB THA.T ALL KlYS ARE 
on 

~SS O'l'HBRWISB INS'11U~."'T.ID THANIB " 
WAIT; 

"IF" JCBY(1) '''mEN'' PUNCH(l) "ELSE" PUNCH(4) j 
"BBGDf" 

1:-1; 
1:=1; 

"BND"; 
"Elm"; 

INS'r.tING(T ~ I); 
llllT6'm nfG ('1' .1) ; 
SBCDBTCHj)NA'1UfS) ; 
:,U'. DY(4) "'nIBN" "GOTO" <;5S; 

JtpIUNT" n LS4Q, .. , 'HAMIL~lA.N'i 
WRI'l'B(R,NATtIfS) ~ 

QSS: 
Rill:=<) .0000001; 

JACXlJI(H,CJ,NA.'lUIS,RW) ; 
(JU)ER (R,G .HA'1'l2dS) ; 
'talDfT" nLS5", 'BIGENVALUBS"; 

''P'Ul" 11-1 "aT&p" 1 "UNTIL" HA.TQfS 

"BIGIN" 

"00" 

''PRINT'' ALIGNBD(3,S) ,HU,I]; 
"BND"; 

"Uti KBYS4) "'nJm" "Gl11tl't (;66· 
"mINT" ' lS4O .... ,'E IGBNVBCTClUS ~ ; 
WRITB( "NA.'lUIS); 
Q66: 

"RBAD" I«lCC, IND; 
POLAR (H ,CJ',NA'lUIS,NOCC) ; 
BQU)(JU)ER (. , ,NA.'1UIS ,NOCC, DO» ; 
ANDY(Q,NA'lUIS ,NOCC) ; 

''END'' OF JK:lACHIAN; 
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(b) SIMUL 

A program to simulate an electron spin resonance spectrum, 

and if required the position of each spectral line ~ be printed 

by operation of key 1. The pro~am can deal with up to 5 couplings 

and spin quantum numbers of i and 1 only. 

The input data is: 

(i) T1 tle of spectrum 

(ii) Multiplicity of ea.Jh splitting (5 values required) 

(iii) The oorresponding coupling constants (5 values required) 

(iv) The oorr(.sponding spin quantum numbers (5 values required) 

(v) Size of X axis (in oms) 

(vi) Size of Y axis (in cms) 

(vii) The number ('\f increments in the spectral trace, the value 

usually taken is 1000. 



SIIIUL; 
"BBGIH" 
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"RBlL"ZBRO,SCX,SCY,aAUSS ,LIMIT,Y,YY,P,Jl,J2,J3,J4,J6,B, Z, 
DH,MIN,~~,XNBW,XAXIS,lAXIS; 

"IJrI:mBR"'l'T,G,K,L,II,N,O,S,T,U,V,W,D,B,car.SIZB,AAA; 
"Dfl'JIQBR,mARRA,Y" NAIB[l :30]; 
It:a; INS'ftUNG(HAMI,JO; 
~"S,T,U.V, •• J1.J2,J3.J4,J5; 
Yl-S.,...,*V*,,; 
YV:-Y/W; 
TOT:..c.Oj MA:d.; 
nBBGIN" 
"BBAL" "ARRAY"A1,n[l:lO] ,I,SPIN,CPL[115] .,A6,U[1:Y],A2, 

X3[1IYY]~,~[1:100]; 
CPL[1] :-.J1; 
CPLUI] :-.J3; 
CPL(3., :-.13; 
CPL[4] :-.14; 
CPL[ 6] ,11016; 
OCIJ:.oj 
"Pal" 1t:-1 "S'l'BP" 1 '''UNTIL'' IS ''DO'' 
nBBGIN" 

"11'" CPL[ItJ > 0.0 '''mIN'' t:":1NcaCUK+l; 
'1IJmD"; 

-BBGIN" 

"BalIMH" ''PBOCBDtIUI'' KBY (I) ; 
"VALUB" I; "IN'l'SGBR" I 

"BBGDf" 
"am" 

. , 

e e $ JJ)R $ I 
e e e W:L • 1 
e • $ SUBR:L • 1 
• • $JZ$ZBlW e • $ "Tat 
• $ $ SIlL 
$ $ ZERO $ ST • I 
$ $ • CTlII 

• $ • AND • 1 
• • $ IT • I 

DYr-I''ltB"O 
"Btm" BY; 
"INTBGBRn 

"llWCBDtBB"NCa(N,R) ; 
''VALUI"lf,8 ; 
"Dft'BGIIR "M,a; 
"BBGDf" 
.. IN'DIGBR" I, T ,B; 
T:-B,-l; 
If:.-1; 
B:.-l; 
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"l'CR"I:-1"STBP"1''tJJft'IL''R''Do" 
"BBGm" 
TIcT*. 
B:aB*I; 
.:aH-l; 
"BND'-; 
NCR:=T/B; 
"BND"j 
"RBAL· ... FIUJCIIDtEB"lUlBIG(Z,I', I ,II) i 
''VALUB"F,I,H; 
"PBAL"I; 
"IJi'l'BGBR"F ,Hj 
"ARRAY"Zj 
"BBGDf" 
"Dn'BGBR"AHYj 
"BBGIN"JU!fY:-(Bf.l) "DXV"2; 
"11"'1=0.5 
"'I'HBN" 
"BBGI!f" 
"U"'hl"'''1'IIII-l'IIlftrttz(P] :d. 
"BLSB"Z[P] :--=a(H,P) 
"BIUl" 
"BISB" 
"BBGI!f" 
"IP"I.o .O"'nIBN"Z(.r] :_1 
''BLsB" 
"BBGD" 
"U"&-2*I+l 
"TIIIM"Z(P] 1-1 
"BIBB" 
"BBGIX" 
" II"'IW.I+l 
"'DIBM"Z[P" I.ANY-ABS (ANY-I') 
"BI4B" 
"BIGnt, 
"PRINT"PUMCB(3), ·'JIl4t1IRB ~TIQ('; 
"RBAD''JrBADBR(3) ,Z[P] ; 
tta)tI; 

"BRO"; 
"BIID"j 
''BND"i 
"INJ)"j 

"BND"; 

"PIWCID1Im" (UICBDStBT(A,X,J) i 
"YALt1B" .1; "IH,.." .1; "ARRAY" A,X; 
"BBGI!f''"IXWRN'l'" SIOMBNT 'l'Illj 

"DfT1IOIll" I,Jt,,",,II,P; ''RBAL'' T,n,TX,D; 

LT[1:LN~(J)+a)/LN(2)~O.Ql]; 
1:-11:..1.; 

N: "I!'" .1-1>1 '''nIBN" 

"INTBGBR""ARRA.Y" 
UT, 
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"BIGIN" P:-(J+I) "DIV" 2; T:IIA[P]; A[P],~[I]; 
'I'S:aX[p];X[P] : =-Xl 1]; 

(,.wi 
"Pat" ~-I+l "STBP" 1 "UJrrIL" Q ''00'' 
"BBOIN" "U'" A[E]>T IITJIBNf' 

"BBGIH" "Pal" Q:-2 "STBP" -1 "Ulft'ILu E ''DO'' 
"BBOIN""II'" A[f.]<T '''nDIN" 

"IIIGIN" %f,-lEl jD:IIX[JO; A[E] ,..t'i.[Q]; 
X[K]:.xlQ]; A[Q ... -xY; ~c:] • ..:xx; Q,-'l-l; 

"QoroIc L 
"Jam" 

"BND" 1'tll4; 
".-E-l; nClJTO" l1li 

"BND": 
L: "BNJ)tI l'CR X; 
•• A[I]:..A.[':]: XU] :..x[q]; 

A[~]:""; 
X[(]:-TX; 

"IP" 2-:>1+.1 "'mBlt" 
"BIOIN" LT[IIlIDI: 1J'I'[M1:-.-1; 1: .. (+1 
"BNDtI "BIBB" 
"BIODI" LT[lI]:=-.:+l: t11'[K]:-.J; J:=< .. -l 
"BMD": 
.:II1II+1; "GOTU" N 

".IND" 
"BUDI" "11"" I "<IB" J "TlIBN" 
''C:K:ml'' PP 
"mati 
"&'IGIN" 

"U'" A[I]>A[J] ttTJIBN" 
"DlGDt' XY:aA[I];D:=X(I]: A[I]:~[J];X[I]:=JlJ]; 

A[J]raXYi 
X[J]laUj 

"BND"; 
W, 11: .... 1; 

It II'" 11>0 "THBN" 
"1E1N" I:IIILT[M); J: .. t11'[Jl]; "aaro" N 
"lIND" 

"BN!>" 
"JUa)" ~.UICBBRSalTi 

"PRUCIDURB"TIT.LB(AAA,CDN,XAXIS,lAXIS,SPIN,CPL,STRING): 
"VALUB"AAA,CXIf ,%AXIS, YAXIS; 
" IlftBOBR"AAA.,CDN .axIS, YAXIS; 
"AICRAY"SPIlf ,CPLi 
"IJI'I'B(8l"" ARRAY"S"ftlING: 
"BIG llf""<xJIiCft" 8BGIB4T THRIB: 
" INTBGBR"Jt; 
wtJ(O,4); 
MC¥BPBK«-XAXIS/3)*40,(~IS-6).60); 
"11'" AAA;.l. "TIIBN" 
uRUNT"PUNCII(S), #'IBlUn'ICAL B.S.R. LINB RlSITlmS IN ' 
''BIBB'' 
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"PRINT"PUNCH(S) ,'SIIIUIATBD B.S.R. SPJlC'mUM UP ' 
PUNCH(S) ; 
It: ..1; mmrl'lUJtO(STRJNG,JO ; 
"Jal" 1t1-1 "STBP" 1 "UNTILtI a:J( "00" 
"BBGDf" 

WA.Y(O,4)i 
MUYBPBN«XAXIS/I) *'0, «(YAXIS-7)*60)-Cao*X»); 
"mnrr" PUNCH(S), ~ J ' 
"Y(0,4); 
"IF" SPlN[K] - C.5 "THBN" 
"llUNT''PUNCH( 5) D 'HYDROOBN' 
"IF" SPIN[X] • 1.0 "THIN" . 
"HUNT"PUNCH(5), 'NI'.l'IWG:BB'; 

"u" SPJN[X] "1m" 0.5 "AND" SPIN[K] tiNa" 1.0 "THBH" "OOTO" 
OUT; 

"mID"; 
OUT: 

WAY (0,4) ; 
"PRIlft'1t PUNCH(5) g , • ',ALIGNBD(2,3) ,CPLlX] i 

"mID" QlI' TlTUC; 
"ma:BDtlRB''LDQUi'UltCTIUf(X, 'lUI'.A£, TC, Z ,DB,MIN ,Er " TOI'A,S lZB, 

BIG); 
"VA:a:..UB"KY,SIZBi 
"1NT.B3BR"SIZB.KY; 
''RBA.L"BIG,'1UI',Z,DH,IIIN; 
"ARRAY" AC, '1'C, '1\1m,X; 
"IlBGIN""aWMBNT" 8BQldBNT FIVE; 
"IJf'l'BGBR"J ,X, T: 
''RBAL''DIN DR; 
T:-o; XMlN:=X{l]-Zj 
''Jal''J:-l''STBP''l''1JHTIL''SIZB''DO'' 
"BIGU" 

"IP" DY(6) "THBN" II'roUlllP 
"u" DY(S) "THBH" "mINT" PUNCH(3) ,DIOITS(4) ,J; 

T: .... +l; 
X[T] :dYIN+Z; 
DlIlh.x(T] ; 

TOTa..o.Oj 
'l'O'a[Tll.o.O; 

"PlB"K:,..1"STBP''1''UNTIL''U''OO'' 
''ImGlN" 

RI.2*(X[Tl~[K])IDB; 
"II''' (ABSCR)-JlIN)<C.O "'fttBN" 
~:~+TC[K]~/«3.O+R*R).(3.O+R~»j 

"BHD"; 
rom.(T] IIITOTA.[TJ., 'IUI': 

"11'" .1-1 u'I'HBN" BIG:- 'IUI'A[1] 
''BLaB'' 
"BIOIlf" 

"Blm" ; 

"IP" ~[Tl > BIG 
""... 
BIG:II'1UI'A[T]i 

"Un '1'-100 "at" J.sIZB "THBN" 
"BBGDI" . 

MTWRITB(2,X,l,l00); T:cO; 
MrlRITB(2,TOTA.l,l00); 

"BND"; 



"END"; 
"BNIl" OF LINBFUNCTIlIf; 
''I:ftocBDtBB''DBUn'B(M) ; 
"VALUB"AA; 
"1UVU,"Mi 
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.. BBGIN .... a.ENT .. SBGMBNT SIX; 
WAY(e,4); 

MUv.BP.BN(10*158,O); 
CBNCHAR(3); 
MO¥BP.BN(10*158+2S,O); 
"PR:nrr" PUNCH(5) ,ALIGNBD(2,2),AA,' 
MU¥BP.BN(-10*158,O)i 

ClAUSS'· I 

CENCHAR(3); 
MDYBP.BN(-10*158-150,O); 
"PRINT" PUNCH(5) ,ALIGNBD(2.2) ,-itA; 

''BND'' OF DBLBTB; 

REC,;umu PROCB[n,JRB AXESlB. 

"IF" EBY(4) "'l'HBN" "auru" FIND; 
"II''' BBY(2) "THEN" lJUNCH(1) 
''BLaB" PUNCH ( 4) j 

"1'pc' DY(1) "THEN" "BBGINtt 

1t1=1; OUTSTRIHG(NAJIB,JO; 
"BNJ)"; 

"FlB"K:.:l"STBP"1"UNTIL"5''JX)I' 
tlBBGINtt 

"RBAD"I[Kli 
SPIN[K] I.IlK]; 
"BNDllj 

"1UW>"axIS,YAXIS,SIZB; 
"BBGINtI 

01-1; D=-3; B:a3i MUSS;-1; PI~.Ol; 
ZBlW:.o.Oj 
''I'l:R"K:-1''STBP''1''UNTIL''S''DC" 
''BBGIN'' 
A1[It],.ZBRO-(S+l)*JlI3+Jl*lt; 
HDlBIO(J1,K,I[Ol,S); 
"Jam"; 
01110+1; 
~ "It,-l. "STaP"1 "UNTIL"S''OO'' 
"BBGIN" 
~"L: .1"STBPtl1''tJNTIL''T''DO'' 
"BBGIN" 
A2[L+T*(K-l)11-A1[K]-(T+l)*~2*L; 
J2[LwT*(K-l)],aX1[K] 
"BIm"; 
''BNJ)''; 
''PUl''It: -l"STBP"l''UNTIL''S'W' 
"BBGIN" 
''PlB"La.1''STBP''1''lJN'l'IL''T''DO'' 
"BBGIN" 
HDlBIG(Xl,L,I[O],T); 
XI[L+T*(K-l)la.xa[,"T*(K-l)]*X1(L]; 

"END"; 
"BND"; 
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Gs=G+l; 
"FCR''Jt:=l''STBP''1''UNTIL''S''DO" 
"BBGIN" . 
'tp(B"La.l"STBP"1"tJJrrIL""'Do" 
"BBGIH" 
~"":.1 "smP"l "UNTIL''U''OOtt 
"BEGIN" 
A~[II+U*(L-l+T*(K-l»]:..u[L+'l·*(Jt-1)]-(U+1)*J3/3+J3*M; 
X&[~U*(L-l+T*(K-l»]a.xa[~T*(K-1)]; 
HOIBIG(J1,M,I[G],U); 
X5(M+U*(L-l+T*(K-l»]:.xD[~u*(L-l+T*(K-1»]*J1[Ml; 
"II''' DY(1) ItAND''V<1.&''THIN'' 
"BBGIN" 
ItHtINT"ALIGNBD(D,B),M[M+U*(L-l+T*(K-l»], 

",END"; 
"BHD"; 
"BHJ)". , 
"BND"; 

G:-G+1; 
" UW'V>1.3''THBN'' 
tlBBGU" 

ALIGNBD(3,1)~&[II+U*(~1+T*(K-l»]; 

"PcB"K:.l"STBP"1 "UNTIL"S''OOtt 
"BBGIN" 
"PtB''Lz=l''STBP''l''UNTIL''T"DO'' 
"BBGIN" 
"PtB .... : =l"S1'BP"l''UNTIL''U''Do'' 
"BBGIN" 
"PeR ''If ,.1 flS'lZP"l"UNTIL''V''DQfI 
ctBIGIN" 
A2[N+V*(M-1+U*(L-l+T*(K-1»)] 
1=A5[~U*(~+T*(K-1»]-(V+l)*J4/2+J4*N; 
D[N+V*(lI-l+U*(L-1+T*(JC..1»)],aXS[IIf.U*(L-l+T*(K-l»]i 
HOIBIG(Xl,N,I[G],V); 
X2[N+V*(M-l+U*(L-l+T*(K-l»)]:
J2[N+V*(M-l+U*(L-l+T*(K-l»)]*Xl[N]; 
"IF" DY( 1) "AND"W<l.O"THIN"r PIUJIT"ALIGNBD CD,B) • 

A2(N+V*~-l+U*(L-l+T*(K-1»)], 
ALIGHBD(3.1)~[N+V*(M-l+U*(L-l+T*(K-l»)] 

''BND''; 
''END''; 
"BND"; 
"lIND"; 
''BND''; 
G:aG+l; 
"1P"W>1.5"THBN" 
"!'al"K:=l"STBP"l''tJNTIL''S'1DO'' 
"BKGIN" 
''Fal".L:=1''STBP''1''UNTIL''T''llO'' 
"BBOIN" 
"Pm"li: .1"STBP"l. "tnfrIL"Ut'Do" 
"BBG1N" 
''Fal"N:.l"STBP''l''UNTIL''V''DU'' 
"l3BGIN" 
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"Ful''01 =l"SftP"l "tJHTlL· ... 'W .. 
"BIG IN"" . 
A5[O+W*(N-l+V*(M-l+U*(L-l+T*(K-l»»)a. 

A2U~y*(M-l+U*(L-l+T*(X-1)) ) 
-(W+l)*J6j3+Ja*Ui 
JB[O+"(N-l+V*(~u*(L-l+T*(K-l»»)a. 

D(lf+V* (lI-l+U* (J.6.3.+'J'I'(K-1» )] i 
BOIBIO(.l1,O,I[O],W); 
XS[O+W*(N-l+V*(M-l+U*(L-l+T*(K-l»»)S. 
XlS[o+W* (N-l+V* ( ... l+U*(L-1+T*(K-l»» l*Xl[O] i 
"II'" BEY (1) "THBN" 

"I=RDfT" ALla.>(D ,B) , 
Aa[O+W*(N-l+V*(M-l+U*(~1+T*(K-l»»), 

ALIONBD(4,l) , 
X5[0+"(N-1+V*(M-l+U*(L-l+T*(K~»)]; 

"BND"; 
"BND"; 
''BND''; 
"11m"; 
''END''; 
"IP''' .1 "AItD"V''NB''1''THBN'' 
"BBGIN" 
~"K:-1t1STBP"l''t.wrlL'ty''DO'' 
"BBonl"A6[K] :..uUO; 
X5[lC] :-D[K] 
"BND"i 
''mmlt; 
QUICKBRSCBT(AatD,y) i 
ID'DIST(2, #1iIlm ,"FAlBBn); 
ta IP" G.\USS • I. "THIN" 
"BBOIN" 
"RlDrl"'PUJtCII(3) /~L ' LIMITING VALUB UP X AXIS. ' 
"BBAD" RBADIR(3),AA; 

I[l]:-M; 
Z:.(2*M)/SIZB; 
MIN:..aa; 
AAA:.Q; 
"RBAD''DH; 

LDKBPUNCT1UN(X,TDr~~,Z,DK,MIN,Y,~,SIZB~); 
1I'J'II{1lU[(2) ; 
1I'I'JIARJt(2) ; 

vnm: 
"HlINT"PUNCH(3)/'L ",'nITCH Of PID'1'T.IR'; 
~IT; . 
ADSQf (AAA.,AA, ~,B,-o ,sex,ICY, , Glasa' ,%AXIS, YAXII); 
IIILBTB (M) i 
.Y(1,3); 
IIl'RBWUD (2) ; 
II'l'8BBX{2) : 

'1"1'1..0; 
"J'(B" KId. "STSP" 1 ''1JN'I'IL'' IIZB "00" 
''BBGIN'' 

'1"1'1 Sl'M'+1 ; 
"IP" "..1 1t'ftlBN" 
"DBGINtt 



"BNJ)". , 
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~(2,X,1,loa); 
~(2.~.1.100); 

"END"; 
"IP" Jr.1 tI'11IBN" 
!5Jv.BP.BN(Xll]*SCX,TOTAll]*SCY); 
U(AWLINB(XlTT]*SCX,rorA[TT]*SCY) ; 
.. IP'" 'l'TclOO "THIN" TT: ~ ; 

"IF' IBY(3) "'ftIBN" "QOTO" FIN; 
TITtB(AAA,CON,XAXIS,~IS,SPIN,CP.L,NAMB); 
FIN: 
"BND"i 
"lmD"; 
"END"; 
''lmD''; 
"BND"; 
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(0) ROVERS 

A program to determine the assooiation oonstants from 

nuolear magnetic resonance measurements normally using the 

equation of Foster and F,yfe36 but b,y operation of key ~ the Hanna 

and Ashbaugh35 equation ~ be used. The output oonsists of a 

plot appropriate to the equation used together with the assooiation 

constant, its associated error and the value of ~ • The program o 

normally uses the shift of the acoeptor protons but by operation 

of key 2 it is converted to deal with the shift of donor protons. 

If it is required to analyse the results from the shift of more 

than one proton in the same moleoule key 1 must be operated. 

The input data is as follower 

(i) The number of proton shifts bejL~ studied 

(11) The number of measurements taken 

(iii) The moleoular weight of the donor (or acoeptor) 

(iv) Wt. of empty 
n.m.r~ tube 

(v) Title for graph 

Wt. of tube, 
+ donor 

Wt. ~f tube + donor 
+ acceptor solution 

(vi) Shift of pure acceptor (or donor) proton 

(vii) Shift of complexed acoeptor (or donor) proton 

A. 

If the number of proton shifts studied is greater than 

uni ty, then if the protons are wi thin the same molecule data B 

is repeated for each subsequent proton. If the protons are from 

a different system data A is repeated for each subsequent system. 

B. 
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"REAL"W,A, XX, YY ,XHIGHpXLUW, YHIGH,SCX,SCY, YLOW ~ 
SMl,SN2.BG1,BG2oXlDX3,Yl,Y2, 

KM,MMM,STDV,SX,SA:r,exx,aV,SY.SXA,CC; 

"Itn'BOBR''N,J oRoP; 
"RBAD"R; 
"BBOIN" 
''aBAL""ARRAY''X,Y cZ,C,Hpllllt"V ,XA,XNBWt)YNBW(l:H] ,,,[lZ3]; 
"1NTEGERmtARRAyt'S1,S2[1~'101 ; 

tfJUuJWf" ''PROCBDtIUC" IBY( I) ; 
''VALUE'' I "IN'l'BOEIt" I: 

"BBGDI" 
"ccmB" 

• 

• • ,U*. 1 

$ 4' 'lD:L' 1 
$ • ~ SUBR:L $ 1 
$ $ $.JZ$ZBRD 
, $ • R'ftIt 
$ .. $ SIlL 
, $ZBRO$ST'I 
$ $ ,C'IUI 
• , $ AND $ 1 
$ $ $ST$I 

DY:-I"."O 
".,.. lEY; 

''PJWcBDlBB"SCAN(A,B 10 , LIT'I'lB ,N) ; 
·'VALUR".; ''aML" 81G.LIT'I'LE; 
"11C'i'BC:JMR"N; 
"Al<MY"Ai 
"DBGlN" 

"nnm1-:it".J ; 
.faal; 

aIG: .... JftU~:=-A[.J .. ; 
.~" J •• :4"SU1'''1·'Wft' ~"1f'u..J' 
"IJIIIOllt· 

.. ue·A[.J]>BIG"TIS ... SlOa .. [.J .. ; 
"1P"A[.JJCLI'I"l'U·'THBH"LI'rl'LB:.A. . J]; 

"lIND"; 
,~ .. or SCAR; 

QQQ: 
"BBQIN" 
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"RBAD"N,W; 
"IF" DY(S) "THSN" "OOI'O" 1fAHHA.; 

If JP" KEY (2) tt'l'lllN" 
''PRnrrt' PmICH(1)/aJNC OF ACCBPTC:B'L2" 
"BlSB" 
liPS INT" PUNCH( 1) , CONe OJ' DONat' L3 '''' . ~ , 

"FIE"J c _1"S'!'EP"'.''UNTILh N''DO'' 
'"BBG!N" 
1'RBAJ)"X(J] "Y[J1 ,Z[J]; 
H~J]:.«Y[J]-X[JJ).1000.0)/fW*(Z[.1J-Y[J]»j 
"1lRINT"ALIGJmD(3,3) ,H(.11; 
"END" , 

,Co; : 
F:=A; 1NS'l1UNG(Sl~p); 
1':=-1; INSTRllG(S2oF); 
''ImAD''Ao 
"J.:nlNl'u' PUNCH(l)."L 'SHI!"I'''S4 'SHIP'l'/CONC .. L2 .... 

''PUc.'':J:=ltt8ftP''l''tlNTIL"N''J)(J'' 
''BRaIN'' 
"kBAD"C(JJ j 

"U"BEY (2)"'l'1fD" I [.1 J : =(C [J j -A) "ELSB" 
I(J) :-(AooC[.1J); 
K[J1:.1[J~/H[J]j 

"PRINT" PUNCH(l) ~IQNED(2,3) ,1[.1] ,SAJlBLlNE ,K[J J; 
X[J] :=1[.1] ; 
Y[J] :.xi,.1 .. j 

"END": 
SCAN(I,BOl.SM1,N); 
SCAN(Jt,002.SII2.N) ; 

D:~:""IBI~(SU1 .. 1) ; 
"lHIOH:.eG2+1; 
YY:::YIDW:~IBk(SII2-1) ; 
XHIGH: alJG1+1 , 
BAIIHA: "WRENT" 'nilS BJJ.lCK 1J8B8 THE HANNA. ANII 

ASHMOOH JIlmU) 

UP DJ~IlfIRl It 'I\J BNTER IT SWITCH 
KEY 3 ; 

"IP" DY(3) "'nJEN" 
"BBG IN" ''1.EAD"N, W; 

"U'" 1BY(2) "THEN" 
"rnINT"FUNCH(l),''''L'' ClIfC. UP ACCIP'lU .. "S10'" 

SHIFT .. 1.3 .... 

"B.lSE1f 

"I1UNT"PUNCH(l), "'1.' elK.UP IXMh "SIS' 
SHlrr'La"j 

"PUt" J: cal. "S'mP"l "Ulrl'IL"N"IXl" 
IfBBGIN" 

''kBAD''X[.1], Y[.1" .Z[.1]. 
H[J .. ,.«Y[J]-X[.1~).1000.0)/(W-(Z(J~-Y[J]»j 
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''J~ID''; 
J.sHBAOOH z P:-1j lNSThING(Sl,F); F,-l; 1~\INQ(sa,,); 

... .BAJ)tlAi 

"".B" J: -l"STBP"l "tlNTIL"N"W" 
"13BOIN" 

"kBAD"C JJj 

"L ..... 1BY(8) "'rHBlf" 
I'-J] :-(C[J]-A.) 
''Bum'' 
I[J J :-(A-C[J]) i 
"l'RIN'l"'PtJNCH( 1) ,ALIGNBD(:a.3) • "lBfS ", 

H[JJ,8AlBLlNE,"814'~.I[J.; 
XCI] Jal/HLJj; 
V[J] :al./l ~JJ. ; 

''mID''; 
SCAN(X"DG1,SMl l'N) ; 
SCAN(Y,BG2,SJI3,N) ; 
U:aXLOf:-BNTIBa(SII1-1) ; 
YHlGH:~l; 
yy:_yww,.aTIBR(SM3-1) ; 
XBIOJI: .aG1+1; 

''BlO)'' i 
"BBGDI" 

"Pal"J: -1"STEP"1 nmrrIL"N''IlO'' 
ttBIGIN" 
XNBW[J]I~J]-XX; 
YKIW[J],-Y[J]-YYi 

"BIa>tti 
8Xall8XY a..axxaa6Y: -BV: -an: c:sO .0 i 
"ftB tt.j: al trSTBP"1 ''UN'rlLtlN''OO'' 
"BBGlN" 
U:aISX+X(J] is%Y:.sxY+X[J]*Y[J]. 
SXXz-sIX+X[J]*X[J]iSY:.&Y+Y[JJ; 
"BND"; 

III: _(N*8XY-s.x*SY)/(If*SXX-ax*SX) ; 
CC:_(SX*SXY-BY*IXX)/CSX*SX-N*8IX); 
"Plm"J:_l"STBP''l''UNTIL''N''Dfl'' 
"BIGIN" 
VlJ]I-Y[Jl~X[JJ-CCi 
V[J],_V(J]*V[J]j 
8Y:-sY+V[J] ; 
a(J] I..x[J]-BX/N;XA[J] :.a[J~*XA[JJ i 
UA:-sxA+XA.[ .1] 
"BID"; 

STDV:.sQRT(SY/(SIA*(.-a»); 
"I'" DY(3) "THBlf" 
"BBGIl4" 

BAMBLDm, 

"PR~'PtlNCH(l), "'"L'SWPEa ',SAMBLINB ,III, '0(.(8-"SAMBLDlB, 
STDV, ... . 

.8AMBLIHB ,cc ; 
1IMII: ...... mv; 
.~ tt .1: a1 "STBP"l''UNTIL"3''OO'' 



''BEGIN'' 
t. [J] I-CC/IMI; 
II1II: .-...sTDV; 

''miD''j 
"PRurr"PtJNCH(l), ""L' • 
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',SAMBLINB~IGNBD(3,3),Qi21, -,.(Il-' 
[] [ ) ,-, ,-- '" SAllBLIKB, (. 1 -'J 3] /2, L 'fAX. SHIFlW , lICC, RlOO ; 

"BNJ)" 

"BIBB" 
"BEGIN" 

"FlUltT"PUNCH(l), .... L' Jt = 

III8It.ws (.)-SmV; 

, ,SAllBLINE ,ABS (1M) , -., m--. , 
SAMBLINB,SmV; 

"PCR" J: =l,"STBP"l"mrrI:' "3''00" 
"BEGIN" 
"'4[J] :aCC/Mlllli 
.... : =llllll+smv 
"BNJ)"j 
''PRINT''PUNWI(l), ..... L' IIAX. SHUT III ',SAllBLINB,ALIGNED(3,3), 

~[2],' ca .. \SAllBLIRE, «:[1]-Q[3])/2, ""LeR1OO" 
''BMD'' ; 

U:dlDII; 
U:"'X1+CCj 
D:aDIGH: 
Y2: ..... D+CC; 

n:=rXl.-Dj 
U:-U-YTj 
D:..u-U; 
Y2:-Y2-'n; 
mIGB:..xHIGH-D; 
zu:M:~-xx: 
YBIOII:-YBIOH-YTi 
YIDf: -Y!DW-YT j 

"11''' DY(3) "TJlBH" 
ALB ADS (DIGB,XUJW,YHIGH,~~8CX,scy, "1/C" '1/1>') 
"BLaB" 

liSA ADS (XHIGH,xu..,YHIGH,YIJJI,SCX,scy,' D ','D/C'); 
"1'lB"J:-1"&'l'BP"l''UNTIL''K''DOtI 

"BBGDf" 
MUYBPBN(~J]*scx.YNBW[Jl*scy): 
ClCNCHU(3) ; 
''END''; 
"11''' DY(4) ""." "QU1'l1' TERM; 

I171BPEN (u*scx. n*8CY) ; 
DRAWLDm (D*SCX, n*scy) ; 

"u" DY(3) "THEN" 
''DBOD'' 

MJYBPBN (eoc ,1600) ; 
"FRDn"'PUNCB(5). "Sl'..OPBw ',ALIGKBD(4,3) "MIl, .... ·Ut-', 

ALIGNBD(2,4),S~V; 
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MDY.BPBN(500,lSSO); 
"U,INT"PUNCH(S), , INTERCBPT .... ,ALIGNED(2,") ,CC; 

"BNl>tt 
''BLSB'' 
"llBGJNf' 

Jl1VBPBN (SOO, 16(0) ; 
"mINT"PUNCH( S), , SUJPB Ie. ' ,ALIG1GCD (4,3) ,ABS (HI) , , .iiJl- ... , 
ALIGNBD(1,4),ST.DVj 
"m:a>tlj 

T.BRII: 
JD'EPBN(200,1900) ; 
PUNCH(5) ;F:_l; OVTS'lRDG(Sl,F); 
KJVBP£N (200 ,185(l); 
F:=1; (Jl1TSm~(Sa,F); 
MNBPBN(O,SMOO) j 

R:=I(-l; 
"II'" R>~o5 "TID" 
"BBGIN" 

"II''' DY(S) ''THBN" 
"BEGIN" 

"11''' DY(l) tlTHBN" "auro"ASIIBf\OOH 
"BLSB" uaurou~i 

''mID''; 

''END''; 
"END"; 
''BNJ)tt; 

''END''; 

"IP" DY(l) "TJIBNf' 
"001'0" QQ 

''BLSB'' 
"001'0" (.QQ; 
''BND''j 
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(d) MSPID 

A program designed ~or the analysis of mass spectral 

data. The program draws out the speotrum in the form of a bar 

diagram to a size chosen by the user, the intensity data is 

tabulated and if required a new data tape can be produced for 

use in a program to analyse metastable transitions. 

The input data is as fo110\ls: 

(i) The number of sets of data to be processed 

(ii) The title of the spectrum 

(iii) The size, denoted by 1, 2 or 3 

(iv) A character, normally unity but may be 2 if m/2e peaks 

are being considered 

(v) The number of peaks in +Jle spectrum 

( vi) The height of the base peak 

(vii) The m/e value of the first peak 

(viii) A lis t of heights of each of the peeolcs, if there is a 

sequence of n peaks of zero intensity this ~ be 

represented as -n on the data tape. 

For subsequent sets of data items (ii) to (viii) are 

repeated, each set being terminated with the character E. This 

oharacter is used in a data oheck and any errors in the data 

are ~ported to the operator. 
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EPEe; 

"DBGU" 
"~n I,J.N,M,S,T,X,HN,Z,C~,OC; 
"RBAL" D,D,P,K,L,U,V,SUM,SIZB,O,H,OG,YY,LL,LIMIT; 

"BURBAN" "PlWCRDURB" KEY(I); 
"VALtJB" I; "IN'I'BGER" I; 

"BEGIN" 
"ClJ)B" 

, 

• $ $ LDR $ I 
$ $ $ IDIL $ 1 
$ $ $ SUBR:L $ 1 
$ y $ olZ $ ZBRlJ 
$ $ $ R'lU[ 
, $ $ ENL 
$ $ ZBRO • ST $ 1 
$ $ $ C'IUI 
$ $ e AND $ I 
$ $ $ ST $ I 

DY, _I''NB''O 
''END'' KEY; 

"lNTBGBR"" ~~t A[O: 50] i 
"RBAD"B; 
"IP" B "OB" C.5 "'ftIBN" 
"AUNT" PUNCHeS), '"'L' SET £BYS - IF NO INsmtY;TICIf OIVEN 
SD TrAT AI.L ". KBYS ARB UP - T"dANK YOU #L "; 
_IT; 
oc • .o; 
C:IIIB: 
LLL: 
I:.r.; INS'ftUNG(A,1); 
"IF"DY(l)"TBBH"PUNCH(l) 
"Bum" 
PUNCH(4): 

''RBAD"SIZB, U,X,B,K; 
"BBGDf" 
"RBAL''''ARaAY'' P[1:~25] ,Q[1:X+25] ,R[l:X+20]; 
N:.Q:T:aO;F:aK-C:V:.c;SUM:-o;YY:-o; 
STEP A.~ F:..F+U; N:-N+l;P[N1z-P 
"IF" N<X '''nIBH'' "w TO't SmP A.: 
STBP Bz •• -£1; 

IWVAHCa(1) ; 
U,:~(1): 

"THBlf" 

"IP" LU-3'7 "THIN" IlGOl'O" amp BlA: 
"IP" I..IJII11 '\Btt LL .13 ttca" LL-14 "(B" LL>15 
"AND" LL<36 'U" LL-31 
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"BEGIN" 
"READ''!.; 
" IF''L''QB"(l.O''THBN'"'GUl'O''LUJPl. 
''BLSB" 
"GUTO"LU.JP2 i 
UlJP3.: 

LUJP2: 

"BNDn • , 

T:=T+l; 
(~[T] :=1.; 
"[T] :=1.*10018; 
StJM:c:SUll+L; 
"GUTU"STBP Bi 

T:=T+li 
mr: :::NN+l; 
(.[T] I=C.O; 
R[T]:=r oO*l00/Bj 
SUM, =SUII+O 0 0 ; 
"IP"NN<ABS (L)"THBN""0U'l'0"UXlP2 
''BISE" 
"ClJ'I'O'fSTBP B; 

"GOTO" STBP B; 

STEP DlA.: "IF" 'l\d ''THBN'' 
"BBGDt' 
"IP"UY (2) "'mEN" 
"BEGIN" 
T~-oi 
"ooru" STEP C; 
"BND" 
''BLSB'' 
"BEGIN" 
T:nO; 
"roro" STBP B2; 

''END'' 
'fJmDlf 

''ELSE'' 
"BEGIN" 
"mINT"HJNCH(3) tt "L' DA.TA lNcmRECT ON RUN" 

B-C+l, 
T • "PEAKS GIVEN l«JI' ~ ,X, .. AS DBCuuum--PlWGRAM HUDlIDING "1. "i 

"GOro" FIN j 
''END''. 

STEP B2: ''mINT'""'IA"; I:-Cj OlJTSTRIRl(A,I); 
"PRINT" mBFIX(', ') , 
.., L ' IVB II INTBNS ITY, RBL I!."'i' , lOO lIS IGllA I ' 
1WP 4: T:=-T+li 

"IF" R[T]>V "THIN" V:=R[T]; "IP" R[T]>C.l "THEN" 
"AUNT" ALIGNED(5 2) , " , 
P TJ,l-'REFIX( , )DAL1GNED(1,l),. ",I.T], 
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ALIGNED(S,2)" R[TJ .AL1GNBD(S,2), (H TJ *l00/SUM; 
"IF''T<X ''TImN'' "00 TO" UDl? 4" . " .. , ' "~DfT" 1A SIOM I ill ,SAllBLINB,ALIGNBD(6,4),StlII, '''1''''; 

"11'" DY(S) "1'HBN" 
"BBGIN" 

''END'' ; 

"mIN'l"'PUNCH(3), "'L" MBTASTABlB LIIiIT ... 
''READ'' RBADBR(3) JJIIIIT" 
"HUNT"PUNCH(l), J'IUQQ '""; 
"FlRttT: =1 "SmP"l "UNTIL"X"OO" 
"BEGIN" 

"IP" R[T]>C'.l "Alm" P[T] "GB" LIMIT "'nIBN" 
"mINT"PUNCJl(l) ~IONBD(S,O) ,P[T]; 

"END"j 
"mlNT"iJUNCH(l) , ' 'mSOHRS0 '''; 
T:aO; 

V:~(BNTIER«V+9)/lO»*10; 
S:=(BNTIBR(P[lJj10»*lO; 
D: =(mrrIBR «i~[Xl,·9) /10) }"10; 
"GOTO"STBP D; 

STBP C: 
lJ.llP 5: T:=T-.~l; 

"IF" R[T]>V "TltEN" V:=dt[T]; 
"IF" T<X 1t'ftfEN'1 "GOI'O" UXlP S; 
V:=(BNTIBR«V+9)/lC»*lO; 
S:_(BNTIER(P[lJ/1C»*lOj 
DI_(BNTIBR«p X) ... ·9)j10»*10j 
"(]O'I\J"STBP D; 

aTBP D,"IF" 1BY(3) "THENti "GOl'O" FIN; 
" J P"C"NB"B''THBN"''BEG IN" 

'~RINT"rUNCH(3),"L" NEW SPECTRUM ABUtn' TO 1m DRAWN 
PEN CCl<RBCTLY SBT TYPB P /STOP TO PRa::BBD' 
.UT;"BND" 
"BLaB" 
"BBGIN" 
"mINT"PUNCH(3) , "L ~ SET PEN (JfB INCH FRUtI EDGE UP PAPER"; 

.IT; 
"BND"; 
"11"'S lZB-l''THBN'' 
"BEGIN" 

"Blmll 
"ELSE" 
" IP''SlZB=a2"TBBN" 
"BEGIN" 

H:=800; CC:lIICC+l; 

G:.2ClC; GO:aS; H:-50('; 
"IF" CC "DIV" 2*2 "NE" CC 
"THEN" 

"BBGIN" 
MUYBP.BN(O,(G*6»; 
CC:=C; 
"END" 



"BND" 
"BLSE" 

"ELSE" 

"IJI"'& IZB=3"TBBN" 
"BBGtN" 
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0:-34(\; GG:=lC; H:_300; 
"IF" CC ''DIY'' 2*2 ':NB" CC 
''THEN" 

"BBGIN" 
aNBPBN(C,(G*6)-4C'); 
CC:=O; 
"END" 
"EL~E" 

CC:=O; 
''BND"; 

SET lJtIGIN(H,O) j1&Y(O,3); 
"FlR"J:=O "GTBP"l"UNTIL" :5 "DO" 
"BRoIN" 
~WLnm (C' ,G*J) i 

DRAWLDm (-12,G*J); 
~"LPKN(-130,G*J) ; 

"HUNT" PUNCH (5) ,DIOITS(2) ;lALIGNED(5,1) ,V*J/5; 
tIlVEPBN (C ,G*Jl ; 

''END'' j 
IIJYEPBN (~UO ,2*0), tQY(1,4) ; 
"~INT" PUNCH(S) I'RBIATlVE ABUNDANCE"> 
MOYBPBN (0,(5*0)-50), wt~Y(O,4)j 
!lUNCH(5) , 
I:=O;W'ISTIUNO(A,I) PUNCH (1) , 
I&JVBPHN (r,C); 
~" 11:=0 "STBP"l''UNTIL''OO''DU'' 
''BEGIN'' 

OOAWLINB (200*",C) ; 
DRAWLINB (3(j(j*II,-12); 

IIJVBPEN(2'O* .. l.OO,-50) ; 
WA.Y(O,3) . 
"RUNT" HJNCH( 5) , 
ALIGNBD(5,1) , (S+(mfTIBR«D-S .. «OO*lC)-1»/(OO*lO»)*lO*M) j 

ICVEPKN (200*11,0) ; 
'~"; 

MOYEI~(O,-lOO) WlY(O,4) , 
''PRINT''l'UNCH(5) , 
, mss : CIWCGB RATIU (If/B)" 

YY:=«S,(.BNTrga«U-S «OG*10)-1»/(0G*10»)*10*GG)-S)j 

YY:=(:iKX,'*OO)/YY; 
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''PU, "Zt 1111 "STBP"l ''UNTIL'' xt'OO" 
"BBO!W' 
" U''''r'UIV''2*2"lm''Z"'nmN'' 
"SEGur' 

MDVEPBN«P[l]-S-U)*YY+(Z*YY*U),O) 
DRAWLINE«P 1]-S-U)*YY+(Z*YY*U),R[ZJ*(G*5)/V)j 
''END'' 
"BIBB" 
"BEGIN" 
lIIJYBID«.rt> l]-S-U)*YY·:·(Z*YY*U) ,R[ZooI*(G*5)/V); 
DRAWLINB«P[l]-8-U)*YY+{Z*YY*U),O); 
"BND"; 
"END"; 
"IF" SIZB=l "THKN" 
"BEGIN" 

"BND". , 

"IF" KBY(4) "THEN" 
MUVRP.BN(O,(0*16» 
''BUtE'' 
"BBO!N" 
"IF" CC "DIV"2*2 "NE" CC 
"THBN" 
MJVBFBN (0, (0*5 ).;-300) 
''BIBB'' 
MDYBP.IN(O,(~16» 
''BM>''j 

"IF" SIZBa2 "'ftIBN" 
IP'EPBN (0 , (G*U» 
"ELSB" 
It IF" S 1m.3 "'ftIBN" 
MOYEPKN(O,(G*lO)~; 
"ma>"; 
FIN: C:.c-l; 
"U"'C''QB''C .5"'nJBNtt"GOTO''UL; 
"BHD"i 
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(e) THE5ISP:LO'l'.m 

A general purpose program for plotting straight line 

graphs on cartesian axes of suitable size for presentation in 

a thesis. The input cia. ta. is as follows t 

(i) Title of X axis 

(ii) Title of Y axis 

(iii) Number of graphs to be drawn on axes 

(i v) Low l1m1 ts of X and Y axes 

(v) Upper limits of X and Y axes 

(vi) The data sets for each graph consisting of the number 

of points and the coordina. tes of each point. 

The output from the program is the graph together 

with the gradient of each line, its associated standard 

deviation and intercept. 
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TIlES ISPLO'l'ZR; 
"SEGur' 
''RBAL'',a,YY,xHIGH,XLUW,YHIGH.SCX,SCY,YJDf,x1.xa,Y1.Y2,., 
ST.DY,ax,SXY,SXX,SV,SY,SXA,C; 
"~"J,B,IX,HN; 
"11f"I'BQEk " ".ARRAY" Ilm\, 1N'l'B[ 1: 30J ; 

~l1IRBS PlWCEDtuS ALSAXES AND lNA'l'OIS. 

''PkWCEDtBE'' ALSOI1l'(S1,S2,A,B); 
"&TRIm" &1082; 
"IN'I'BOER" "ARRAY" A,B; 

"BIG IN" "1N'l'BGER" I; 

"BMD"; 

1:=1; lNATUS(A,I,Sl); 
I:rlj INATOS(B,I,S3); 
ALI AXES(XHIGH,XLUI.YH~H,YLDW,SCX,~Y,Sl,S2) 

J:lI1i IHS'ftlIlG(nrtA,J), 
J:II1; IBSTRIlG(IIftS,J); 

"RBA;)''NB ,XX, YY ,XHI'HI. YHXaB 
Jl.UJI:.xx; YUJW:.YY; 

''PUt'' u:.t. "8TSpI' l"UNTIL" NN "IXl" 
"BEaDf" 
''kBAD'' N 
"BBGIB" 
.'RBAL .... ARRA.yt'X. Y ,V ,XA,xMEW. nmw[l: Nl ; 

"Pelt" J: al "S1BP"1 "1Ift'IL''lt'Dl1' 
"BBIGnr' 
"READ"X[J~,Y[Jl; 
XNKW[J):.x[J'-XX; 
YlmW(J] laY(J)-YT; 

'''''': 
ax: 1116XY:..aD: -sY :.sV: a&XA:.c.o , 
"JQl"J: al "smP" 1 "Uln'lL"N"DU" 
"ImGIB" 
SX:-SX+X[J~ SXY:aSXY+XLJ1*Y[Jl 
SXX:aSIX+XlJ1*X[J].SY:=SY+Y[Jl. 
"BlfD"; 
M:.(N·SXY~~SY)/("axx-5X·6X); 
C:.(SX~-6Y*SXX)/(SX*sx-N*SXX)j 
"Fal"J:u"STEpI'l"tJrrIL""'DO" 
"BBQIlC" 
V[J]:.Y[Jl-M*~J]-C 
VlJ} I-V[J J*V[J]; 
SV:=S¥.VlJ1 ; 
XA(J J :-x[Jl-8X1N; -[J1 :alrA.[J]l!IXALJ]; 
SXA:iI6XA XA[J] 
"EJG)"; 
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STDY:~T(SY/(SXA*(B-2»); 
"nDI-',w-R(A) ,~" 02""'0" .. 'LIUW:O .. ea-LIVD D (flO) rft alru~. ~ • aD ,8ftaD AD, IGITS. ~KI, 

Y ... ~X··' C ".02' .... 
- " D' ~ • Xlzd[NJ; 

Yl: ... *X[N]C; 
D:aX[l] ; 
Y2:-M*X[ll Ci 

X1:aX1-Di 
Yl:-Yl.-YY; 
D:..xa .. XX, 
Y2:-Y2-YY; 
mmH:aXRlGH-XX; 
XU1iI: -XU»-XXi 
YHIGH:-YHIGH-YYj 
'YUJW:-YUJf-yy; 
"11"" mr.1 "THBH" 

Al.B 0U'l'(' 

um\, JIft'B) ; 
"I'a\" J: -1 "STBP"l ttmrrIL"H''IXl" 
"BBGJN" 
IINBPD(lCHBW[oJ] *SCI, YIIBW[ or .. *scy) ; 
c:BNCHAa (R) ; 
"BltD"; 

JaNBPBlf (.n*8CX, Y1*SCY) i 
DMWLlltI (D*SCX. Y2*ICY); 

IIJVBPBlf( 600 ,1600) ; 
"mID"; ...., .. ; 
"BRD": 

"La" • 
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3. Short courses attended during the period 1967 - 1970 in 

fulfilment of C.N.A.A. regulatiOns 

1967 - 1968 

Applica~ione of Mass Spectrometr,y 

Interpretation of n.m .. r. spectra 

(6 lectures) 

(6 lectures) 

Spectroscopic methods of trace analysis (6 lectures) 

1968 - 1969 

Algol programming (6 IdCtures) 

The followin€' sections of the M.Sc. course in Moleoular Spectroscopy 
" 

held at Kingston Polytechnic. 

Microwave spectroscopy (3 le~tures) 

Vibrat!onal spectros~~py' (36 lectures) 

""ave mechanics and electronic spectroscopy (10 lectures) 

Meetings at KinB!ton"Polytechnic 

Spectroscopio methodS in organometallic chemistry (2 ~s) 

Infrared discussion group meeting on organometallics (1 day) 

1969 - 1910 

SympOSia 

Recent advances in gas-liquid chromatography 

Kingston PolytechniC (1 ~) 

Mass Spectrometry Kingston Polyteohnic (1 day) 

Meeting of the photoeleotron spectroscopy discussion group 

Imperial College, London (1 day) 

During the course at Kingston Polytechnic I have given a 

research colloquium and attended various research oolloquia given 

by internal and external lecturers on research or topios of general 

chemical interest. 
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